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ABSTRACT
The research work described in this thesis is a continuation 
of the previous studies carried out in the University of Glasgow 
on swirling jets issuing from vane swirlers.
A test-rig suitable for investigations of combustion systems 
was designed. The vane swirlers used for the investigations 
were to the same design as those used by Mathur (5) for investigating 
cold swirling jets. The measuring instruments were calibrated 
and the analysis for the temperature correction due to radiation 
from the thermocouple bead was carried out. For all the experiments, 
premixed stream of town gas and air was used.
Flame stabilisation tests were conducted mainly with hubless 
swirlers. With the hubless swirlers, stable flames are held at 
the junction of the swirler vane tips. With each of the annular 
swirlers, the chemical reaction started from inside the swirler 
tube. The results of the tests show that highly stable flames are 
obtainable with vane swirlers. The width of the stable flame region 
of the stability limits loop increases with swirl although for any 
given flow velocity, the fuel/air ratios at weak and rich blow-off 
limits increase with swirl. For flames issuing from swirlers with 
vane angles of 70 and 75 degrees with both geometries, wall flame 
jets were formed.
x^ii;
The aerodynamic measurements were made with hubless and annular 
swirlers. The analysis of the results show a strong dependence of the 
flow distributions in the flow field on the swirler exit conditions.
As the rotational energy increases, a greater proportion of the nozzl© 
fluid is forced into the outer part of the jet by the centrifugal 
forces. This concentration of stream lines causes increases in the flow 
velocities at those radial points in the swirler flow section as a 
result of which the static pressures at these points drop. The effect 
of this is that the maximum, axial velocity components, temperatures and 
minimum static pressures are displaced from the jet axis near the swirler* 
exit. The radial displacements of these aerodynamic variables increase 
with swirl. A n  'the variables generally* decay as the axial distance 
from the swirler exit increases and the rates of decay depend on the 
dwirl number. The maximum values of the above parameters on cross- 
sectional planes (minimum for pressure) ultimately tend to the jet axis 
and the positions at which the values reach the axis depend on swirl. 
Throughout the lengths of the jets investigated, the static pressures 
remain subatmospheric.
The minimum swirler vane angle with which a recirculation vortex 
will be established in hubless swirler flames in 3^ degrees. The 
corresponding angle with annular swirlers is 45 degrees. For the same 
swirler geometry, the characteristics and dimensions of the recirculation 
vortex increases with swirl.
The analyses made of the jet widths show that swirling jets expand 
rapidly immediately downstream of the exit and the rate of expansion 
increases with swirl. At sufficiently far axial distances from the 
swirler exit, the expansion rates become linear.
Computations of the axial fluxes of linear and angular momenta, and
(xiii)
and the mass flew rates at the cross-sectional planes of measurements 
show that the fluxes of momenta along the jet are conserved. The 
entrainment rates increase with swirl in both swirler geometries.
The comparison of the above results with cold swirling jets show 
differences in the jet developments. The minimum vane angle for the 
establishment of recirculation vortex in cold swirling jets increase to 
45 degrees. For both swirler geometries and swirlers with corresponding 
vane angles, the maximum widths of the recirculation vortices increase in 
burning Jets. The burning jets also have higher expansion and entrainment 
rates than the cold equivalents.
The prediction method formulated at Imperial College, London, (8),(9) 
was further developed for the computation of flow distributions in cold 
and burning swirling jets. The program was also modified for processing 
In a KDF9 or UNIVAC 1108 computer. The results predicted by the method 
are generally similar to those experimentally obtained. With specification 
of correct inlet profiles, the program will predict accurate results for 
cold jets. For burning jets, further improvements are still required 
in the inlet specification of the combustion parameters and also in the 
turbulence representation.
CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 The need for the investigation.
The effects of imposing a swirling motion on fluid flow fields have 
been of interest in many engineering disciplines such as aerodynamics, 
combustion, heat transfer and meteorology. In the design of internal 
combustion engines, papers have been published on this phenomenon from at 
least as early as 193  ^hut it was not until recently that interest was 
focussed on the effects of swirl on combustion in high output furnaces.
In order to obtain high intensity combustion, the reactants must be 
supplied at sufficiently high flow rates but when the component of the fluid 
velocity normal to the flame front exceeds the burning velocity of the 
combustibles, the flame will be swept away by the incoming high velocity 
stream. This therefore creates the problem of establishing a stable flame 
in a fast flowing stream. Various stabilising mechanisms have been in use 
in the past, the most important ones being
(a) can-type stabilisers,
(b) bluff-body stabilisers,
(c) opposed-jet stabilisers,
(d) swirling flows.
In each case, the flame is stabilised on the recirculation zone or • 
the low velocity region within the flow field. Many reports and papers on 
the performance of the first three types of stabilisers and various 
modifications of them are available in the literature but very few (10),(11) 
(12) are available on flame stabilisation in flows with any form of rotation 
none appears to be available on flame stabilisation in swirling flows 
issuing from vane swirlers. The need therefore arises for an investigation
of the effects of swirl on flame stabilisation for flows issuing from 
vane swirlers.
In addition to the knowledge of flame stabilisation in a combustion 
system, another design consideration among others, is the aerodynamic 
pattern of the flame. This is essential as the mixing rate of the 
reactants, the reaction rate, the heat release rate and the rate of wear 
of the combustion chamber wall depend on the aerodynamic characteristics 
of the flame. One approach to this aspect of the science of flames has 
been the use of cold models. Although the results of such tests show the 
general pattern of the aerodynamic variables, the high temperature gradients 
with the resultant high density gradients in flames cannot be taken into 
account whereas an observation of the Navier-Stokes aquations of motion 
will indicate the over-riding influence of the density gradients on the 
aerodynamic variables.
1.2 Previous work at Glasgow University
The research programme on swirling jets in the Mechanical Engineering 
Department of Glasgow University was started by Kerr (1), (3)* (*0 • He 
studied both cold jets and diffusion flame jets In the departmental boiler 
furnace using various combinations of primary and secondary swirlers.
He was followed by Fraser (2),(3) who studied cold jets. Mathur (5)>(6)>(7) 
modified the design of the swirlers used by Kerr and Fraser to achieve a 
more effective deflection of the flow at exit. He mainly investigated 
free and enclosed swirling cold jets on a model test-rig.
1.3 Present work '
After Mathur1s experiments and considering the points discussed in 
Section 1.1, the logical follow-up is to carry out investigations on 
swirling flames. Thus the present research project was designed to further
-3-
I
r
i the understanding of swirling flows by investigating the effects of swirl
|
| on combustion using the same design of vane swirlers as was used by Mathur.
i
I For most oil burners, the properties of the flame depend, among|
other factors, on the transfer rates of heat, mass and momentum and also 
on the droplet size. In order to reduce the number of variables on which 
the chemical reaction will depend, a premixed stream of gaseous fuel and 
air was used. This eliminates the dependence of the combustion process 
on the mixing rate of the reactants in the flow field.
In confined flames, low frequency combustion oscillations are 
known to be associated with the combustion chamber dimensions (24.). At 
this stage of the build-up of knowledge on swirling flows issuing from 
vane swirlers, it will be undesirable to further complicate an already 
complex flow field by the effects of this phenomenon, therefore, free 
swirling flames were studied.
The first task, which took a substantial part of the time available 
for the workp was the design of a combustion test-rig and the other 
necessary equipment for the experimental investigation.
The experimental part of the project was the investigation of 
flame stabilisation in swirling flows and of the aerodynamic features of 
free swirling flames of different swirl numbers and swirler exit geometries.
Until the recent work of Spalding et al (8) and a modification of 
it by Odlozinski (9)* no method was available for solving the pertinent 
equations of motion In a reacting medium. Taking account of the economic 
advantages in being able to predict the distributions of the aerodynamic 
parameters in any flow field, the prediction method was modified for the 
analysis of free swirling flows with and without combustion.
CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 Introduction
Following the invention of the Bunsen burner, many papers on 
various aspects of flame characteristics have been published. The literature 
is so extensive that a comprehensive review cannot be accommodated in this 
thesis. Therefore, the review in this chapter is limited to some of 
those papers that are directly related to the present research project.
Other relevant papers will be referred to at appropriate places.
2.2 On flame stabilisation
Although there is a fairly extensive literature on flame stabilisation 
in the first three types of stabilisers listed in Section 1.1, only very 
few references are available on investigations in which some form of 
rotation was imposed on either the nozzle stream or the flame environment.
Albright and Alexander (10) measured the stability limits, 
temperature and concentration profiles in free and confined cyclonic 
natural gas /air flames. The types of premixed and diffusion flames 
obtained were also observed. The cyclonic nozzle, shown in Figure 1, 
had inclined tangential ports drilled at 60 degrees apart on a ring. The 
ring was then pressed on a face-plate with a central convergent nozzle.
Each of the experimental combustion chambers was 0.5 in. diameter. The 
lengths varied from 4 in. to 20 in. The whole nozzle mass flow was 
introduced through the ports except in diffusion flame studies when only 
air was so introduced whilst the fuel gas was injected through a central 
nozzle in the test apparatus. The different types of premixed free flames 
observed were the same as those observed in confined premixed or diffusion 
flames. Generally, stable flames were obtained within wider flow
conditions in the confined flames than in the free flames; the maximum 
blow-off velocity being 100 ft/s in free flames as compared with J00 ft/s 
in confined flames. The effect of increasing the length of the combustion 
chamber on the stability limits was found to be almost negligible, though 
the shorter ducts have wider range of stable flames at blow-off velocities 
less than 100 ft/s. In the confined diffusion flames, higher air/fuel 
ratios than in confined premixed flames were obtained for corresponding 
blow-off velocities. With a divergent section fitted to the cyclonic 
nozzle, maximum blow-off velocity obtained was about 900 ft/s. Compared 
with the results obtained for flames issuing from the convergent nozzle, • 
smaller air/fuel ratios were recorded for corresponding blow-off velocities.
As a follow-up on previous studies on bluff^body stabilisers,
Grover, Kesler and Scurlock (11) Investigated the performance of a rotating 
bluff-body in a 1.5 in. diameter combustion chamber. The bluff-body, 
a 0.2 in. diameter cylindrical rod, was mounted on the lower part of the 
combustion chamber with its axis normal to the direction of flow. Visual 
observations of the premixed natural gas/air flames as well as the 
determination of the stability limits and combustion efficiency were the 
main objectives of the tests. With the stabiliser rotating at 7800 rpm, 
the stability limits loop obtained was smaller than that with a stationary 
stabiliser. This was shown, mostly in the drop of the maximum blow-off 
velocity from about 425 ft/s for the stationary stabiliser flames to about 
550 ft/s for the rotating stabiliser flames. As the speed of rotation was 
increased, the width of the stable flame zone of the stability limits 
decreased at any blow-off velocity. The reduction was more severe a& the 
blow-off velocity decreased. Their results further showed that the volumetric 
heat release rate In the combustion chamber could be increased by rotating
-6-
the bluff-body stabiliser. Improvements in the combustion efficiency 
were obtained as the speed of rotation of the stabiliser increased.
Recently, Beer et al (12) published their findings on flames in 
a rotating environment. Premixed primary stream of methane/air or propane/ 
air was introduced vertically upwards along the axis of a free rotating air 
environment. The rotating environment was generated by rotating a large 
cylindrical wire screen on its vertical axis. The effects of the rotating 
environment on stability limits, flame length and temperature distribution 
were studied In the laminar to turbulent flow range. Considerable 
increases in blow-off velocities at any value of fuel concentration (defined 
as ratio of fuel flow rate to the primary stream flow rate) were obtained 
with increase in the rotational speed of the screen. It was also observed 
that lifted flames could be re-established on the nozzle rim by increasing 
the speed of rotation of the environment.
2.5 On aerodynamics of swirling flows
Although swirling flows have been used for various purposes in 
the past, it was not until the early part of the last decade that detailed 
investigations started on the aerodynamic pattern of swirling flows.
Since then, papers have been published on the flow patterns obtainable 
from different swirl generators.
2.3.1 Methods of generating s'wirl
Three main methods of generating swirl have been used In the 
past. These are
(a) by rotating the pipe
(b) by tangential entry
(c) by the use of vane swirlers.
-7-
The method of rotating a pipe was first used by Hose (15) in his 
experiments on axisymmetric air jets. Only weak swirl could be generated 
by this method even at a rotational speed of nearly 10,000 rpm and 
consequently this method has not been popular with investigators.
When swirl is generated by the method of tangential entry, as 
shown in Figure 2, part of or the whole of the nozzle mass flow is 
introduced into the swirl chamber through tangential ports. If part of 
the fluid is so admitted, the remainder will be introduced axially into 
the swirl chamber. Variations in the swirl intensity can therefore be 
obtained by varying the proportion introduced tangentially. This method 
has been used by many investigators (10), (15), (1*0 for all 
investigations on swirling flows at the International Flame Research 
Foundation. It has therefore been established as an effective way of 
generating swirl. In addition to the energy lost at inlet to the swirler 
ports, a proportion of the rotary energy is also lost between the position 
of introduction and the nozzle exit as a result of viscous dissipation and 
pipe losses. The total energy loss was estimated as 5C$ In (15) •
The third and probably the most common way of generating swirl 
particularly in combustion systems is the use of vane swirlers. Ullrich 
was reported in (15) to have used this method but obtained an asymmetric jet 
due to instability in the flow field. Kerr (1), (5),(4) and Fraser (2), (5) 
have used the same method. Stable axisymmetric swirling jets were obtained 
but no appreciable recirculation zone was reported. Mathur (5),(6),(7) 
modified the design of the swirlers and obtained stable axisymmetric jets 
with considerable recirculation zone. Many other investigators, e.g. (24) 
have also used vane swirlers for their investigations. The performance, 
therefore, of any vane swirler system will depend on the design. The 
deflection of the stream by the swirler vanes gives rise to a pressure drop
-8-
across the swirler. This pressure drop increases with swirl.
From the experiments of Chigier and Beer (13) and Mathur and 
Maccallum (6), both on annular swirling air jets, a comparison of the 
effectiveness of the method of tangential entry can be made with the 
use of vane swirlers. The result of this comparison (using the same 
definition of swirl) is shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Comparison of Methods of Generating Swirl
Method of 
generating swirl
Swirl
number
Hub
ratio
Length of recir­
culation zone
Max. width of* 
recirculation zone
Outer dia. of 
nozzle
Outer dia. of 
nozzle
Tangential entry
(i d
0.78 0.24 0.79 0.26
Vane swirlers 
.. (0 _  .
0.72 0.32 3.70 0.47
A similar comparison of the dimensions of the recirculation zone 
in the wake of such flameholders as disc flameholders with and"without 
divergent quarl, annular non-swirling jets, swirling jets generated by 
the tangential entry method and swirling jets issuing from vane swirlers 
had been made by Chigier and Gilbert (16) and they concluded that the 
size of the recirculation zone depends on —
(a) swirl intensity,
(b) the blockage ratio,
(c) the geometry of the divergent wall,
and (d) the shape of the flameholder.
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From the above table, it could be added that the size of the recirculation 
zone also depends on the method of generating the swirl.
It would also have been useful to compare the power required for 
generatinga finite swirl intensity using the two methods but sufficient 
information is not available from the literature. Fellows and Rivierre 
(in the discussion on reference (22)) carried out such an analysis and 
concluded that the mechanical devices, i.e. vane swirlers, required higher 
swirl generating power than the aerodynamic devices, i.e. tangential 
entry method. Noting the high pressure drop which can be expected from 
the screw-type of mechanical swirling device used by Fellows and Rivierre, 
it appears that the question is still open as to which of the two methods 
required the lesser power.
No attempt has yet been made to reduce the losses arising from 
the use of either the tangential entry method or the vane swirlers.
When this is done, various designs of each device would be tested for 
performance. The criterion suggested by Ivanov (17) can be used for 
this assessment. The suggestion was to define the efficiency of a 
swirl burner as
E = gS ...(2.1)
in
where E is the swirl burner efficiency,
Eq is the effective energy of the flow it swirler exit per unit 
volume of fluid 
Ein is the energy of the flow at the swirler inlet per unit 
volume of fluid
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E.
Eo
in •(2.3)
(2.2)
If such series of tests are properly planned the question of which of the 
two common methods of generating swirl required the lesser power can be 
quantitatively resolved.
However, from the qualitative results in Table I, the following 
conclusions can be made tentatively. Because of the greater volume of 
recirculated gases in swirling jets issuing from vane swirlers, stable 
flames will be obtained within a wider range of fluid flow conditions.
A slightly higher rate of entrainment resulting from the possible increase 
in jet spread due to greater width of the recirculation vortex in jets 
issuing from vane swirlers can be expected. Thus some improvements 
in the volumetric heat release rate and the combustion efficiency may 
be obtained.
20.2 The definition of swirl
The main difference between a swirling flow and a non-swirling 
flow is the imposition of an angular momentum flux on the former. Any 
representation, therefore, of swirl must take account of this component 
of the momentum flux. Drake and Hubbard (18) suggested that swirl could
be defined by a "median cone angle of air exit" having 50% of the air 
mass flow inside and the remaining 50  ^outside it whilst the use of the 
ratio of the axial flux of angular momentum to linear momentum has been 
suggested by Rose (15) • 0n® objection to the median cone concept is
that it is not related to the axial flux of angular momentum. Also it 
will require experimental measurements.
The commonly used definition of swirl is the dimensionless expression
The nozzle geometry parameter is sometimes represented by r2 instead 
of c^ . The use of an effective nozzle diameter has been suggested by 
Kerr and Fraser (3). This effective nozzle diameter was defined as 
that of an equivalent nozzle having the same flow area as that of the 
annular nozzle. In principle, it does not appear to matter which 
nozzle geometry parameter is used although the numerical values obtained 
will be different.
By multiplying the equations of axisymmetric, compressible, 
turbulent fluid motion in the axial and tangential directions by r and
p
r respectively, integrating the resultant equations from the jet axis 
to infinity, assuming that boundary layer approximations are applicable 
and neglecting the turbulent shear terms, the following equations can 
be derived for the axial fluxes of linear and angular momenta at any 
cross-sectional planfe:
00
Gq = /  (P + Pu2) r 6x1 -.(2.5)
O  - —
°o g
G = j* p u w r dr ...(2.6)
o
At the exit plane of an annular nozzle, the integration limits will 
be from (d-|y2) to (<*2^ 2).
2.30 Experimental work
With a 6 in. outside diameter vertical combustion chamber,
Hottel and Person (19) studied the characteristics of a vortex system with 
and without combustion. The air which has passed through vanes at the 
base of the combustion chamber was admitted tangentially into the combustor 
whilst the town gas was introduced through a central nozzle. A quenching
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device for assessing the combustion efficiency was fitted to the top 
of the combustion chamber during some of the tests. In the cold tests, 
free and forced vortex cores were observed in the flow field. The forced 
vortex core occupied 8Qffo of the chamber volume. Substmospheric static 
pressures were also recorded. The flow pattern was not affected by 
any variations of the flow rate or the vane setting. In the combustion 
tests, the combustion efficiency was independent of vane setting but 
varied with the length of the combustion chamber and the fuel/air ratio.
The recirculation zone whose presence was assumed at the beginning of 
the experiment was found to be very insignificant.
As a continuation of their work on cyclonic flames, Albright 
and Alexander (20) used a modified form of their cyclonic nozzle (as in 
(10)) for measuring impact pressures, static pressures, temperatures and 
gas composition in confined cold dets and cyclonic flames. The vanes in 
the cyclonic nozzle were positioned with discs of various sizes. The 
impact pressures were measured with a calibrated pitot tube which could 
be rotated from zero to J>60 degrees. The impact pressure was taken as 
the maximum value at any measuring position and the static pressure 
taken as the value at 51 degrees from the position of the maximum -m 
pressure. Subatmospheric static pressures were recorded at all points 
in the flow field. Small recirculation zones were also observed. With 
premixed streams, flash-back occurred. This was eliminated by increasing 
the size of the positioning disc or by introducing the air and fuel in 
different streams. Differences between the profiles obtained in cold 
flows and those in the flames were reported.
Baluev and Troyankin (21) have investigated the flow distributions 
in an air model of a cyclone chamber. The fluid was let into the cyclonic
nozzle from a number of tangential ports. The effects of variations of 
the number of tangential parts, cyclone chamber height, diameter of exit, 
chamber wall condition and the relative cross-section of the tangential ports 
on the flow distribution were studied. The presentation of the results 
in the aforementioned paper was very brief and most of the results 
were not shown probably because of space limitation. However, the 
results shown in the paper did point out interesting features of the 
flow pattern in the cyfclonic chamber. Five flow zones were identified 
in the chamber. Near the nozzle end of the chamber the central downstream 
flow zone was surrounded by an annular reverse flow zone. An annular 
downstream flow zone surrounding the first recirculation zone was also 
surrounded by another recirculation zone. Between this second 
recirculation zone and the chamber wall was the fifth flow zone which 
was a downstream flow zone. The pattern of the flow zones changed as 
the exit was approached. It can be surmised that the pattern of the flow 
will depend more on the diameter of the exit and combustion chamber 
diameter than any of the other relevant factors.
Ullrich was reported in (13) to have studied annular swirling jets 
issuing from vane swirlers but could not take measurements near the 
swirler exit because of the asymmetry in the Jet. The first quantitative 
measurements on the aerodynamics of swirling flows was made by Hose (15) 
whose method of generating swirl was discussed in Section 2.3.1. The 17/52 in. 
bore and 100 diameters long pipe was rotated at 9500 rpm. Measurements 
of the mean velocities and turbulence intensities in air jets were made 
with a calibrated hot-wire anemometer. The results of the axial velocity 
profiles in the swirling jets were very similar to those of the non-swirling 
jets even at an axial distance of about 0.2 nozzle diameter - from the
nozzle exit. This indicated that the swirl in the flow was very weak. 
Nonetheless, few characteristics of swirling flows were indicated by 
the results. At the same Reynold’s number, the jet width, rate of 
decay of the axial velocity components along the jet axis and the rate 
of entrainment of ambient fluid along the length of the jet were slightly 
higher in the swirling jet than in the non-swirling jet.
Most of the recent papers have originated from the International 
Flame Research Foundation where various facets of the characteristics of 
confined swirling cold jets and diffusion flames have been studied.
The combustion experiments were mainly on pressure-jet oil flames. The 
swirl in both cold and combustion investigations were generated by using 
-tangential entry method. A detailed review of the various studies on 
ainular swirling and non-swirling jets has been given by Chedaille,
Leuckel and Chesters (22). In both cold and combustion studies, the 
boundaries of the recirculation zones were mapped and the effects of 
different swirl numbers and different divergent quarl geometries on the 
size of the recirculation vortices were reported. The critical swirl 
levels above which recirculation zones would be set up for different 
semi-divergent angles were determined. In the combustion tests, the 
atomised oil was sprayed into the recirculation vortex. The main 
conclusions were
(a) That the small recirculation wake just downstream of a 
bluff-body could be extended by using a divergent nozzle 
or swirl. Further increase of the size of the recirculation 
vortex could be obtained by increasing the swirl number 
but as the swirl number increased, the effect of the 
bluff-body on the recirculation vortex size decreased.
(b) That the combination of large divergent angles or 
narrow chambers with swirl would produce open-ended 
recirculation zones which would consequently result 
in the formation of wall jets.
(c) That shorter flame lengths and very high combustion 
intensity could be obtained by using swirl.
Using multi-concentric tubes for primary and secondary air streams 
with a rather complex vane system, Shagalova, Shnitser and Gromov (23) 
studied the aerodynamics of the flow in free bituminous coal flames.
Large recirculation zones were detected. The distributions of the 
velocity components and static pressures were presented. It was observed 
that when ignition started near the nozzle exit, there was charring of the 
nozzles and slag formation on the burner.
Studies of the aerodynamics and combustion chamber performance of 
pressure-jet burner flames with vane-swirled oxidant stream have been carried 
out by Brown and Thring (24) in a marine-type boiler furnace and In a 
scaled-down model. In the aerodynamic investigations, measurements of 
the distributions of temperature, velocity components and combustion 
efficiency were made at various spray angles. The results showed th'■ the 
spray angle had no effect on the relative velocity distribution but had 
dominant effect on the distribution of the fuel concentration. Central 
recirculation zone containing about one third of the nozzle mass flew and 
an outer recirculation zone containing about twice the nozzle mass flow were 
obtained in the flow field. The analysis of the combustion efficiency 
showed that as far as the heat release rate in the initial region of the 
flame was concerned, the outer recirculation zone had no significant effect. 
Based on the experimental results, the following suggestions for improving 
combustion in systems similar to that studied were given.
(a) The use of multi-atomiser per burner,
(b) The use of small refractory-lined combustion chambep.
(c) Altering the aerodynamic pattern of the air stream by 
either injecting air upstream from behind the flame or 
using flows with higher swirl.
Suggestions for the improved design of multi-burner combustion systems 
and for more effective heat transfer to water tubes in boilers were also 
given. From the flow patterns obtainable- in a cyclone chamber, as shown 
by the work of Baluev and Troyankin (21) reviewed above, it appears that 
improved combustion efficiency and possibly higher heat releast rates 
could be achieved by using a cyfclone chamber with the pressure jet burner*’. 
This will be so because of the heating effect of the outer recirculation 
zone which will extend nearly up to the nozzle inlet. Furthermore, the 
downstream flow of air at the wall of the combustion chamber will provide 
the required oxygen for combustion and this will eliminate the region of 
excessively rich mixture at the upstream corner of the combustion chamber.
In fact, with the use of multi-atomisers per turner suggested by Brown 
and Thring, there appears to be a possibility of establishing about three 
annular flame fronts at the three low velocity regions between the reverse 
flow and forward flow zones.
Ghigier and Chervinsky have carried out studies on the aerodynamics 
of free premixed swirling flames using butane/propane/air mixture. The 
tests were carried out for weak and moderate swirl. The flames obtained 
were stabilised at axial positions varying from 4.0 to 6.0 nozzle diameters 
from the exit. Detailed results of the distributions of the velocity 
components and temperature were presented. The axial and tarfgential 
velocity components were represented by similar profiles. This paragraph 
refers to (14)*
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In addition to the investigations on flow distributions in swirling 
flows, experiments have been conducted to assess the effects of swirl on 
flame length in diffusion flames. Assuming that the process of mixing 
could be described by the same phenomenon as entrainment, Cude (25) 
modified the entrainment equation derived by one of his contemporaries to 
obtain an expression for the flame length in swirling and non-swirling 
flames as
L = A . ...(2.7)
Gx
where A is a constant.
He conducted experiments to determine the numerical value of the 
constant A in swirling and non-swirling town gas or gas oil flames at 
various fuel/air ratios. The swirl was generated by tangential entry 
method. He found that the equation was applicable to non-swirling and 
swirling flames but not for flames resulting from the mixing of two streams 
or for flames in a combustion chamber whose diameter is less than one third 
of the free flame length. From his experimental measurements, shorter 
flames were observed with increase in swirl. Similar analytical and 
experimental investigations have recently been carried out by Maier (26) 
on swirling flames in a stagnant environment and by Beer et al (12) on 
non-swirling jet flames in a rotating environment. Maier recorded 
shorter flames with increasing swirl but Beer et al obtained longer flames 
with increase in the rotational speed of the environment. The explanation 
for this was the reduced entrainment resulting from the free vortical 
motion of the surroundings.
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2.J>.k Previous work in Glasgow University
The research programme on swirling jets in Glasgow University was 
started independently but almost at the same time as at the International 
Flame Research Foundation by Kerr (1),(3)*W* Fraser (2), (3) and 
Nathur (5)>(6),(7) have since worked on various aspects of the programme.
The method of generating swirl has been the use of vane swirlers.
The first report was submitted by Fraser who mainly measured 
the nozzle reaction thrust and torque in cold jets. The measured values 
were compared with values obtained from velocity profiles and good 
agreement was obtained.
Kerr investigated air jets and confined diffusion flames in the 
Departmental boiler furnace using different combinations of angled slots 
for primary air and vane swirlers for secondary air. Measurements of 
velocity and temperature distributions were made. In the cold tests, 
the distribution of axial velocity components at any cross-sectional 
plane was represented by Gaussian error function. The axial fluxes of 
linear and angular momenta were found to be conserved along the length 
of the jet. In the combustion tests, optimum flame characteristics 
were obtained with swirl numbers varying between 0.1 and 0.3- The swirl 
number was calculated from the sums of the axial fluxes of linear and 
angular momenta in the primary and secondary streams and. the effective 
diameter (discussed in Section 2.3.2) of the burner nozzle was used.
Whilst Kerr's and Fraser1s investigations were still in progress, 
Mathur started his investigation on a cold model of the Departmental 
boiler furnace. This was necessitated by the limitations of the measurements 
taken in the furnace by Kerr. He modified the design of the vane swirlers 
to direct the stream more effectively. He carried out experimental
investigations of the pressure drop across the swirlers, velocity 
distributions across and along the air jets. Measurements of the static 
pressure along the jet axis were also made. In confined air jets, 
measurements of velocity and concentration profiles were made. Upstream 
of the position where the jets impinged on the duct wall, the velocity 
profiles were found to be the same as in free jets. Recirculation zones 
were found to be present in hubless swirler jets of vane angles of 
45 degrees and above. Similar zones were detected In annular swirler 
Jets with the same vane angles. In each swirler geometry, the size of the 
recirculation zone varied with.swirl.
2.3.5 Theoretical work
A direct solution of the equations of motion In an axisymmetric 
compressible swirling flow is almost impossible with the present state 
of knowledge on the analysis of partial differential equations. Few 
methods are available for finding approximate solutions to the equations.
These are:
(a) integral method, -
(b) linearisation,
(c) method of undetermined coefficients,
(d) transformation of the equations of motion,
(e) finite-dlfference method. —
Boundary layer approximations are usually invoked and the effects of 
turbulence are either neglected or the turbulence parameters substituted 
into solutions for laminar flow.
The integral method has been used by Lee (27) and by Chigier 
and Chervinsky (l4),(28). In these analyses, the flow was assumed to be 
fully developed jet flow and thus self-preserving. The velocity distributions
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were represented by
u
w
f1 (x). fx (D) 
fg (x) . f2 (Tl)
 (2-8)
•••(2.9)
Lee assumed that
fi (1»  - exp- H « r f e r 3
...(2.10)
...(2.11)
Chigier and Chervinsky assumed that
...(2.12)
fo (^1) = AT| + BT)2 + CTp
The solutions from the above are only applicable to flows with
weak swirl and within this limitation, agreement with experimental results 
is good.
Linearised solutions have been published by Steiger and Bloom (29) 
and by Lewellen (30) for laminar incompressible flows.
The main set-back of the two methods discussed above is that some 
functional relationship in the final solution will have to be determined 
empirical or an assumption made about the distributions of the dependent 
variables. In the linearised solutions in particular, the solution 
procedures for the final equations are usually complex.^  The draw-back was 
eliminated in the analysis carried out by Loitsyanskii (31) in which he 
used the method of undetermined coefficients. He represented the stream 
function, swirl velocity and static pressure in a laminar incompressible 
swirling flow by series expressions whose terms have variable coefficients. 
These were substituted into the Navier-Stoke^s equations of motion and also 
into the equations expressing the conservation of axial fluxes of linear 
and angular momenta. Equating the coefficients of like powers of the
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axial coordinate, the following relations were obtained
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...(2.14)
...(2.15)
...(2.16)
...(2.17)
...(2.18)
...(2.19)
...(2.20)
...(2.21)
TT
By substituting the turbulent values of p. and v into the above equations 
solutions for the turbulent case can be found. The above analysis has 
been carried a step further by Fal'kovich (32) who has calculated the 
third and fourth terms of the expressions. The application of the above 
solutions together with Fal'kovich*s additional expressions is limited 
to flows without recirculation.
On the method of transforming the equations of motion, Ustimenko (33) 
rearranged the cylindrical polar coordinates such that the axial coordinate 
is represented by
7) = f (x) ...(2.22)
keeping the radial coordinate unaltered. The equations of motion were 
written as follows:
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^  - ^2 -
x-m omentum:
9-momentum:
r-momenturn:
Continuity: 
where
(
...(2.30) 
...(2.31) 
...(2.32) 
...(2.33)
(Suffix o refers to value at nozzle exit)
Using the appropriate boundary conditions and assuming an initial 
distribution of f(r) at nozzle exit, the final solution was given as 
(for G)
i
(p u)
(p"V)
(P u)
P V 
(p u)(
6 Ci
3 Tjg
o_G
3 r2
3 (p w2) _ 32 (p w2) 1 B (p w2)
(p w )
B (r p u) 
B x
3 ?2 3 r
3 (r P u) = Q
B r
...(2.23)
...(2.24)
...(2.25)
...(2.26)
G =
2\ w ) =
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(p + pu2)
p w
f 2v
(P w ),
/ 2\ (P w )
...(2.27)
...(2.28)
...(2.29)
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o
f f(r) exp (- ) I ( ££_) r dr4 T) ■ 2T) -2
...(2.34)
where I is the Bessel function of zeroth order. It will be observed 
that the original equation (2.23) and its solution is the same as that 
of heat conduction in an infinite circular cylinder with initial 
temperature distribution of f(r) (34). Equation (2.34) can be analysed 
using P-functions as tabulated by Masters (35) or by the use of what 
Ustimenko called "hydrodynamic integrands". The only empirical 
requirement is the dependence of T] on x and this can be obtained by 
comparing the values obtained analytically with those experimentally 
determined on the jet axis. It is however not clear how this mathod
will do for the analysis of the dependence of T]^ on x as the value of.
2
(p w ) on the axis will be zero and its boundary conditions different 
from those of G. However, very good agreement was obtained with 
experimental results (Figure 3) using the "hydrodynamic integrands" 
even when there was a recirculation vortex.
Recently Spalding et al (9) published a convenient finite difference 
method of solving the equations of motion in a general stream with 
recirculation. This method is the basis of the theoretical work to be 
discussed in Chapter 7 of this thesis and further details will therefore 
be given therein.
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CHAPTER 3 '
EXPERMENTAL DETAILS
3.1 Introduction
To execute the experimental programme, a test rig was designed 
to supply the required premixed combustible streams for the swirling 
flames issuing from hubless and annular swirlers. Allowance was also 
made for easy modification of the test rig for the study of diffusion 
flames with swirled or unswirled secondary and/or primary flow. The 
flow rates of the reactants were regulated by gate valves or by the 
speed controls installed on the drives of the superchargers and the flow 
rates were metered with square-edged orifice plates. As a precaution 
against any possible hazard, safety devices were incorporated on the 
test rig. A flue ducting was connected to a large chimney to carry the 
combustion products into the atmosphere.
The various swirlers to be used for the investigation were designed. 
Water-cooled probes for the aerodynamic measurements were also designed.
The three-dimensional probe for velocity measurements was calibrated and 
an analysis of the temperature correction for radiation loss in the flame 
was carried out. For the accurate positioning of the probes and the 
determination of the axial and radial positions of measurement, a traversing 
mechanism was designed.
3-2 Description of the experimental,test rig.
The general lay-out of the various parts of the test rig and further 
details of it are shown in Figures 4 (a) to (c).
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5-2.1 The air flow-line.
Oil-free compressed air was delivered from a 14-piston Wellworthy-
Ricardo supercharger into a 3 in. nominal bore steel pipe. The
supercharger was driven by a 10 h.p. electric motor. A gate valve, 
square-edged orifice plate, pressure tappings located upstream and 
downstream of the orifice plate position and a thermometer pocket were i 
incorporated in the air flow-line whose downstream end was connected 
to the mixing box. A bleed line with a separate gate valve was connected 
to the air flow-line near the supercharger.
3.2.2 The gas flow-line
A 3 in. nominal bore steel pipe conveyed the gas from the meter
outlet to the modified inlet of a 14 cylinder Wellworthy-Ricardo 
supercharger driven via a speed reduction system by a 10 h.p. electric 
motor. Between the gas meter and the supercharger inlet, a non-return 
valve and a gate valve were fitted to the flow-line. A low pressure 
switch was also positioned near the supercharger end of the pipe line.
The supercharger outlet led to a 1.5 in. nominal bore steel pipe on 
which a gate valve, square-edged orifice plate, pressure tappings and a 
thermometer pocket were provided. An electrically operated quick closing 
valve was also fitted to the gas flow line whose downstream end was 
connected to the mixing box.
3.2.3 The mixture flow lines
The mixture from the mixing box is discharged into the distributing 
box and between both boxes, a wire mesh and a convergent-divergent section 
having a 6 in. long throat and 1 in. inside diameter were fitted. The 
purpose of the convergent-divergent section was to provide a flow section 
of higher velocity gradients and thus increased turbulence intensity to
promote more homogeneous mixing of the reactants. The mixture from the 
distributing box can be allowed into either the primary flow line for 
investigations with hubless swirlers or into the secondary flow line for 
experiments with the annular swirlers. The burner ends of the flow lines 
are shown in Figure 5-
3.2.3*1 The secondary flow line
A horizontal 3 in. nominal bore and about 9 ft long steel pipe 
fitted with a gate valve was connected to the distributing box.
A 90 degrees elbow of the same section linked the downstream end of the pipe 
to a short vertical pipe length of the same section from the upstream flange 
of the flame trap housing. The other end of the flame trap housing 
was connected via a short 3 in. nominal bore steel pipe to a small 
horizontal cylindrical tank. A gently tapered section welded to a 4 in. 
nominal bore and about 3*5 ft. long steel pipe was welded to the downstream 
end of the cylindrical tank. The downstream end of this section was gently 
tapered and a 6 in. long steel pipe of the same internal diameter as the 
outermost diameter of the annular swirler having the same outside diameter 
as the 4 in. pipe was welded to it. Allowance was also made for fitting 
the annular swirlers at the end of the flow line as shown in Figure 5- 
To ensure that each swirler would be fitted in the same position as in 
previous runs, a mark was made at the end of the secondary flow line. The
outer pipe of the flow line was supported by a screw rod of adjustable
length on a framework fixed to the laboratory floor.
3 .2.3.2 The primary flow line
This was made of a vertical 1.5 in. nominal bore steel pipe with a 
gate valve near the distributing box. A 90 degrees elbow linked this pipe
to a horizontal pipe of the same size and material and the downstream end
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of the horizontal pipe was fitted to the flame trap housing flange.
The downstream flange of the flame trap housing was connected to a 
45 diameters long and 1 in. nominal bore steel pipe. A 6 in. long pipe 
with a gentle taper at its upstream end was welded to the 1 in. pipe.
The taper on the 6 in. long pipe reduced the pipe bore to that of the 
hubless swirlers. A short stud was welded to the stepped end of this 
section to enable the hubless swirlers to be fitted in the same position 
as in previous runs. The primary flow line was passed coaxially 
through the secondary flow line beginning at the upstream end of the 
snail cylindrical tank and it was welded to both ends of the cylindrical 
tank. Near the exit, the primary flow line was supported by three 
screw rods at 120° apart. The axis of the combination was 4.5 ft. from 
the floor level.
3.2.4 Control of motor speed.
Each of the electric motors had a variable speed device fitted to 
the drive shaft. On to this device, in each case, was fitted a 6 in. 
diameter aluminium pulley. This pulley was connected via a 3 in. diameter 
steel pulley to a turning handle located at a convenient place. The metal 
surface in the recess of each pulley was covered with rubber strip to 
prevent the connecting cable from slipping.
For the electric motor on the gas flow line, it was necessary to 
use a speed reduction system because it was not desirable to provide a 
bleed line. It is, of course, possible to connect a bleed line from near 
the supercharger outlet to the inlet pipe but this would lead to pressure 
build-up in the inlet pipe which will not be desirable. The speed reduction 
system was made up of two small pulleys, two bigger pulleys, two connecting 
belts, a central shaft and two blocks. For the hubless swirler experiments,
the system was designed for a speed ratio of 9:1 whilst the ratio was 3:1 
for the annular swirler experiments.
3.2.5 The flue ducting
This included a water-cooled canopy, 3 ft. x 3 ft. at inlet 
connected to a 1.5 ft. diameter pipe which delivered the combustion products 
into the chimney at 16 ft above the floor level. The canopy inlet was 
positioned at about 5 ft. from the nozzle exit of the swirlers. The drawing 
of the flue ducting, whose photograph is shown in Figure 6, was prepared 
by the departmental draughtsman.
3.2.6 Safety devices
As a precautionary measure, various safety devices were designed. 
These devices can be classified as mechanical, electrical and electro­
mechanical devices.
The mechanical devices were commercial flame traps and polythene 
bursting discs. One flame trap of appropriate size was fitted in each of 
the mixture flow lines and one bursting disc, 0.025 in. thick and 5 In. 
effective diameter, was fitted at the bottom of each of the mixing and 
distributing boxes. The flame trap was provided to extinguish the flame 
if there was any flashback whilst the bursting discs were installed to 
prevent the test rig from being blown into pieces if there was any explosion.
A photo-electric flame detector whose circuit diagram is shown in 
Figure 7 and a low pressure switch actuated by the static pressure in the 
gas flow line at inlet to the supercharger were connected independently to 
the gas line electric motor starter. The photo-electric flame detector 
was designed and made with the assistance of one of the technicians in the 
Electrical Engineering Department. The purpose of the flame detector was 
to stop the gas supply motor instantly if flame should flashback. The low
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p re s s u re  s w itc h  was f i t t e d  in t o  th e  t e s t  r i g  to  s top  th e  gas su p p ly  
m otor im m e d ia te ly  th e  p re s s u re  in  th e  i n l e t  p ip e  was 0 .1  in .  m ercury  
below  a tm o s p h e ric . T h is  was to  p re v e n t th e  s u p erch arg er from  draw ing  
a i r  from  p ip e  jo in t s  in t o  th e  gas s u p p ly  l in e s  in  th e  neighbourhood i f  
th e re  should  be a su p p ly  f a i l u r e .
The e le c tro -m e c h a n ic a l d e v ic e , a  c o i l -o p e r a te d  q u ic k  c lo s in g  
v a lv e  a c tu a te d  by th e  gas supp ly  e le c t r i c  m otor s t a r t e r ,  was f i t t e d  in to  
th e  gas f lo w  l i n e .  The v a lv e  is  f u l l y  opened when th e  e le c t r i c  m otor 
i s  sw itch ed  on b u t is  a lm o s t c lo sed  when th e  m otor is  sw itch ed  o f f .
The reaso n  f o r  f i t t i n g  t h is  u n i t  in  th e  t e s t  r i g  now fo l lo w s . When th e  
e l e c t r i c  m otor d r iv in g  th e  s u p erch arg er i s  s topped , th e  pumping o f  th e  gas 
does n o t s top  im m e d ia te ly  because o f th e  i n e r t i a  w h ich  has been a c q u ire d  by 
th e  pumping u n i t .  The pumping c o n tin u e s  a t  re d u c in g  r a te s  as th e  in e r t i a  
o f th e  pumping u n i t  i s  b e in g  reduced by f r i c t i o n a l  fo rc e s  u n t i l  such a tim e  
t h a t  th e  i n e r t i a  can no lo n g e r  overcome th e  f r i c t i o n a l  fo r c e s .  A lthough  
t h is  tim e  is  o f  th e  o rd e r  o f  about 10 to  30 seconds, (depend ing  on th e  
i n i t i a l  ru n n in g  speed) i t  can be f a t a l  in  case th e r e  is  a f la s h b a c k  to  have 
th e  gas s t i l l  b e in g  s u p p lie d  as t h is  w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  th e  fla m e  t r a v e l l in g  
f u r t h e r  back th ro u g h  th e  co m b u stib le  m ix tu re  d e s p ite  th e  f a c t  t h a t  th e  
e le c t r i c  m otor has been stopped by th e  fla m e  d e te c to r  c i r c u i t .  T h e re fo re  
th e  u n i t  was in s t a l le d  to  reduce th e  gas f lo w  r a t e  to  a n e g l ig ib le  t r i c k l e  . 
im m e d ia te ly  a f t e r  th e  gas m otor is  sw itch ed  o f f  so t h a t  w ith  th e  a i r  f lo w  
r a t e  s t i l l  a t  i t s  i n i t i a l  l e v e l ,  th e  m ix tu re  w i l l  be to o  weak to  cause any 
d a n g e r.
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5.2.7 Flow metering
The flow rates of the reactants were measured with square-edged 
orifice plates with four D and 0.5 D pressure tappings (D = pipe inner 
diameter). For experiments with the hubless swirlers, orifice plate 
diameter of /^J>D was used for the plates in each of the fuel and air supply 
lines. To cope with the increased flow rates required for the annular 
flame experiments, orifice plate diameters of -g-D and ^/5D were used in fuel 
and air supply lines respectively. All the orifice plates and adjacent 
pipe lengths upstream and downstream of the orifice plate location were 
designed according to British Standard (56) specifications.
As a result of the distrubance which a thermometer pocket would 
cause if installed in the same plane as the upstream pressure tappings, 
the thermometer pocket was recommended to be installed downstream of the 
orifice plate location. The corrections necessary for the accurate 
determination of the fluid temperatures at the plane of the upstream tappings 
were determined for each orifice plate and the results are shown in 
Figure 8(a) to (d).
The pressure differential across the orifice plate for each flow line 
was measured with water manometers. In the aerodynamic investigations with 
hubless swirlers, the manometers were inclined at 5 degrees to the horizontal. 
The upstream static pressure for each flow line was measured with a U-tube 
mercury manometer.
3.2.8 The traversing mechanism
Photograph of the mechanism during its alignment to the jet axis is 
shown in Figure 9-
3.2.8.1 Description
The main units of the traversing mechanism are the upper and lower 
aluminium blocks, screw rods, plain steel rods, turning handles, measuring
scales, a vernier scale and a steel framework.
The upper aluminium block is carried by a screw rod and slides 
vertically on a plain steel rod. A central 1 in. diameter hole was drilled 
jj- in. from the top of the block for inserting the probe carrying sleeves.
The steel rod is screwed into a brass piece which was pressed into the 
]cwer aluminium block and the screw rod sits on a similarly fitted brass 
piece in the lower block. The lower block is carried by a screw rod supported
by two steel rods on either side of the screw rod. The ends of the rods
carrying the lower block were positioned in aluminium blocks mounted on 
the framework. One turning handle was fixed to the end of each screw rod 
and two scales were positioned for measuring the horizontal and vertical 
distances. A probe supporting unit was also fitted at the back of the 
upper block to keep the axis of the probe horizontal.
3.2.8.2 Alignment of the traversing mechanism with the jet axis
A 1.5 x 1.5 in section aluminium bar, 24 in long was machined to 
fit into a dummy "secondary swirler” positioned in the secondary flow-line. 
Using a spirit level, the screw rod supporting the end-pipe of the secondary 
flow line was adjusted until the pipe axis was horizontal. With another 
aluminium bar fitted into the hole of. the upper block of the traversing 
mechanism and carrying a dial gauge at its other end, the position of the 
framework was adjusted until the change in the reading on the dial gauge , 
when moved along the surface of the rectangular bar to the downstream end was 
negligible. The alignment error in the 18 in. working length of the 
rectangular bar was 0.002 in.
With a spirit level, the framework was also adjusted into a 
horizontal position before it was fixed to the laboratory floor.
3.3 The reactants
Premixed stream of town gas and air was used for all the experiments. 
A sample of the gas from the laboratory was analysed and found to agree in 
composition with analysis at the Gas Works. The composition of the gas 
varied slightly from time to time. A typical composition of the gas is 
shown in Table 2(a) and the results of the calculation of some of its 
properties are shown in Table 2(b).
TABLE 2(a) Composition of Fuel
Constituent % Composition by volume
*2 55.6
CO 04.0
CH^ 15.0
C2% 00.8
C2»6 01.1
c3H8 01.4
c4hio 02.8
cifti 00.0
co2 16.3
N2 02.3
°2 00.7
C'n^ m represents the unsaturated hydrocarbon content.
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TABLE 2(b) Some Properties of -the Fuel
Stoichiometric fuel/air ratio 
by volume 0.232
Net calorific value (Btu/ft^ )
>> s.r.p.
474
Molecular weight 15.5
Density (lb^ /ft^ ) 0.04
3.4 The vane swirlers
Annular and hubless swirlers of vane angles 15°, 30°# 45°* 6o°j 70° 
and 75° were prepared according to the modified design of Mathur (5) and the 
design parameters are shown in Table 3* The vane angle is defined as the
TABLE 3
Design Parameters for Annular Swirlers (see Figure 10(b))-
Parameter Value
Zl di sln 1
tan 9
Z2
* < 6 
2 sln 2
tan 9
S3
sin | 
sin 9
d2 sin 
sin 9
Z5
C
0.5 (d2 - d1 cos )
Z6 0.5 (d2 - di) cos g
z? 0.5 (d2 - dx)
where 9 = swirler vane angle
6 = angle at the vane tip (= 75°)
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angle of Inclination of each swirler vane to the swirler tube axis. Both
types of swirler geometries are shown in Figure 10(a) to (a).
Except for annular swirlers with vane angles of 15° and 30°, each 
annular swirler has an overlap of 30° between adjacent vanes. For the 15° 
and 30°# annular swirlers, the overlaps are -13° and 27° respectively.
The overlaps for the hubless swirlers can be taken as corresponding to 
that of the equivalent annular swirlers because the design principles 
are the same.
Each hubless swirler was made of an 8 in. long brass tube, 0.934 in
inner diameter and 1.114 in. outer diameter at the exit end. Eight brass
vanes, each 0.020 in. thick, were positioned in slots cut through the 
swirler tube wall and silver-soldered internally and externally. 
Theoretically, all the vane-tips should meet on the swirler axis but this 
is not practicable because of the thickness of each vane.
The outer tube of each annular swirler was made of 3*86 in. 
internal diameter, 4.110 in. outer diameter and 6 in. long brass tube.
The brass inner tube has an outer diameter of 1.25 in., an internal diameter 
of 1.114 in. and a length of 7 in. Initially, eight brass vanes, each 
0.020 in. thick, were silver-soldered in slots on the inner tube. They 
were then machined to fit perfectly into the outer tube before being silver- 
soldered to it. When these swirlers were used in the test run, the vanes 
were destroyed by the flames. New swirlers were therefore made using 
0.032 in. thick mild steel vanes. Three studs were also silver-soldered 
between the outer surface of the inner tube and the inner surface of the 
outer tube. These studs, positioned near the upstream end of the swirler, 
were used to reduce the strain on the vanes.
3.4.1 Swirler positioning
Three J iH. diameter holes were provided'5 in. from the annular 
swirler exit and three corresponding tapped holes were provided at the 
swirler end of the secondary flow line. By means of this arrangement, 
the annular swirlers could be fitted rigidly in position. In order to 
fix the swirler in the same position for each run, a mark corresponding 
to that on the downstream end of the secondary flow pipe was made on each
swirler. For each annular swirler, a dummy "primary swirler" with
blanked off flow area was provided. The downstream surface of this tube 
was made flush with the downstream end of the swirler*s inner tube. The 
upstream end of each tube was made to fit into the primary flow line.
To position the hubless swirlers, a dummy "secondary swirler" with 
blanked off flow area, of the same dimensions and features as the experimental 
annular swirlers was made. As will be observed in Figure 10 (a), the 
hubless swirler dimensions are such that it would fit into this tube up to 
the last 1 in. at the upstream and where its outer diameter is the same
as that of the inner tube of the annular swirler. A notch was provided at
the upstream end of each hubless swirler to fit into the stud at the 
downstream end of the primary flow line. This, together with the dummy 
swirler fixed to the outer pipe of the secondary flow line, prevented any 
movement of the swirler in any direction and also allowed the swirler to 
be fitted in the same position for each run.
3.4.2 Swirl numbers
Consider an annular swirler with vane angle 9. Let the resultant 
velocity vector parallel to the plane of the vane surface be Y, The axial 
and tangential velocity components at exit are
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u V cos ©
w 1T sin © = uq tan © ...(3.2)
(radial velocity component negligible).
Assuming further that the pressure term in the equation for axial flux'of 
linear momentum is negligible, the following expressions are obtained
^2
Gx = 2 rr j*2 p u2 r dr ...(3*3)
dl
Q, " I pu w r dr = 2 tt 
h ° ° A
di di
f2 2 o
j puQ tan © r dr ...(3.^ )
From the definition of swirl
tan 9
G d0 x 2
J2 2 2pu r dr o
1
j2 2pu r dr r o
J
...(3.5)
For constant density and uniform profile of u ,
tan Q 
3 d2
tan 9
where Z~.= —  the hub ratio 
2
For a hubless swirler, Z = 0 and
S = tan 9
— (3-T)
— (3-8)
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The swirl numbers of the experimental swirlers are shown in Table 4, 
hub ratio for the annular swirlers being 0.5258.
TABLE 4 Swirl Numbers of Experimental Swirlers
Vane
\ngle
(degrees)
- -------------------------------------------------------------------- -— _—
Swirl Numbers
Hubless
swirlers
Annular
swirlers
15 0.0893 O.0965
30 0.1925 0.2078
45 0.3333 0.3599
60 0.5774 0.6256
70 0.9158 O.989I
75 1.2440 1.544
5.5 Ignition of the flames
The flames were ignited by means of a premixed flame of butane and 
air. Stabilisation of the pilot flame was ensured by using a rod 
stabiliser fixed in a short duct which was pressed into the copper pipe 
at exit. As soon as the main flame was ignited, the pilot flame was 
removed from the flow region.
5.6 Measuring instruments
Instruments were designed for measuring the flow velocities, static 
pressures and temperatures. All the measuring probes were water-cooled 
and the water-cooling jacket constituted the probe stem. Each of the 
measuring probes was aligned to the jet axis. This was carried out by 
inserting a conical block in the dummy "primary swirl er1 fixed in the 
flow line and adjusting the probe position until its working section 
touched the tip of the conical block. The probe stem was then marked.
By this means, the zero of the vertical scale was simultaneously determined.
5.6.1 For velocity measurements
The velocity distributions in a three-dimensional flow field, 
such as in a swirling jet, are usually measured with three-dimensional 
probes (hereafter referred to as 5-D probes). Various designs of 5-D 
probes are available in the literature (37) among them the five-hole 
spherical probe by Lee and Ash (38) and a pitch and yaw meter by 
Merrington (39)* An automatic balancing system for five-hole probes has 
been designed by Taylor and Davies (40).
3.6.1.1 The 5-D probe
Fechheimer (4l) showed that for a ^ in. diameter cylinder placed 
across a stream, the pressure on the surface of the cylinder at a point 
40 degrees from the stagnation point would be equal to the static 
pressure of the fluid at that point. Thus by providing a second hole 
at equivalent position on the other side of the stagnation point, the 
tube can be used to measure the yaw angle of the flow at any point. The 
yaw angle is defined as the inclination of the plane containing the 
velocity vector to the horizontal plane of the jet axis.
The design of the tube used by Albright and Alexander (20) for 
measuring the impact and static pressures in the cyclonic flow field was 
based on this principle. Hiett and Powell (42) modified the Fechheimer 
tube to produce a three-hole 3-D probe. The cylindrical probe tip with 
a hemispherical end had a 120 degrees V-groove at some distance from 
the end. Two pressure tappings were located 72 degrees apart on one 
side of the groove’s flank (hereafter referred to as holes 1 and 2) and 
a third hold (hole 5) was located on the other flank on the same axial 
plane as hole 1.
Because of the relative ease of manufacture and suitability for
combustion research, the 5-D probe design of Hiett and Powell was used. 
Figures 11(a) and (b) show the probe-tip and a photograph of the probe 
with its water-cooling jacket respectively. The 120 degree V-groove 
was located 0.5 in. from the hemispherical end of the 0.575 in. diameter 
probe. All the three pressure holes were located as described in the 
paragraph above and the diameter of each hole was 0.025 in. Each of the 
holes drilled along the length of the probe tip and linked with each of 
the pressure holes on the groove's flanks had a diameter of 0.047 in (
The overall length of the probe tip was 1 in. and was made of Nimonic 80A.
For the investigations of the hubless swirler flames, a smaller 
probe tip of 0.25 in. diameter was used in order to reduce the 
aerodynamic disturbance of the probe*£ presence in the smaller jets from 
the swirlers. Beginning from 0.575 in. from the V-groove, the diameter of 
the probe tip was gradually Increased to 0.575 in. to fit into the outer 
tube of the water-cooling jacket. The overall length of the probe tip 
was reduced to 0.875 in. and tt was made of Nimonic 105 which being a 
tougher material required the use of high speed solid carbide drills to 
bore the pressure holes.
Two of each type of probe tips were made and 19 s.w.g. stainless 
steel hypodermic tubes were soldered to the outlet of the pressure holes. 
The tubes of the water-cooling jacket were then silver-soldered on to the 
probe tips.
An attempt was made to design an automatic balancing system for the 
5-D probe but because of the very high magnification needed before the 
output voltage (in millivolts) from the electronic micromanometer could 
operate the balancing system, there was a rather high zero error in the 
voltage amplifier output. This error was attributed (by one of the staff 
members of the Electrical Engine ering Department) to the high magnification
by the voltage amplifier of the noise level arising from the transmission 
at nearby radio and television stations. As a result of the difficulty 
in eliminating this interference, the attempt was abandoned.
5.6.1.2 Calibration of the 5-D probe
In order to determine the response of the probe at any pitch 
angle, it was necessary to calibrate the probe. The pitch angle is 
defined as the angle between the probe axis and the velocity vector.
The calibration was carried out in a vertical air stream whose
velocity profile has been made uniform at the horizontal plane through the
probe tip by inserting various combinations of wire meshes at about
2.5 ft from the exit of the vertical 2.5 in. diameter pipe.
For the calibration, the velocity head of the stream at the 
position of the probe tip was first measured with a pitot static tube.
The probe, held in the probe carrier, was positioned at the centre of 
the flow field and its distance from the pipe exit was 4.5 in. The 
hypodermic tubes of the probe were connected via a manifold for selecting 
pressure differences to a pre-calibrated electronic micromanometer.
Two protractors were fitted on the probe carrier to indicate the pitch 
angle and the angle of rotation of the probe.
The calibration was carried out for pitch angles varying in steps
of 5 degrees from 50 to 150 degrees. In any position, the probe was 
rotated until the pressure difference between holes 1 and 2 was zero at 
which stage the plane of the velocity vector would bisect the angle between 
holes 1 and 2. The probe was then rotated backwards through 56 degrees 
so that holes 1 and 5 faced the flow. Pressure differences between holes
1 and 5, (px - P3), and holes 1 and 2, (px - P2) as well as the pitch
angle were recorded. The ratios of (PX ' P5) to (PI " P2) and of (PI " p2)
to the velocity head were plotted against the pitch angles.
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To find the effect of Reynolds'number on the probe performance, 
the calibration was carried out at four flow velocities ranging from 20 ft/s 
to 100 ft/s. Typical calibration curves are shown in Figures 12(a) and (b). 
The condition for the suitability of the probe in three-dimensional flow 
measurements is that each of the calibration profiles must be single­
valued at any given pitch angle. It can be seen from Figures 12(a) and (b) 
that this condition is fulfilled for pitch angles between 45 and 120 degrees 
and that the probe's response in this range is independent of Reynolds 
number. Almost all the experimental pitch angles were within this range.
The fact that both positions (45 and 120 degrees) are not symmetrical 
about 90 degrees and that the profiles of the ratios of (p^  - p^ ) to 
(p1 - pg) against pitch angles do not pass through 90 degrees point at 
zero must be due to slight asymmetry at the tip of the tool used for 
machining the V-groove.
5.6.1.3 Method of use
A sleeve/protractor unit with a ring of chrome plated metal, 
serving as a reflector, was fitted into the hole on the upper aluminium 
block of the traversing mechanism and the sleeve/protractor unit was 
locked in position with its zero degree horizontal. A smaller sleeve, 
on which a pointer and a device for locking the probe in position on to 
the sleeve/protractor unit has been fitted, was positioned in the 
sleeve/protractor unit. With a split-sleeve fitted on it, the probe was 
inserted in the smaller sleeve and locked on it. A photograph of the 
probe positioning unit is shown in Figure 13- At the beginning of each 
run, a line scribed on the probe stem and passing through the axis of 
hole 1 would be lined up with the pointer at zero yaw angle. For the 
lining up, lines were scribed on each of the sleeves.
With the probe in position, the null point was determined as
|
It
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discussed in Section 5.6.1.2. The yaw angle, and p^  - p^
were then recorded. From the calibration charts, the pitch angle and
the absolute velocity head were determined.
3.6.1.4 Velocity components
As shown in Figure 14, the axial, radial and tangential 
components of velocity can be obtained from the measurements of the 
resultant velocity vector, the pitch angle and the yaw angle. The
pitch angle can vary from zero to l80° whereas the yaw angle can vary
from zero to J>60°.
Taking the positive directions of the axial, radial and tangential 
velocities along the direction of the stream, vertically upwards and in the 
anti-clockwise direction respectively, the following expressions can be 
derived.
For vertical traverse
u - *AN 005 P = V sin a cos 3 ...(3.8)
V
" ^ANSinP' = V sin ol sin 3 ...(3.9)
w QII = V cos a .„(3.10)
where a and (3 are the pitch angle and yaw angle respectively.
^.6.2 For static pressure measurements
A disc type static pressure probe to the design of Miller and 
Coming (45) and shown in the photograph of Figure 15 was used for this 
purpose. The probe, of 0.25 in. disc diameter, was initially made of 
Nimonic 80A but was flaking very badly in the flame. Because the accuracy 
of the static pressure measurements is dependent on the smoothness of the 
disc’s surface another set of the same diameter were made of Nimonic 105. 
These maintained fairly smooth surfaces despite repeated use. A hypodermic 
tube was soldered to the pressure hole of each probe tip before soldering 
the tubes of the water-cooling jacket to the‘.probe tip.
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In use, the probe was mounted in the same fixture as the 3-D 
probe and was rotated until the plane of the disc was in line with the 
plane of the resultant velocity vector. This therefore meant that the 
velocity traverses had to be carried out before the static pressure 
measurements.
5.6.5 Measurements of pressure differences.
The hypodermic tubes from the probes were connected by plastic 
tubes via a manifold for selecting pressure differences to a pre-calibrated 
electronic micromanometer which for accurate and steady response had to 
be kept at constant temperature. The output of the electronic micromanometer 
(in millivolts) was measured on a multi-range recorder. The recorder 
response was initially tested and found to be accurate to within 0.001 mV.
The micromanometer is accurate to within it 0.0005 in. water.
5.6.4 For temperature measurements
5.6.4.1 The Thermocouple
Temperature measurements were made with 0.010 in. diameter Platinum­
s' Rhodium: Platinum - 20^ Rhodium thermocouple wires passed through 
O.O98 in. diameter twin-bore ceramic insulators. The insulators were 
inserted in a 0.125 in. diameter, 0.010 in. wall stainless steel tube 
which formed part of the water-cooling jacket of the probe.
The hot junction of the thermocouple was formed into a spherical 
bead whilst the cold junction (during the experiment) was immersed in ice 
at 0°C. The complete circuit was connected to a recorder for the measurement 
of the thermocouple response.
It is usual in the fabrication of thermocouples to coat the surface 
of the hot junction with a thin layer of silica so as to prevent catalytic 
reactions taking place at the hot junction. This will necessitate the
recalibration of the thermocouple and determining its emissivity.
No standard thermocouple was available in the Department or from anywhere 
in the neighbourhood, therefore the hot junction was not coated. It is 
however highly unlikely that this would have affected the results in any 
sense because the combustion was very far advanced at all planes where 
measurements were taken as could be verified from the temperature 
profiles obtained*. Also the temperature measurements were usually 
repeatable to within - 5°C in the high temperature zones.
5 .6.4.2 Temperature correction
The temperature measured by a thermocouple can be expected to 
differ from the true gas temperature because of two major factors, viz. 
(a) conduction along the wires and their 
neighbouring support 
and (b) radiation from the hot junction.
The conduction error can be reduced or eliminated by ensuring 
that the hot junction and its neighbouring parts are adequately immersed 
in the stream. In the design of the thermocouple used, this was 
achieved by increasing the depth of immersion of the hot junction 
and the ceramic tube until any further increment showed no change in 
the temperature reading. For example, the readings obtained with 
depths of immersion of 0.125 in., 0.5 in., 0.75 in., 1.0 in., 1.25 in. 
were 1032°C, 1249°C, 1262°C, 1265°C, 1265°C respectively. The radiation 
error was taken into account as discussed below.
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3.6.4.3 Radiation correction
For Reynold's number in the range of 17 to 70,000, the 
convective heat transfer to a spherical hot junction in a flow field 
is (44)
h d p V d 0.6
( -- ®) = o.57 (    ) ...(3.11)
k P*
and the heat balance equation representing the equality of heat loss 
by radiation and that resulting in the temperature difference AT is
h AT = e cr T* ...(3.12)
Substituting for h from equation 3.11,
, 0.4 4 0.6e n d  T
AT =-- 5-----  ( J*_ ) ...(3-13)
0.37 k p V
Kaskan (45) has determined the radiation correction for a thermocouple 
junction with a cylindrical shape.
Owing to the difficulty of calculating the transport properties 
of complex mixtures such as in flames, (J. and k for air are usually used. 
Thus |i was calculated from the equation (46)
145.8 T1,5 -„-7
^(poises) T + 11QA
( T in °K)
and k is calculated from the equation (47)
x 10”' ...(3.14/
k ■ ki< 't- P- ) •••(5-15)P*i cvi
with k in cal/cm.s.°C 
j, in poises 
•Cv in cal/g °C
Suffix i represents values at 0°C.
Values of C were calculated from the values of C . To find the value v p
of Cp at any temperature, tabulated values in (47) were plotted and 
the result is shown in Figure 16. The straight line graph can be 
represented by the expression
C = 0.240 + 4.039 • 10"5 . T (°C) ...(3.16)
£r
This equation is valid up to l400°C with a maximum error of t 1.25$ 
within the range.
For the emissivity, the platinum and rhodium materials were 
taken as contributing the percentage of their composition to the 
emissivity of the hot junction at any temperature. On this basis, the 
total emissivity of the hot junction was calculated at various 
temperatures with the data obtained from (48) and a plot of the 
calculated values is shown in Figure 17. The variation of the 
emissivities with temperature can be represented by
e = 0.031 + 5.619 . 10~5. T (°F) ...(3.17)
This equation is valid up to the maximum temperature at which the data 
was available (3000°F) with a negligible maximum error (less thanl$).
CHAPTER 4 ’
STABILISATION OF FREE SWIRLING FLAMES
4.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Section 1.1 various flame holding devices are in 
use. Depending on a number of factors some of which will be discussed in 
'this chapter, the range of flow conditions within which stable flames 
can be obtained differs from one device to the other. (The term flow 
condition refers to the average nozzle velocity of the mixture and the 
fuel/air ratio). Therefore, experiments were conducted to map the range 
of flow conditions within which a particular type of flame (if any) could 
be obtained.
The experiments were carried out using all the hubless and annular 
swirlers. Extensive measurements could not be made with the annular 
swirlers because of the limitations of the gas supply and the maximum 
operating pressures of the superchargers. The tests, with the annular 
swirlers, were consequently carried out only in the range of flow conditions 
to be used in the aerodynamic investigations of the flames.
For each of the hubless swirler flames, the limits of the weak 
blow-off, lift, drop back and rich blow-off were determined. Visual 
observations of the changes in the flame structure from one flow regime to 
the other were also made.
4.2 Procedure
The flow rates of the reactants were initially adjusted to obtain 
a stable flame after which the test rig was allowed about thirty minutes to 
warm up.
At the first run with each swirler, salt powder was injected into
the flame at a short axial distance from the swirler exit. This was 
done in order to ascertain whether any recirculation vortex was present 
in the flame or not.
In determining the weak blow-off limits, the fuel flow rate was 
set to a level and the air flow rate was slowly increased until the limit 
was reached. For the rich blow-off limit, the air flow was maintained 
at a level whilst the fuel flow rate was increased. The procedure for 
determining the lifting position was the same as for the determination of 
the rich blow-off limit but for drop back, the fuel flow rate for the 
lifted flame was reduced until the flame was re-established in its initial 
anchoring position. In all these cases, some time was allowed for the 
attainment of steady flow conditions before any further adjustment was 
made to the flow rates. After obtaining the desired limit, the readings 
of the orifice pressure differences for the air and fuel flow rates were 
noted. The flow adjustment was then reversed to obtain a flame just prior 
to the determined limit. The limit was re-determined, this time the flow 
rate was more carefully adjusted to obtain the desired limit. The weak 
blow-off limit was taken as the condition when a stable flame could be 
obtained for not more than about 20 sec., lifted flame taken as when a 
stable flame would establish itself in its anchoring position for not more 
than about 20 sec., drop back taken as when a lifted flame could maintain 
its position for not more than about 20 sec., and the rich blow-off was 
taken as the instant when a lifted flame could not maintain itself after 
about 20 sec.
Having determined the limit sought for, the orifice pressure difference, 
orifice upstream pressure and the corrected orifice upstream temperature 
near the exit were also recorded. From these data, the air, fuel and
consequently the mixture flow rates and fuel/air ratios by volume were 
determined. The average nozzle velocity was calculated from the mixture 
flow rate and the swirler flow area. In calculating the swirler flow 
area, the blockage effect of the swirler vanes was taken into account.
4.3 Structure of swirling flames
Depending on the average nozzle velocity, fuel/air ratio, swirl 
number and swirler exit, several types of flames were observed. Each 
type of flame was obtainable within a defined flow regime (or condition).
4.3.1 With hubless swirlers
Figures 18(a) to (f) show the photographs of stable flames from all 
the hubless swirlers. For any swirler with vane angle of 60 degrees or 
less, the stable flames were anchored at the junction of the vane tips 
on the jet axis. From this point, the flame spread out into the incoming 
stream, thus the flame was conical in shape near the swirler exit. For 
any swirler of vane angle greater than 60°, a wall flame jet was formed 
and the effects of the swirler vanes were very pronounced, thus eight 
individual wall jets were formed.
When the fuel flow rate of a stable flame was reduced, the blue 
flame became less visible as the weak blow-off limit was approached. At 
very low velocities, below about 75 ft/s, the flame could sometimes spread 
round the perimeter of the nozzle. This was very frequent with the 15° 
swirler flame.
If the fuel flow rate was increased, the flame became deeper in 
colour. If the increase continued, two things could happen. The flame 
might lift from its anchoring position or it might blow-off. The rest of 
the discussions in this paragraph refer to the observed characteristics 
of those flames that lifted. Photographs of lifted flames are shown in
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Figure 19. Rough combustion was observed close to the lifting position.
As a result of this, the jet boundary became very irregular. The flame 
noise also increased and the pitch of the noise decreased as the lifting 
position was approached. Two types of lifted flames were observed.
These can be discussed more precisely by referring to them as partially 
and fully lifted flames. In the partially lifted flame, a small tail of 
flame was still anchored on the jet axis whilst the main body of the flame 
has lifted to a downstream position. Initially the flame tail was at the 
junction of the vane tips but as the fuel/air ratio increased, it moved 
some distance downstream. The shape of this tail was observed to be 
different for each swirler. After moving to a downstream position, the 
flame tail was very unstable although this did not seem to affect the 
overall stability of the flame. As the fuel flow rate was increased, a 
stage would be reached when the flame tail would be forced to the same 
position as the main body of the flame. At this stage, the flame could be 
described as fully lifted. The partial and full lift concept could not 
be applied to the 15° swirler flame as no flame tail was observed. Instead 
the flame lifted from the junction of the vane tips and stabilised itself on 
the nozzle exit plane. The shape of the flame remained unchanged.
In this position, the flame was very unstable and could be easily blown off.
With further increase in the fuel flow rate of a lifted flame, two
things could happen. The flame might blow-off or the flame might become
increasingly long. Some flames from swirlers of vane angle of 20° and
above extended from the nozzle exit into the canopy of the flue ducting.
At low velocities and with very rich mixtures, the flame could sometimes 
drop back from the lifted position to establish itself on the perimeter 
of the nozzle. In the very long flames, the turbulence characteristics 
of the flame appeared to change. The change observed was such that the 
scale of turbulence was greater in these long flames.
In the flames from swirlers of vane angles of 45 degrees and 
above, a strong odour of partially burnt gases was prevalent in the 
laboratory. The intensity of the odour increased with swirl number.
As would be expected, the intensity of the odour also increased with 
fuel/air ratio.
4.5*2 With .annular swirlers
Photographs of the annular flames are shown in Figure 20(a) to (f).
The combustion in annular swirling flames sterted from inside the swirler 
nozzle almost on the swirler vanes. This was the reason why all the first 
set of annular swirlers made with brass vanes were destroyed. As in the 
hubless swirlers, annular swirlers with vane angle greater than 60 degrees 
produced individual wall Jets. The odour of partially burnt gases was 
detected and the intensity increased with the swirl number and fuel/air 
ratio. Because of the higher flow rates and the larger size of the 
annular flames, the intensity of the odour from any annular swirler 
was greater than that from a corresponding hubless swirler.
4.4 Stability limits of swirling flames
From the preliminary salt injection tests, recirculation vortices 
were observed in flames from hubless swirlers of vane angle of 50 degrees 
and above. Similar zones were observed in flames from annular swirlers 
of vane angle of 45 degrees and above.
The results of the stabilisation tests for hubless swirlers of 
vane angles varying from 15 to 60 degrees are shown in Figures 21 to 24. 
Because of the structure of the flames from swirlers of 70 and 75 degrees 
vane angles, these flames are not likely to be of industrial importance and 
thus the stability limits were not determined. For the swirlers investigated, 
only the peak velocity for the 15 degrees swirler flames could be determined. 
This was because of the limitation of the gas supply and the maximum
operating pressures of the superchargers. Also at vepy high flow 
velocities, the ignition of the flame by the pilot flame was becoming 
increasingly difficult. As will be observed in the results, the effects
of the limitations were becoming increasingly severe as the swirl
number increased. However, sufficient data was obtained with the 
50 degree swirler to show the main stabilisation characteristics of 
swirling flames. The remaining part of this section will be concerned 
with the results of the hubless swirler flames.
In order to ascertain the consistency of the results a few data
points at each limit were determined several days after the main test.
The weak limits, as will be observed in the results, were very consistent 
but the limits on the rich side of stoichiometric ratio were much less so. 
The inconsistency increased with the swirl number. The discrepancy could 
probably be due to slight changes in the atmospheric conditions and the 
resultant effect of this on entrainment rates.
The profiles of the weak blow-off limits showed that the flow 
velocities at blow off increased rather slowly at first with increasing 
fuel/air ratios. This rate of change increased as the velocities increase, 
and from the trend of the 50 and 45 degrees profiles, the profiles appeared 
to be tending to an asymptotic distribution as the peak velocity was 
approached. At any flow velocity, the required fuel/air ratio at the 
weak limit increased with swirl. This applied only to-flow fields with 
recirculation vortices. For example, at an average nozzle velocity of 
200 ft/s, the fuel/air ratios at weak blow-off limits were 0.14, 0.19,
0.24 in the 50, 45 and 60 degrees swirler flames respectively.
At the rich limits, similar increases in mixture strength with swirl 
number were shown at corresponding flow velocities. Also the required 
decrease in the mixture strength before a lifted flame dropped back at any
flow velocity increased with, swirl. For each swirler, this region was 
almost constant throughout the flow conditions investigated.
From the results of the 30 degree swirler, (and possibly of 
swirlers of higher vane angles), it can be seen that at any flow 
velocity above 420 ft/s, the flame did not lift from its anchoring 
position before blowing off.
4.5 Discussion of results
The investigation of the flame stabilisation in swirling flows 
issuing from vane swirlers shows that, as in non-swirling flames, different 
tyres of flames are obtainable. The type of flame is determined by the 
average nozzle velocity, mixture strength, swirl number and the swirler 
geometry.
The formation of wall jets can be explained as follows. At any 
flow velocity, the tangential velocity at the inlet plane increases with 
swirl. At this plane, the radial velocity component is zero. If it is 
then assumed that the turbulent shear terms of the Navier-Stoke’s equation
of motion in the radial direction are negligible, the equation of motion
can be written as
2 *p w d p
  = ...(4.1)r o r v 7
This implies that the centrifugal forces resulting from the rotational 
motion imposed on the flow is balanced by the radial gradients of pressure.
If, therefore, the rotational energy of the flow was such that the pressure 
gradients can not balance the centrifugal forces, the tendency will be 
the flow’s streamlines to be forced away from the axis of the flow by the 
centrifugal forces. Within the swirler nozzle, this tendency will be 
restricted by the nozzle wall but just outside the nozzle exit, the particles 
of the fluid will be flung away from the jet axis by the centrifugal forces 
to form wall jets.
It is interesting to note the difference in the location of the 
flame bases of the hubless swirler flames and those of the annular swirler 
flames. This clearly shows one of the effects of swirler geometry on 
flame stabilisation in the type of swirlers used. It also shows the 
importance of carrying out tests with both swirler geometries. The 
initiation of the combustion from within the annular swirler nozzle may be 
due to the effects of possible boundary layer thickness on the swirler vanes. 
Within the boundary layer, the flow velocity will be sufficiently low to 
support the establishment of a flame. This possibility is strengthened by the 
observation that the flame does not extend from the surface of one swirler 
vane to its adjacent neighbour but there is a region in between them where 
there is no flame. In this region the fluid velocities must be higher than 
the weak blow-off velocity of the mixture at the particular fuel/air ratio.
It can be expected however that at very high flow velocities, the region of 
no flame between adjacent swirler vanes will increase to such an extent 
that the flame will be swept away from the surface of the vanes. Under these 
circumstances, the flame is unlikely to be held on the small recirculation 
vortex downstream of the central bluff-body because of the high flow 
velocity. The flames will therefore be stabilised on the recirculation 
zone in the flow field if there is any. The establishment of the flame 
base, in hubless swirlers, at the junction of the swirler vane tips cam be 
considered as the bluff-body effect of the tips of the vanes. The flame 
stabilisation potential of this bluff-body effect is very small and thus 
the small stability limits loop obtained with the 15 degree swirler flames. 
From this, it can be said that the stability limits loop obtainable with 
annular swirlers of 15 and 30 degrees will depend on the characteristics of 
the boundary layer on their vanes.
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The establishment of flames on the swirler rim at the low velocities 
is to be expected. These low velocity flames are of the common "Bunsen" 
burner type. The observed flame behaviour of partial and full lift in 
hubless swirler flames as discussed in Section 4.3.1 is not likely to be 
characteristic of swirling flames in general but is most likely to be 
due to the aerodynamic effect of the 3*86 in. outer diameter dummy secondary 
swirler in which all the hubless swirlers were fitted and also to the 
effect of the outer pipe of the secondary flow line. These two factors 
will have the effect of altering the axial entrainment characteristics 
within their radial distance of influence. There is also the effect of 
the reverse velocities of the gases in the recirculation zone. This point 
raises the question of what happens to the recirculation zone when a flame 
is lifted. Attempts were made to investigate this phenomenon using the 
salt injection method but the fluid temperature was too low to make the 
method applicable. Although this phenomenon does not seem to be of much 
industrial importance, it will be a stimulating academic exercise to 
ascertain the fate of the recirculation zone when the flame is lifted.
The importance of the recirculation vortex in flame stabilisation 
is clearly shown by the comparing the stability limits loop of the 15 
degrees swirler flame which has no recirculation zone with that of the 
30 degrees swirler flame which has a recirculation vortex. In any flame' 
without a recirculation zon£, the flame will be established in the low 
velocity region resulting from the combined effects of the factors 
discussed in the third paragraph of this Section. In any flame with a 
recirculation zone, the hot combustion products fed back towards the nozzle 
will, by process of turbulent exchange, conduction and to a lesser extent 
radiation, supply the required energy for ignition. This means, therefore, 
that the size of the stability limits loop will depend on the size of 
recirculation vortex as confirmed by the results presented.
The lateral shifting of the stability limits loop towards rich 
mixture ratios with increasing swirl can be attributed to the combined 
effect of three factors. These are entrainment of ambient fluid, the 
temperature of the recirculated gases and gradients of the absolute velocity. 
It has been verified experimentally in cold jets that the rate of 
entrainment increases with the swirl number. The entrained air which will 
have the effect of lowering the temperature of the gases in the flow field 
will thus have increasing influence on the temperature of the gases as the 
swirl increases. The recirculated gases contain mainly combustion products 
with a high CO2 content. As a result of the exchange by turbulence and 
molecular diffusion of the recirculated gases with the incoming stream, 
the effective fuel/air ratio of the stream will be reduced. Furthermore, 
the length of the recirculation zone increases with swirl and thus the 
temperatures of the recirculated gases originating from near the downstream 
end of the vortex will be lower for higher swirl numbers. Hence, at any 
flow velocity, a higher mixture strength will be required in order to obtain 
sufficiently higher temperatures in the recirculation zone for igniting the 
incoming stream. Concerning the third phenomenon, it is known (4-9) that 
flame extinction may occur if the velocity gradients at any part of the 
flame front exceed a maximum value at the fuel/air ratio. In Figure 3 of 
reference (13) by Chigier and Beer, the distributions ofthe axial and 
tangential velocity components are shown at the nozzle exit. It can be 
deduced from this figure that at any particular flow velocity, the velocity 
gradients increase with swirl. It therefore follows that for any 
particular fuel/air ratio, flames issuing from swirlers of higher vane 
angles will blow-off at lower velocities. .
4.6 Conclusions
This investigation has demonstrated that highly stable flames can 
be obtained within a wide range of flow conditions. The position at which 
the combustion is initiated depends on the geometry of the swirler. The 
influence of the recirculation vortex in flame stabilisation is clearly 
shown.
At any flow velocity, the fuel/air ratio at weak blow-off increases 
with swirl. This is also true at the rich limits for lift and drop back. 
The size of the stability limits loop increases with swirl. The flow 
regime between lift and drop back remains constant in each swirler flame 
but the width of this zone increases with swirl.
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CHAPTER 5
THE AERODYNAMIC INVESTIGATION OF FREE SWIRLING FLAME JETS.
5.1 Introduction
In order to study the distributions of the aerodynamic variables in 
swirling flames, tests were conducted with flarnes issuing from hubless and 
annular swirlers of various vane angles. Flames from swirlers whose vane 
angles are greater than 60 degrees were not studied because of the reasons 
given in Section 4.3. The variables measured were the velocities, static 
pressures and temperatures at various points along and across the flames.
The velocity distributions were measured first so as to have the required 
data for the static pressure measurements. The velocity components, mass 
flow rates, and the axial fluxes of linear and angular momenta were 
calculated from the results.
5.2 Details of the experiments.
The flow rates of the reactants were measured as discussed in 
Section 3.2.7 of Chapter 3* The necessary data for calculating the flow 
rates at the desired average nozzle velocities were obtained from 
preliminary tests. For each run, the experimental test-rig was allowed 
thirty minutes to warm up before starting to take readings.
Preliminary tests were carried out on the measurements of the 
velocity distributions. These tests showed that a clearer understanding of 
the changes in the directions of the flow velocities would be obtained if ^ 
measurements started from the outer boundary of the jet. The tests also 
showed that it would be necessary during the main experiments to blow 
compressed air through the pressure tappings of the probes because the^:could 
sometimes be blocked by any small particle. After some experience with
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the measuring instruments, it was quickly evident whenever any of the 
pressure holes was probably blocked as this caused the probe response to 
be inconsistent with previous readings.
Due to the differences in the geometrical features of the hubless 
and annular swirlers, the tests could not be carried out with the same 
input conditions. Further details of the tests with each swirler 
geometry are therefore given below.
5.2.1 With hubless swirlers
The aerodynamic tests were carried out using an average nozzle 
velocity of 80 ft/sec. The blockage effect of the thickness of the 
vanes was taken into account in calculating the flow area for each 
swirler. The details of each swirler are given in Table 5*
TABLE 5. Details of hubless swirlers
Vane
Angle
(degrees)
Swirl
Number
Flow
Area
(in?)
Position of junction 
of vane tips from 
exit
(nozzle diameter)
Experimental 
Fuel/Air ratio
(by volume)
15 0.0895 0.608 1.104 0.20
50 ' 0.1925 0.599 0.535 0.20
45 0.5353 0.579 0.301 0.20
60 0.5774 0.536 0.167 "0.25
As shown in Table 5* a volumetric fuel/air ratio of 0.2 was used for the 
flames issuing from all the hubless swirlers except that with 60 degrees 
vane angle. In the 60 degrees swirler, the flow condition of 0.20 
fuel/air ratio and 80 ft/sec was. very close to the weak limit as can be 
seen in Figure 24 and thus the flame was almost invisible in daylight.
Furthermore, the flame was blowing off occasionally. This is understandable 
when the method of determining the stability limits (as discussed in
Section 4.2) is considered. As a result of the above, a volumetric
fuel/air ratio of 0.25 was used. The average nozzle velocity was kept 
the same as for the other swirlers. This fuel/air ratio might have been 
used for all the hubless swirler flames but for the limitation that it 
was very close to the rich stability limits of the 15 degree swirler flames 
at the desired flow velocity. This too can be observed in Figure 21.
The measurements were made in cross-sectional planes at axial 
positions of 1.0, 2.0, 3*0* 4.0, 6.0, 8.0 and 10.0 nozzle diameters 
(henceforth, ’’diameters" associated with hubless swirlers refers to the 
nozzle diameter) from the exit. Radial distances were usually taken at 
intervals of 0.125 in. but sometimes at 0.25 in. when the trend of the rate
of change of the measured variable permitted this. The measurements of
the static pressure and temperature distributions were made at the same 
points as for the velocity measurements.
Because of the effect of buoyancy on each flame jet, the physical 
axis of the jet did not correspond with the geometrical axis of the jet 
tubes. This deviation started at some axial distance downstream of the 
swirler exit and the difference increased as the axial distance increased. 
However, it was possible to estimate the positions of the jet axis to 
within a maximum error of - 0.625 in. from measurements of the velocities 
(hence others) made at radial intervals of 0.125 in. As explained below, 
this was made possible by the changes in the measured yaw angles and in 
the pitch angle parameter (p^  - P^)/(Pi - P2)• Tke segments containing 
the yaw angles when measuring above the axis differed from those for points 
below the jet axis. As would be observed in the J-D probe calibration
chart in Figure 12(a), the pitch angle parameters at points above the axis 
would vary from positive values to - 0.015 (i.e. for pitch angles varying 
from zero to 90 degrees) whilst the values would be lower than - 0.015 
only if the measuring position was below the axis. The position of the 
axis was more accurately determined by taking readings at the midpoint 
of the estimated 0.125 in. range. This, therefore, made it possible to 
determine the jet axis at any cross-sectional plane to an accuracy of 
about - 0.031 in. maximum error.
In all swirler flames, readings were not taken throughout the jet 
radius below, the axis but were limited to a radial distance of 0.5 in. 
from the determined axis. This was because of the small gradient on
the small probe-tip used. The details of this gradient were given earlier.
5.2.2 With annular swirlers
In these flames, measurements were made in cross-sectional planes at 
axial distances of 0, 0.5* 1.0, 1.5* 2.0, 2.5* 3*0, 5*0 and 7»0 diameters 
(henceforth "diameter” associated with annular swirlers refers to the 
outer diameter of the flow area unless otherwise stated). Theradial 
distances were taken at intervals of 0.125 in. at the swirler exit and 
near the estimated location of the jet axis. At other measuring positions, 
a radial interval of 0.25 in. was used. A few readings were taken using 
an interval of 0.5 in. when the trend of the rate of change permitted this.
Due to the strong odour of partially burnt gases discussed in
Section 4.3* an extension was fitted to the canopy of the flue ducting. At 
positions upstream of the extension, measurements were taken when it was 
in place but it was removed when the measuring position was approaching it. 
The effect of the extension was checked at the last axial planfe of 
measurement by taking measurements on this plane with the extension removed.
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These readings were compared with the results obtained when it was in 
position and no appreciable change was observed. The downstream end 
of the outer pipe of the secondary flow line was kept at a temperature 
between 30°C and 4o°C. This was achieved by water-cooling the swirler 
end of the pipe. The reason for this was to prevent the swirler vanes 
from being damaged by the flame. After completing the tests, the water- 
cooling system was removed and the test-rig was run for about two hours.
This was done in order to see if the swirler vanes would be destroyed by 
the flame. Although the swirler end of the outer pipe of the secondary 
flow line was fairly hot, the swirler vanes were not destroyed.
The procedure for determining the jet axis was the same as for
the hubless swirler flames. The measurements were taken above and below
the determined jet axis down to the lower edge of the jets. Due, 
probably, to slight inaccuracies in the fabrication of the swirlers, the 
jets showed slight asymmetry although the results presented later have 
been plotted symmetrically. The results were plotted from the average 
of the values at corresponding radial distances from the determined jet 
axis. ~
The volumetric fuel/air ratio used for all the flames was 0.15 and
the average nozzle velocity was 50 ft/sec. The effect of the vane thickness
was also.considered in the calculation of the flow areas.
Details of the annular swirlers are shown in Table 6.
TABLE 6 .  D e ta i ls  o f a n n u la r  s w ir le r s
Vane
Angle
(d e g re e s )
S w ir l
Number
Flow
A rea
cm2)
P o s it io n  o f th e  b l u f f -  
body s u rfa c e  from  e x i t
(d ia m e te r )
E x p e rim e n ta l 
F u e l /A i r  r a t i o
(b y  volum e)
15 O.O965 10.124 0.242 0.15
30 0.2078 10.084 0.194 0.15
45 0.3599 9.998 0.130 0.15
60 0.6236 9.802 0.113 0.15
5.3 V e lo c i ty  d is t r ib u t io n s  in  s w ir l in g  flam e  je t s
From th e  measurements o f yaw a n g le  and th e  p ressu re  d if fe r e n c e s  
(P l  -  Pg) and (p^  -  p^) o f th e  3 -D  probe, th e  p i tc h  a n g le  and th e  
a b s o lu te  v e lo c i t y  head p aram eter w ere dete rm in ed  from  th e  c a l ib r a t io n  
c h a r ts . A com puter program was w r i t t e n  f o r  c a lc u la t in g  th e  a b s o lu te  
v e lo c i t y  head, £he gas d e n s ity ,  a b s o lu te  v e lo c i t y  and th e  v e lo c i t y  
components a t  each m easuring  p o in t .  The in p u t  in  th e  program in c lu d e d  
th e  c a l ib r a t io n ,  c o n s ta n t o f  th e  e le c t r o n ic  m icrom anom eter, s t a t ic  
p ressu re  re a d in g s  and th e  te m p e ra tu re  re a d in g s . I n  c a lc u la t in g  th e  gas 
d e n s ity  a t  each p o in t ,  th e  measured s t a t ic  p ressu re  and th e  c o rre c te d  
te m p e ra tu re  to g e th e r  w ith  th e  c a lc u la te d  v a lu e  o f th e  m o le c u la r  w e ig h t  
o f the  com bustion p ro d u c ts  were used in  th e  e q u a tio n  o f  s ta te
P Mj 
R T
The a b s o lu te  v e lo c i t y  was c a lc u la te d  from
V =
18.29 r " 1* - (i"-
The calculation of the molecular weight was based on the calculated 
composition of the combustion products at complete combustion 
assuming that for a mixture with N components 
n
Mpr = I! (fo composition of N by volume) x molecular weight of N
...(5.3)
The components of absolute velocity were calculated using equations (3*8) 
to (^ .10).
5.3.I Velocity distribution in hubless swirling flames.
In this section, the results of the distributions of the velocity 
components are presented. The axial velocity components along the jet 
axis, the maximum axial velocity component at each cross-sectional plane 
and the maximum tangential velocity at each plane were made dimensionless 
by the corresponding values at 1.0 diameter from the swirler exit.
5.5*1*1 Axial velocity profiles
The distribution of the axial velocity components are shown in 
Figures 25 to 28 fDr the 15, 50, A5 and 60 degrees swirler flames 
respectively. The shape of the profiles at corresponding radial 
planes differed from one swirler to another, thus indicating the effect 
of swirl on the flow distributions. In the 15 degree swirler flame, 
the maximum value of the axial velocity occurred on the jet axis at 
the first axial measuring position of 1.0 diameter and'remained so 
throughout the length of the jet. Close to the swirler exit, the rate 
of drop of the axial velocity components from the maximum value on the 
axis to zero on the jet boundary was very rapid but as the jet opened 
out, the gradients became smaller.
On a cross-sectional plane close to the swirler exit, the 
profile along the radius of the 30 degree swirler flame showed an 
off-centre maximum axial velocity with a reduced value on the axis.
Near the swirler exit, the reduced values were negative but further 
downstream, positive values were obtained. The negative axial 
velocities indicated the region of reverse flow. Beginning from an 
axial distance of 6.0 diameters from the swirler exit, the maximum axial 
velocity component at any cross-sectional plane was obtained on the jet 
axis. A maximum radial width of the feed back region of 0.44 in. was 
obtained at 1.0 diameter from the exit and the maximum reverse flow 
velocity which was also on this plane was 18 ft/sec. The shapes of 
the profiles in the initial region- of the 45 degree swirler flame were 
similar to those in the 30 degree swirler flame In the same region.
The double-crest/central trough profile, i.e. off-centre maximum with 
reduced value on axis, was obtained on each plane down to 6.0 diameters. 
Beyond this, the profiles steadily flattened out to almost uniform 
distributions near the jet axis. The radial width of the recirculation 
zone reached a maximum value of 0.5 in. at a downstream axial distance 
of 2.0 diameters on which plane the maximum reverse velocity was 20 ft/sec. 
In the 60 degree swirler flame, the double-crest/trough profiles were 
obtained at all planes throughout the length of the jet investigated.
The positions of maximum feed back conditions, the maximum reverse velocity 
and the maximum radial width of the recirculation vortex in the jet were
2.0 diameters, 46.0 ft/sec. and 1.0 in. respectively. In all the swirler 
flames with recirculation vortices, high axial velocity gradients along the 
jet radius were also obtained in the initial regions of the jets.
The rates of decay of the axial velocity components along the jet
axis and the rates of decay of the maximum axial velocity 
components along the length of all the hubless swirler flames are 
shown in Figures 29 and 30 respectively.
In the 15 degree swirler flame, the axial velocity components 
on the jet axis decreased throughout the length of the jet investigated 
but in the flame from each of the other swirlers, the results showed that 
starting from the upstream stagnation point of the reverse flow zone, the 
reverse velocities on the jet axis increased to a maximum value before
decreasing to zero at the downstream stagnation point, further downstream
of the downstream stagnation point, the positive values of the axial 
velocities on the jet axis increased to a maximum value before dropping.
It was difficult to specify the axial position of this maximum but it 
could be estimated as lying between 7.0 and 8.0 diameters in the 30 degree 
and 45 degree swirler flames and beyond 10.0 diameters in the 60 degree
swirler flame. From the trend of the rates of decay, it could be said
that downstream of the positions of maximum ■ values, the rates of decay 
of the axial velocity components on the axis of each jet would increase 
with swirl. The axial positions of the downstream stagnation points of 
the reverse vortices could be determined more precisely from Figure 29.
In the 30, 45 and 60 degrees swirler flames the positions were 2.3, 5*2, 
and 4.5 diameters respectively.
In flames from swirlers tfith vane angles of 45 degrees and less, the 
maximum axial velocity components along the length of the jets decreased 
with increasing axial distance from the nozzle exit. This characteristic 
was maintained in each of the jets throughout the length investigated.
In the 60 degree sMrler flame, the rate of decrease of the maximum axial 
velocity components was fairly slow near the swirler exit. This was
followed by a relatively rapid rate of decay between 3*0 and 4.0 
diameters. Although the rate of decay in the 60 degree swirler flame 
was slower than in the 45 degree swirler flame within the investigated 
length of the jets, it could be deduced from the trends of the rates of 
decay curves that the rate of decay in the 60 degree swirler flame 
would ultimately be higher than in the 45 degree swirler flame. It 
was not unexpected that the rate of decay in the 60 degree swirler flame 
would be slower than in the 45 degree swirler flame. The reasons for 
this will be discussed later.
5.3.1.2 Tangential velocity distributions
Figures 31 to 34 show the profiles of the tangential velocity 
components in the 15, 50, 45 and 6o degrees swirler flames respectively.
In each flame, the tangential velocity components on each cross-sectional 
plane increased from zero bn the jet axis to a maximum value before dropping 
to zero on the jet boundary. Between the swirler exit and an axial 
distance of 2.0 diameters downstream, the profiles obtained in the 45 
and 60 degrees swirler flames showed some distortion near the axis. The 
extent of this distortion increased with swirl. As the axial distance 
increased, the distortion phased out.
The rates of decay of the maximum tangential velocity components 
along each of the jets are shown in Figure 55* The values for each jet 
decreased as t&e axial distance increased and the flames from swirlers 
of higher vane angles showed higher rates of decay.
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5.3.1.3 Discussion of ftssults
The results presented in the last two subsections are likely 
to have been influenced by two main factors arising from the design of 
the vane swirlers. The first is the position of the junction of the vane 
tips from the swirler exit. As the vane angle increases, the position from 
the swirler exit at which the vane tips meet gets closer to the swirler 
exit. Thus the position of the junction of the vane tips in the 60 degree 
swirler is the nearest to the exit. The second is the effect of the small 
wakes behind the swirler vanes. The influence of these factors on the 
profiles will be discussed in the relevant paragraphs below.
In the axial velocity distributions of the 15 degree swirler flame, 
the maximum axial velocity components cannot be expected on the jet axis 
near the junction of the vane tips. This is so because of the bluff-body 
effect of the junction. The central trough in the profile must, however, 
have been very small and thus the maximum axial velocity was measured on the Jet 
axis at 1.0 diameter from the exit. The same phenomenon, i.e. the effect of 
the junction of the vane tips, can be expected to aid the establishment 
of a recirculation zone in each of the flames issuing from the other 
swirlers. Its effectiveness will decrease as the nozzle velocity 
increases. In the tests herein reported, it was not possible to assess the 
influence of the junction since measurements were made at one value of 
Reynolds number. Furthermore, it was established from the salt injection 
tests that the upstream stagnation point of each recirculation vortex 
coincided with the position of the junction of the vane tips on the tube 
axis. This, therefore, means that the effective length of the reverse 
flow vortex is greater than that determined from the distance between 
the downstream stagnation point and the swirler exit. The effective
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lengths of the recirculation zones for the 50, 45 and 60 degrees swirler 
flames are 2.84, 3*50, 4.67 diameters respectively. For easy access, 
features of the recirculation vortices are shown in Table 7*
TABLE 7
Dimensions of the Recirculation Zones in the Hubless Swirler
Flames.
S w ir le r  vane a n g le  (d e g re e s )
15 50 45 60
E f fe c t iv e  le n g th . 2.855 5.501 4.667
Max. w id th  ( i n )  ( r a d i a l l y ) 0.44 0.50 1.00
A x ia l p o s it io n  o f  maximum w id th  
(d ia m e te rs ) 1.0 2.0 2.0
Max. re v e rs e  v e lo c i t y  ( f t / s e c ) 18.0 24.0 46.0
A x ia l  p o s it io n  o f maximum re v e rs e  
v e lo c i t y  (d ia m e te rs ) - 1.0 2.0 2.0
Generally it was found from the yaw angle measurements that the recirculation 
zone was surrounded at about the downstream half by an annular zone where 
the flow was towards the axis. This indicated that the radial velocities 
were negative in this region. The zone increased in width as the axial 
distance increased. The zone could not be mapped because of the difficulty 
in determining its outer boundary but its width appeared to increase with 
swirl. The observation of this zone confirms similar zones found by 
Leuckel and Chesters (50) in their experiments on cold swirling flow.
In the 45 and 60 degrees swirler flames, the maximum values of 
the axial velocity components will be fully established on the jet axis 
somewhere further downstream than the maximum axial position at which
measurements were taken. The position at which this is attained will 
depend on the swirl number. As the jet moves further downstream, the 
effect of the initial rotation imposed on the flow will be steadily 
reduced by fluid friction and entrainment. Thus the profiles of the 
axial velocity components will gradually tend to those obtainable in a 
non-swirling flow field although the axial position at which the jet
attains this stage will also depend on the swirl number. After this
development, it will be possible to represent the profiles by Gaussian error 
functions whose parameters will depend on the swirl number.
The rates of decay of the axial velocity components on the axis 
and the maximum value along the jet of the 60 degree swirler flame require 
some comments. From a comparison of the rate of decay of the axial 
velocity components on the axis of the 50 and 45 degree swirler flames, 
it appears that the swirler flames with smaller vane angles 
attained their maximum values faster than those with higher vane angles.
But the 60 degree swirler flame had still not attained its maximum value 
at 10.0 diameters. Furthermore, the 60 degree swirler flame showed a 
slower rate of decay of the maximum axial velocity components along the length 
of the Jet than the 45 degree swirler flame whereas the flames from swirlers 
with lower vane angles showed that the rate of decay increased with swirl. 
These two features are attributable to the higher volumetric fuel/air 
ratio used for the 60 degree swirler flame. The higher "ratio will give 
higher density gradients than would have been obtained with a ratio of 0.2 
and this will slow down the rates of decay. One feature, however, which 
is peculiar to the jet is the slow rate of decay of the maximum axial
velocity component near the swirler exit. This can be explained as follows.
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As can be observed in Figure 28, the annular forward flow area 
at 1.0 diameter is about the same as that at 2.0 diameters. This means 
that although the jet width at 2.0 diameters is greater than that at
1.0 diameter, the increase in the width of the recirculation zone has 
prevented any appreciable increase in the forward flow area and thus the 
decay of the maximum axial velocity component- is bound to be slowed down.
It can, In fact, be expected from the principles of continuity that if the 
forward flow area at 2.0 diameters, had been less than that at 1.0 diameter, 
the fluid would accelerate at the expense of pressure in order to flow
past the smaller flow area at 2.0 diameters.
The distortion in the tangential velocity profiles of the 45 and 
60 degree swirler flames can be attributed to either the shape of the 
velocity profiles of the stream at the swirler exit or to the design of 
the swirlers. It may also be due to the combined effect of both.
That the first is a possible explanation is suggested by the extent to 
which increases in swirl numbers can alter the profiles of the velocity 
components at the swirler exit. This is shown in Figure 3 of reference (13) 
by Chigier and Beer. The second is also a possibility because Figure 15 
in reference (6) by Mathur and Maccallum showed such distortions. Although 
the distortions in (6) were shown in annular swirlers, it can be expected 
that in hubless swirler flames with sufficiently wide recirculation 
vortices, distorted profiles can be obtained, and, of course, the bluff- 
body effect of the junction of the vane tips makes the geometry of a hubless
swirler almost similar to that of an annular swirler.
The rate of decay of the maximum tangential velocity components 
in the 60 degree swirler flame showed the same trend as in other swirler 
flames despite the higher fuel/air ratio. One might probably have expected
the rate of decay to show similar differences as observed in the rates 
of decay of the axial velocity parameters. No reason could be given 
for the result obtained because it is possible that the rate of decay 
might have, indeed, been slower than would be obtained with a fuel/air 
ratio of 0.2 but this cannot be confirmed on the basis of the present 
experiments.
In general terms, the profiles of the tangential velocity 
components indicate a central forced vortex core where the tangential 
velocities increase from zero on the axis to a maximum somewhere along 
the radius of the jet. This central core is surrounded by an annular 
free vortex region where the tangential velocities decrease from the 
said maximum to zero on the jet edge.
5.3*2 Velocity distribution in annular swirling flames.
The profiles of the velocity components at the exit of each 
of the swirlers are not included among the results presented. This 
is because of the irregularities at some of the measuring points 
resulting from the effect of the wakes behind the vanes of the swirlers.
The axial velocity components on the axis, the maximum axial velocity 
components along the jet and the maximum tangential velocity along the 
jet were non-dimensionalised by the axial and tangential velocity 
components at the nozzle exit of each swirler flame. The maximum axial 
velocity components were 144, 137* 1 9^ and 129 ft/sec at the exit planes 
of the 15, 30, 45 and 60 degrees swirler flames respectively. These 
results are no doubt affected by the swirler vanes.
5.3*2.1 Axial velocity distributions
Within the initial region of each of the flame jets, the profile 
at each plane, as shown in Figures 36 to 39 for the 15, 30, 45 and 
60 degrees swirlers respectively, showed two off-centre crests representing
the maximum value and a central trough representing the reduced value.
In the flames from swirlers with vane angle of 45 degrees and above, 
the reduced velocities were negative, thus indicating the recirculation 
vortices.
In the 15 degree swirler flame, the double-crest/trough profile 
was obtained down to an axial distance of 0.5 diameter. Beyond this 
and down to an axial distance of 2.0 diameters, the profiles were almost 
uniform near the jet axis. From 2.5 diameters and for the remaining 
length of the jet, the maximum axial velocity component was fully established 
on the jet axis from where the values decrease to zero on the jet boundary.
In this downstream region, the profiles were similar in shape to 
Gaussian error functions. In each of the other swirler flames, the 
central trough in the profiles existed throughout the 7*0 diameters 
length of the jets investigated. The profiles were, however, gradually 
flattening out near the jet axis as the distance downstream increased.
The maximum reverse velocity of 25 ft/sec in the 45 degree 
swirler flame was obtained at 0.5 diameters. In the 60 degree swirler 
flame, the corresponding velocity of 35 ft/sec was obtained it 1.5 diameters. 
The maximum radial widths of the recirculation vortices were 1.625 in. 
and 3*5 in. in the 45 degree and 60 degree swirler flames respectively.
This maximum width was obtained at 1.0 diameter in the 45 degree swirler 
flame and for the 60 degree swirler flame, the position was the same as 
the position of maximum reverse velocity.
The rate of decay of the axial velocity components along the axis 
of each of the 15, 30, 45 and 60 degrees swirler flames are shown in 
Figure 40. Within the 15 degree swirler flame, the axial velocity 
component on the axis increased to a maximum value at 0.5 diameter after 
which the values decreased. The rate of decrease of the values was
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rather slow. In the other flames, the axial velocity components on 
the axis of each of them decreased initially to a reduced value which 
could be positive or negative depending on the absence or presence 
of a recirculation vortex. From this value, the parameter increased.
In the 30 degree swirler flame, the rate of increase was almost constant
for the remaining length of the jet investigated whereas an initial
rapid increase in each of the 45 degree and 60 degree swirler flames 
was followed by a slow rate of change. The minimum axial velocity 
component on the axis of the 30 degree swirler flame was obtained at
2.5 diameters. The positions of the downstream stagnation points were 
1.9 and 3*1 diameters.in the 45 and 60 degree swirler flames respectively.
Figure 4l shows the rate of decay of the maximum axial velocity
components along the length of each of the 15, 30, 45 and 60 degree 
swirler flames. From the swirler exit down to an axial distance of about
3.5 diameters in each of the flames, no generalisation of the results 
could be made but further downstream, the rate of decay increased with 
swirl.
3*3*2.2 Tangential velocity profiles
The profiles obtained in all the annular swirler flames were 
generally similar in form to those obtained in the hubless swirler flames.
The results are shown in Figures 42 to 45 for the 15, 30, 45 and 60 degree 
swirler flames respectively. The pattern of the distribution within the 
recirculation vortex was more clearly shown in these profiles. In this zone, 
the tangential velocities were small but within a short radial distance 
from the boundary of the zone, the values increased fairly rapidly to 
attain the maximum value on the cross-sectional plane. The distortion 
of the profiles in the flames from swirlers with vane angle equal to and 
less than 45 degrees was limited to 1.0 diameter from the exit but in
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the 60 degree flame, this extended to about 2.5 diameters. The "forced 
vortex core" occupied the greater part of the flow section at each plane 
in the initial region of each of the jets but downstream of the jets, 
the free vortex region occupied the greater part.
Figure 46 shows the rate of decay of the maximum tangential 
velocity components along the length of each of the jets. The results 
did not show any generalised trend near the swirler exit in each of the 
flames but further downstream, the rates of decay were higher for swirlers 
with higher vane angles.
5.3.2.3 Discussion of results
The design of the swirlers is such that the distance of the 
bluff-body surface from the exit of the swirler reduces as the vane angle 
increases. This will, therefore, have similar effects as the position of 
the tips of the vanes had on the profiles obtained in the hubless swirler 
flames. Thus the effective lengths of the recirculation vortices are 
2.03, 3.21 diameters in the 45 and 60 degree stirirler flames respectively. 
Details of the recirculation vortices are shown in Table 8. —
TABLE 8
Dimensions of the Recirculation Zones in the Annular 
Swirler Flames.
- “ ...—  • - --
Swirler vane angle (degrees)
15 30 45 60
Effective length . . 2.030 3.213
Max. width (in) (radially) 1.625 3.500
Axial position of max. width 
(diameters) 1.0 1.5
Max.lreverse velocity 
(ft/sec) 25.0 35.0
Axial position of max.
reverse velocity (diameters) 0.5 1.5
Judging from the development of the 15 degree swirler flame 
jet, each of the other jets will, at some axial distance (greater 
than the investigated length), have the maximum axial velocity 
component at that plane on jet axis and the profiles will ultimately 
assume the Gaussian error profiles. The position at which this 
development is attained will depend on the swirl number.
An annular zone of inward flow surrounding the recirculatirn 
zone was again observed in the annular flames. The thickness of this 
zone appears to increase with the size of the recirculation zone.
The effect of the restraint on increases of the forward flow 
annular area in jets with large recirculation zones on the rate of decay 
of the maximum axial velocity components is again clearly shown in the 
results for the 60 degree swirler flame. In this flame, the forward 
flow area at 1.0 diameter is almost equal to that at 0.5 diameter and 
as discussed in Section 5.3.1.2, the effect of this restriction in the 
expansion of the forward flow area is the phenomenon responsible for the
increase in the maximum axial velocity component at 1.0 diameter as 
ompared with the value at 0.5 diameter.
Possible reasons have earlier been given for the distortion 
in the profiles of the tangential velocity components. It is interesting 
to note the trend in the rates of decay of the maximum tangential 
velocity components along the jets. At a sufficient distance downstream, 
the rates of decay will be equal in all the jets despite the differences 
in swirl numbers. This claim is strengthened by the results in 
Figure 8 of reference (13) by Chigier and Beer and in Figure 6(b) of 
reference (14) by Chigier and Chervinsky. The above statement also 
applies to the hubless swirler flames.
5.3*3 Variation of jet width along the length of the .jet.
When designing the flame for a combustion chamber, it will be 
vital to know the width of the jet to be expected because this is one 
of the factors which will determine the rate of wear of the combustion 
chamber wall. Theoretically, the width of the jet at any cross- 
sectional plane should be the radial distance between the jet axis and 
the position on the outer edge of the jet where the flow velocity is zero. 
The parameter can, of course, be defined from one jet edge to the other 
on the same cross-sectional plane. As the position of measurement 
approaches the jet boundary, the effect of the aerodynamic disturbance 
of the measuring instrument becomes severe. Apart from this, the jet 
boundary^ ! particularly flame jets, will be subject to fluctuations arising 
from the turbulent momentum exchange between the jet and the surrounding 
fluid. Any specification, therefore, of the jet width represents an 
average. The method adopted in this work is to take the jet boundary 
at any cross-sectional plane as the position at the outer part of the jet 
where the axial velocity component is one-tenth of the maximum value at 
that plane.
5.3*3*1 Hubless swirler flames.
The changes in the jet width along the length of each of the 
15, 30, 45 and 60 degree hubless swirler flames are shown in Figure 47.
The results showed that the jets expand rapidly immediately after exit 
from the swirlers. This initial expansion increased with swirl. For 
example, the jet widths of the 15, 30, 45 and 60 degree swirler flames 
at 2.0 diameters were 1.35, 1*45, 1*9 an<^ 2.07 in. respectively.
Further dbwmstream, starting from about 6.0 diameters, the rate of 
expansion of each jet was almost linear.
5*3*3*2 Annular swirler flames
The results for each of the 15, 30, 45 and 60 degree swirler 
flames were similar to those of the hubless swirler flames with 
corresponding vane angles. Figure 48 shows the results. The widths of 
the 15, 30, 45 and 60 degree swirler flames at 1.0 diameter were 3*65,
3.90, 4.60 and 5*65 in. respectively. Beginning from about 3*0 diameters, 
the rates of expansion in the 30, 45 and 60 degree jets were linear and 
almost independent of swirl. —
5*3*3*3 Discussion of results
The marked difference in the expansion of the hubless 30 and 45 
degree swirler flames is similarly shown in the annular swirler flames 
with the same vane angles. Similar difference was shown in the expansion 
of hubless and annular 15 and 30 degree cold jets (6). This phenomenon 
can be attributed to the non-linear dependence of the jet expansion on 
swirl and the added complexity of combustion.
The rapid expansion of each jet immediately after the nozzle exit 
can be explained by the same principles as for the formation of a wall jet. 
This was discussed in Section 4.5* In the case of the flames studied, the
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radial pressure gradients are sufficient to cope with the centrifugal 
forces. As the rotational energy increases, the centrifugal forces 
increase and thus the increase in the expansion of the jet as the swirl 
number increases.
5.4 Static pressure distributions in swirling flames
The procedure and instrumentation for measuring the static 
pressures in the flow fields have been given in Section 3*6.2. The 
measured values were the differences between the atmospheric pressure and 
the pressure at the point of measurement.
5.4.1 Hubless swirler flames.
The results of this investigation are shown in Figures 49 to 52 
for the 15 to 60 degree swirler flames respectively. Within all the 
flames and at all measuring positions, the static pressures were below 
atmospheric. The 15 degree swirler flame results showed that the minimum 
static pressure was on the jet axis at 1.0 diameters from the swirler exit. 
From the axis, the static pressure increased along the radius of the jet 
tolthe atmospheric value at the edge of the jet. This characteristic 
remained so throughout the length of the jet investigated. In the other 
swirler flames, the profiles near each swirler exit had the shape of . owo 
off-centre crests and a central trough like some of the profiles of the 
axial velocity components. This profile meant that, at the cross-sectional 
planes concerned, the static pressure decreased along the jet radius to a 
minimum value after which the values increased to atmospheric value on the 
jet boundary. The central trough gradually closed up and within the 
10.0 diameters investigated, the minimum static pressure was obtained on 
the axis of each of the jets. Within the 30 degree swirler flame, the 
minimum value was first obtained on the axis at about 6.0 diameters but
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in the flames from the swirlers with higher vane angles, the profiles on 
the same plane showed almost uniform distribution near the axis of each 
of the jets. Further downstream, the minimum pressures were measured
on the axis of each of these flames.
The variations of the static pressures along the axis of the 
15 t.ai6o degree hubless swirler flames are shown in Figure 53* The 
readings obtained at the planes of measurement showed that the static 
pressures increased along the axis of each of the jets. The rate of change 
of the pressures was fairly rapid between the swirler exit and about 4.0 
diameters in each of the 15 to 45 degree swirler flames. Further 
downstream, the rate of change was relatively small. In the 60 degree 
swirler flame, the rate of change was almost constant between 1.0 and 3*0
diameters from the exit. Between 3*0 and 4.0 diameters, the rate of
increase was very rapid.
The variations of the minimum static pressures along the lengths 
of each of the flames are shown in Figure 54. The results obtained at the 
planes where measurements were taken showed that the pressures in each 
flame increased rapidly near the swirler exit. This was followed by a 
relatively small rate of change.
5.4.2 Annular swirler flames
Figures 55 to 53 show the results obtained in the 15, 30, 45 and 
60 degree swirler flames respectively. The static pressures throughout 
the jets were also subatmospheric. Generally, the shape of the profiles 
were similar to those obtained in the hubless swirler flames and the 
minimum static pressures were also obtained on the jet axis within the 
length investigated in each flame. In the 15 degree swirler flame, the 
minimum was first measured on the axis at 0.5 diameters from the swirler
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exit. The corresponding positions in the 30, 45 and 60 degree swirler 
flames were 1.5, 2.0 and 2.0 diameters respectively.
The variations of the static pressures along the axis of each of 
the flame jets are shown in Figure 59* Between the exit of each swirler 
and a downstream axial distance of about 4.0 diameters, no generalisation 
could be made on the behaviour of the jets but further downstream, the 
rate of decay increased with swirl. The 60 degree swirler flame results 
showed that the static pressure on the jet axis decreased to a minimum
value at 1.5 diameters before increasing rapidly at first and at a
relatively reduced rate further downstream.
Similar characteristics to those presented in the above paragraph 
for hubless swirler flames were shown by the results of the variations 
of the minimum static pressure at different planes along the length of 
each of the jets. These results are shown in Figure 60. The initial
drop in the static pressures of the 60 degree swirler flame attained the 
minimum in the flow field at 1.0 diameters from the exit.
5.4.3 Discussion of results _
The effect of the increase of the fuel/air ratio on the rate of
decay of static pressures with the flow field is again clearly shown by 
comparing the results in the 60 degree swirler flame with those obtained 
in the 45 degree swirler flame. The comparatively higher density 
gradients resulting from the comparatively higher mixture strength slowed 
down the rates of decay.
In the initial region of the hubless and annular swirler flames, 
the results did not indicate any clear-cut dependence of the changes in 
static pressure on swirl numbers. Similar results were shown in 
Figures 7(a) and 9(a) of reference (6) and also in Figure 2 of reference (51)-
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The assertion can therefore be made that the static pressure changes in 
swirling flows, cold or burning, depend on the swirl number in a rather 
c omplex way.
The measurements in the 60 degree annular flame point out two 
important characteristics. The first is the pressure drop between the 
swirler exit (apparently) and an axial distance of 1.0 diameters where 
the least static pressure in the flow field was obtained. The importance 
of this pressure drop will be discussed in Section 5*8. The second factor 
is the position of the minimum static pressure in the flow field in 
relation to the position of the minimum static pressure on the jet axis.
The least value in the flow field’ was obtained at 1.0 diameter whereas the 
least value on the jet axis was obtained at 1.5 diameters. This is 
understandable because in a region of high axial static pressure gradients, 
the rate of change of the static pressure on the axis cannot be expected 
to follow the same pattern on the same plane as the pressure in the 
dominant annular forward flow zone. The statement that the annular 
forward flow region is dominant will be explained in Section 5*8. The 
minimum pressure on the jet axis will be downstream of the position of 
the minimum in the flow field. If the axial pressure gradients are low, 
the convection pattern of the fluid particles may be such that the minimum 
pressure on the axis and the minimum pressure in the flow field will be on 
the same plane.
5.5 Temperature distributions in swirling flames
The method and instrumentation for the measurement of this 
variable were discussed in Section 3*6.4. For each swirler flame, the
variations of the temperature rise along the jet axis and the variations 
of the maximum temperature rise at each measuring cross-sectional plane
were plotted as ratios of the maximum temperature rise measured in the 
flame.
5.5.1 Hubless swirler flames
As shown in Figures 6l to 64 for the 15, 30, 45 and 60 degree 
swirler flames respectively, the temperature profiles varied from one 
swirler to another. In the 15 degree swirler flame, the maximum temperature 
on the cross-sectional plane was on the jet axis at 1.0 diameter from 
the exit. On the planes close to the swirler exit, the temperatures 
dropped very rapidly along the jet radius to the atmospheric value.
As the jet expanded, the rate of decrease reduced and the shape of the 
profiles became similar to Gaussian error curves. In each of the 30 
to 60 degree swirler flames, the maximum temperatures on planes near the 
swirler exit were obtained at the SBame radial distance from the jet axis.
The radial displacement of the position of maximum temperature on each 
cross-sectional plane increased with swirl and the axial position at which 
the maximum temperature was first measured on the axis varied with swirl.
In the 30 degree swirler flame, the maximum temperature was first measured 
on the axis at 2.0 diameters from the exit. The corresponding positions 
within the^  45 degree and 60 degree swirler flames were about 6.0 and 4.0 
diameters respectively. In those flames with recirculation vortices, the 
temperatures therein showed almost uniform distribution from the jet axis 
out to a radial position. This radial position varied with swirl and 
the axial position. For instance, in the 45 degree swirler flame, the 
temperature profile at 1.0 diameter was nearly uniform for a radial 
distance of 0.375 in. and the equivalent distance in the 60 degree swirler 
flame was also 0.375 in. At 1.5 diameters,the corresponding distances 
were almost zero and 0.625 in. in the 45 and 60 degree swirler flames 
respectively.
The variations of the temperatures on the axis of each of the 
jets are shown in Figure 65. The result of the 15 degree swirler 
flame showed a slight increase initially after which an almost constant 
latio was maintained before starting to drop at about 3*5 diameters from 
the exit. Within each of the other flames, the temperature on the axis 
decreased as the axial distance increased. In general, the rate of 
decay increased with swirl within those flames with the same fuel/air 
ratio.
The variations of the maximum temperatures along the length of each 
showed similar results to those described in the above paragraph. The 
results are shown in Figure 66. The location of the maximum flame 
temperature in the 15 degree swirler Jet was spread between 2.0 and
4.3 diameters from the exit. In the 30 degree swirler flame, the maximum 
flame temperature was measured at 2.0 diameters from the exit. In the 
other swirlers, the maximum temperatures were measured at 1.0 diameters.
5.5.2 Annular swirler flames
The results obtained in these flames are shown in Figures 67 to 
70 for the 15 to 60 degree swirler flames respectively. The shapes of 
the profiles were similar to those described in the previous section 
for hubless swirler flames. Within the 15 degree swirler flame, an 
almost uniform profile was obtained near the jet axis at cross-sectional 
planes lying between the swirler exit and 3*0 diameters downstream. The 
maximum temperatures were obtained on the axis at 5*0 diameters in each 
of the 30 and 45 degree swirler flames. There was still a slight crest 
in the 60 degree swirler flame profile at the last axial station at which 
measurements were taken.
The variations of the temperatures on the jet axis and of the
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maximum temperatures along the length of each of the jets are shown in 
Figures 71 and 72 respectively. In Figure 71, each of the 15 and 30 
degree swirler flames showed slight increases near the swirler exits, 
with the increase in the 15 degree swirler flame being more pronounced. 
After this initial increase, the temperatures on the axis of each of 
the jets dropped. Each of the other swirler flames results showed 
continuous drop from the nozzle exit.
In Figure 72, the maximum temperatures in each of the 15 to 45
t
degree swirler flames increased in the initial regions of the jets.
The 60 degree swirler flame showed continuous decrease as did the other 
swirler flames after the initial increases. The position of the maximum 
flame temperatures extended from 1.0 to 1.5 diameters and 1.0 to 2.0 
diameters in the 15 and 30 degree swirler flames respectively. The 
maximum temperatures were measured at the swirler exit and 0.5 diameters 
in the 60: degree and 45 degree swirler flames respectively.
5.5.3 Discussion of results
Despite the refinements made in the analysis of the temperature 
correction for radiation losses from the thermocouple bead, the computed 
corrections were low. They were usually less than 5°F. The reason for 
this is that the velocities are usually high in the high temperature
u,
regions. This will thus make the term ( ~  ) very small.
In the hubless swirler flames with fuel/air ratio of 0.2, the 
calculated adiabatic flame temperature was 176o°C and with the fuel/air 
ratio of 0.15 in the annular swirler flames, the corresponding temperature 
was 1460°C. In the calculation of these values, dissociation has been 
taken into account using the I.T. Diagram method in (47). The maximum 
flame temperatures obtained from the measurements were 1451, 1392 and 1258°C
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in the 15, 30 and 45 degree hubless swirler flames. The corresponding 
values were 1289, 1311, 1333 and 1280°C in the 15, 30, 45 and 60 degree 
annular swirler flames. These temperatures are lower than the calculated 
adiabatic flame temperatures. The various factors contributing to the above 
are as follows. In the first instance, the calculation of the adiabatic 
flame temperature assumes complete combustion whereas this is not the case 
in the flames. This is indicated by the odour of partially burnt gases 
reported earlier. The main factor which will contribute to the lower 
temperatures obtained is flame radiation. The entrainment of ambient 
fluid particularly in flames within which the maximum temperatures were 
measured at some axial distance downstream of the exit and the dilution 
of the nozzle fluid by recirculated gases are other factors which will 
contribute in some degree to the lower temperatures observed.
For both swirler geometries, the distance from the swirler exit 
at which the maximum temperature in the flow field is measured reduces
as swirl increases. This indicates that the distance from the swirler
exit at which "complete” combustion is achieved reduces as swirl increases . 
Effectively, the flame length reduces and for the same flow rate and 
mixture fuel/air ratio, the required length of combustion chamber will 
decrease as swirl increases
5.6 Mass flow rates
In a combustion system, the oxidant required for the chemical
process can be provided by
(a) supplying the oxidant from a concentric annular stream,
(b) mixing the oxidant with the fuel before exit from 
the nozzle,
(c) allowing the jet to draw in air from the surrounding,
or (d) mixing a proportion of the combustion air with 
the fuel before exit from the nozzle and using 
the air drawn into the jet from the surrounding 
to make up for the deficiency.
With the last two methods, the rate of combustion will depend on the rate 
at which the jet draws in fluid from the environment. In the other 
methods, the entrained air influences the temperature distributions and 
the rate of decay of the jet parameters.
The first significant analysis of entrainment phenomenon in gas 
burners was carried out by Silver (52). The analysis was carried out for 
a "Bunsen" type of burner. In the analysis, the kinetic energy at inlet 
was equated to the summation of the energy requirements of the various 
related factors. The final equation obtained show good agreement with 
experimental data. For a jet flow in a stagnant environment, Ricou and 
Spalding (53) obtained the expression
1.
Pi 2
—  - 0.32 —  ( - £  ) ...(5.1)
m d "bo o . —
where is the density of the surrounding fluid. For a swirling air 
jet in a medium of the same density, Kerr and Fraser (3) obtained
—  = (0.35 + l.^OS ) —  ...(3.2)
m do e —
where de is the equivalent diameter of a nozzle whose flow area equals 
that of the annular flow section.
5.6.1 Determination of inass flow rates
The mass flow rates at different planes along the length of the 
jets were calculated from the equation
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* = J p u r dr ...(5-5)
o
by numerical integration using a Lagrange type of integration formula (5*) 
x^
J" f(x)dx = 6x[^ - gif f_1+ 2f0 + 2? fl + f2 + .... + fn-2 + §f fn x
+ K  - IT fn+l] ...(5.4)
where 6x is the equal interval between two consecutive data points and
f = ( p ur)n \ r /
represents the numerical value at the nth data point.
Because some of the required data points did not correspond with points at 
which measurements were taken, some of the data were obtained from the 
experimental profiles. A computer program was written for this analysis.
5.6.2 Entrainment in hubless swirler flames
The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 73 for all the 
swirler flames. The mass flow rates obtained from the computation had 
been non-dimensionalised by the nozzle mass flow rate. The results showed 
that the entrainment rates in the initial regions of each of the jets were 
very high. Beyond about 4.0 diameters, the entrainment rates were 
relatively slower and almost linear. Also the entrainment rates increased 
with swirl.
5.6.3 Entrainment in annular swirler flames
As shown in Figure 74 for all the annular swirler flames, the 
results showed the same characteristics and dependence on swirl as in 
hubless swirler flames.
5.6.4 Discussion of results
There is some scatter in the results of the computation. This is
probably inevitable because of errors inherent in all numerical integration
formulae and the slight errors arising from the data obtained from the
graphs.
The entrainment rates in the hubless swirler flames are higher 
than those in the annular swirler flames with corresponding vane angles.
This is probably due to the higher fuel/air ratio used in the experimental 
investigation of the hubless swirler flames.
In the initial regions of the jets, the rate of entrainment in each 
of the jets did not show a linear dependence on swirl number or the 
distance of the axial station from the exit. Thus, the’ results could not be 
described by any of the linear equations stated in this chapter.
As pointed out in Section 5.3*3* the jet boundary is a turbulent 
region. Entrainment can therefore be explained on the basis of the 
momentum imparted by turbulent exchange to the surrounding fluid in the 
neighbourhood of the jet boundary. In the results of the variation of jet 
width presented earlier,.it was shown that the jet width increases with 
swirl, thus the surface area of the jets at corresponding cross-sectional 
planes will increase with swirl. Furthermore, the velocity gradients at 
the outer part of any cross-sectional plane near the swirler exit appear 
to be higher in swirlers with higher vane angles and thus the intensity 
of turbulence at the jet boundary in the initial region will increase 
with swirl. This factor together with the greater surface area explains 
the increase in the entrainment rate as. swirl increases. As the distance 
from the nozzle exit increases, however, the effect of the turbulence 
intensity will decrease because of the higher rates of decay of the Jet 
parameters in jets with higher swirl numbers. It can even be speculated
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that as the axial distance increases, the effect of turbulence will be 
in favour of jets with smaller swirl number because of the slower rates 
of decay of the jet parameters. This view point, although not very
clearly vindicated by the above results, is more so in Figure 9 of
reference (13) by Chigier and Beer where the rates of change of the mass 
flow rate parameter in the region of the last two measuring planes are 
higher in jets with smaller swirl.
5.7 Axial fluxes of linear and angular moments
These parameters were calculated as in equations (2.5) and (2.6).
The measured static pressures were used in calculating the axial flux of 
linear momentum. The computations of both parameters were included in 
the program written for calculating the mass flow rates. Equation (5*4) was 
used with fn representing the relevant terra for the calculations. From 
the computation of the two parameters above, the swirl number on each plane 
and in each jet was computed.
Although there was some scatter in the results due to possible 
sources of error mentioned in the preceeding subsection and also to 
inaccuracies arising from the aerodynamic disturbance of the measuring 
probes, the axial fluxes of linear and angular momenta appear to be 
conserved along the length of each of the jets.
The average swirl number calculated from the values obtained 
at each cross-sectional plane in the flow field of each jet was higher 
than the values calculated from equation (3*7) by almost a factor of 2.
This is not surprising because in addition to the sources of error mentioned 
above, equation (3*7) was derived on the assumption that the static 
pressure was negligible.
The results of the axial flux of linear momentum did indicate 
the strong influence of the static pressure. The ratios of the modulus of 
the static pressure term to the axial velocity term of the linear momentum 
flux varied from about in swirlers with low swirl numbers to about 80fo 
in swirlers with high swirl numbers. As will be expected, the effect 
of the static pressure diminished as the distance downstream increased.
5.8 General disfcussion
It has been stated earlier that because of the rotational energy 
on the flow at exit from the swirler, the fluid particles will be drawn 
away from the jet axis and the stream lines will therefore be concentrated 
near the outer part of the jet. As a result of this, the axial velocities 
at points in the outer part of the jet will have to increase sufficiently 
before the flow can be maintained. This explains why the profiles in the 
initial regions of the jets have the double-crest/central trough shapes. 
Furthermore, because of the conservation of the axial momentum flux, the 
increases in the axial velocities can be achieved only at the expense of 
further pressure drop at the points concerned. This also explains why 
the static pressure profiles were as obtained. It is therefore* clear that 
the radial positions of the maximum axial velocity will correspond to the 
radial positions of the minimum static pressure on the same cross-sectional 
plane. A comparison of the profiles of the axial velocity profiles and 
the static pressure profiles confirm the above.
From previous discussions and that in the preceeding paragraph, 
it is now possible to examine the mechanism responsible for the establishment 
of a recirculation zone. Consider the condition when a swirling flow is 
near the exit of the swirler. As a result of the centrifugal forces due 
to the rotational energy, the fluid stream*lines will be concentrated near 
the outer wall of the swirler. As the swirl number increases, the fluid
particles will be forced further away from the jet axis on to the swirler 
wall. As the fluid particles are forced further into this congested zone, 
the axial velocities at these points will increase correspondingly in 
order to maintain the flow. The increase in the axial velocity will 
give rise to a pressure drop. (This is confirmed by the result that the 
radial position of the maximum axial velocity component increases with swirl 
in the initial region of the jet. Further confirmation is shown in 
Figure 3 of reference (13))• Consider now the instant when the fluid from 
the swirler with the high swirl number is injected into the atmosphere.
At that instant, the fluid particles in the congested outer section will fly 
out radially leaving a central core with little or no flow. The jet will 
therefore expand rapidly (as shown in the initial regions of the jets) 
until the radial pressure gradients can counter balance the effects of the 
centrifugal forces. As the jet flows downstream, the static pressure will 
increase and the jet's stream lines will converge towards the axis to form 
a homogeneous jet. Because of the axial pressure gradients, fluid particles 
will be drawn into the central core towards the swirler exit where the 
static pressures are lower. Thus a recirculation vortex will be established.
With the setting up of the recirculation zone, there is now another 
factor to be reckoned with. This factor is the width of the zone.
The effect of the recirculation vortex width will be to displace any forward 
flowing fluid which might have been in the central core into the annular 
forward flow zone and thus causing some congestion of the stream lines there. 
Because the radial pressure gradients at all planes are sufficient to cope 
with the centrifugal forces, the jet will not expand further. For the 
jet to maintain the flow, the static pressure will drop. This pressure 
drop will take place upstream of the position of. the maximum recirculation 
zone width. (This is confirmed by the results in the 60 degree annular
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swirler flame). The effect of the width of the recirculation vortex 
and consequently the quantity of pressure drop required will depend on 
the swirl. The theory discussed in the preceeding paragraph and the 
present one therefore suggests that the development of the flow in the 
annular forward-flow zone is the dominant factor that moulds the pattern 
of the flow field.
Prom the above discussion, the formation of wall jets can now 
be examined in a new light. The effect of the pressure drop resulting 
from the width of the recirculation zone will be to reduce the radial pressure 
gradients on the plane. If the swirl number is sufficiently high, the 
radial pressure gradients can be so reduced that an unstable condition 
will tend to set in because the radial pressure gradients will not be 
sufficiently high to balance the centrifugal forces and thus a wall jet 
will be formed.
5.9 Conclusions
The results and discussions in the preceeding sections of this
chapter have shown that -
1. The profiles of the aerodynamic variables in a swirling flame
depend, among other factors, on the swirler exit geometry and 
the swirl number. The profiles, in the initial region of each 
of the jets, usually have the shape of two off-centre crests 
and a central trough. Downstream of the exit, the dip in 
profile gradually phases out as a result of the decay of the 
variable along the jet.
2. A swirling flow consists of a central forced vortex core
surrounded by an annular free vortex region which extends to 
the jet boundary.
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With the hubless swirlers of vane angle of J>0 degrees and 
above, recirculation vortices are present in the flames.
With the annular swirlers, recirculation zones are present 
in the 45 and 60 degree swirler flames. The dimensions of 
the recirculation zone depend on the swirler geometry and 
the swirl number. The recirculation zone is surrounded by an 
annular forward flow layer where the flow is directed inwards. 
The thickness of this layer increases with the size of the 
reverse vortex.
The expansion rate of a swirling flame is very high in the 
initial region of the jet because of the effects of the 
centrifugal forces on the fluid particles. The expansion 
of the jet increases with swirl.
The rate of entrainment in a swirling flame does not depend 
linearly on the swirl number or the axial distance from exit 
and therefore cannot be represented by any of the available 
expressions in the initial region.
The integrated values of the axial fluxes of linear and angular 
momenta are conserved along each of the Jets.
The characteristics observed in a swirling flow field are * 
determined by the changes which take place in the forward flow 
section near the swirler exit. With sufficiently high swirl 
number, a recirculation zone of such size as can trigger the 
formation of a wall jet can be obtained. The formation of wall 
jets or the establishment of a recirculation within a flow field 
depend on the changes in the static pressures in the jet. It 
is therefore totally unrealistic to neglect pressure forces 
in an analysis of swirling jets.
CHAPTER 6 
COMPARISON WITH COLD SWIRLING JETS
6.1 Introduction
The results of the distributions of the aerodynamic variables 
in swirling flames presented in the previous chapter can now be compared 
with the corresponding variables in cold swirling jets. The comparison 
will be made with the work reported In (6). The work therein reported 
was carried out with swirlers of the same geometries and dimensions 
as those used in the work reported in this thesis.
6.2 Velocity distributions
The cold experiments In (6) were carried out using average 
nozzle velocities of 100 ft/sec. and 40 ft/sec. with the hubless and 
annular swirlers respectively.
6.2.1 Axial velocity components
With the 15 degree hubless swirler, the profile obtained in the 
flame at the first cross-sectional plane of measurement (1 diameter) 
shows a maximum value on the axis. In the corresponding cold jet, a 
double-crest/central trough profile was obtained in cross-sectional 
planes between the exit and a downstream axial distance of about 
4 diameters. With all the other hubless swirlers, the shape of the 
profiles in the initial region of either the cold or the burning jet 
show the double-crest/central trough form. The distances from the nozzle 
exit at which the maximum axial velocity components are obtained on the 
axis are smaller in burning jets.
The main differences are shown in the characteristics and the 
dimensions of the recirculation vortices. The minimum vane angle (considering 
•Hixe hubless. swirlers: used) required for the establishment of a reverse
flow vortex is higher in cold jets than in burning jets. The minimum 
angles are 45 degrees and 50 degrees in cold and burning jets respectively. 
The positions of the upstream stagnation points in the cold 45 and 60 degree 
hubless swirler jets are 0.5 and 0.1 diameters respectively from the 
swirler exit plane. In the flame jets issuing from corresponding 
swirlers, the upstream stagnation points are at the junction of the 
swirler vane tips. The effective lengths of the recirculation vortices in 
burning jets are greater than the values in corresponding cold jets.
In both cases, the effective length Increases with swirl. The maximum 
widths of the vortices in burning Jets are greater than those in cold 
jets and the difference increases with swirl. The increase in the 
maximum width with increasing swirl shown in the cold results are similarly 
ohtained in the burning jets. The maximum reverse velocities, calculated 
as ratios of the average nozzle velocities, do not show any clear dependence 
on the thermodynamic state of the jet. The distance from the swirler exit 
of the radial plane on which the maximum reverse velocities are obtained are 
constant in burning jets as in cold ones. These features and others are 
shown in Table 9»
TABLE 9
Recirculation Vortices in Cold and Burning Hubless Swirler Jets
Swirler
Vane
Angle
(degrees)
Type
of
Jet
Effective
Length
(diameter)
Max.
Width
(in)
Max. reverse vel. Position of 
max. reverse 
velocity 
(diameters)
Nozzle vel.
15
Cold
Burning . .
50 Cold
Burning 2.835 0.44 0.225 1.0
45
Cold 2.900 0.20 0.350 1.0
Burning 5.501 0.50 0.300 2.0
60 Cold 3.900 0.20 0.400 1.0
Burning 4.667 1.00 0.575 2.0
The rate of decay of the maximum axial velocity components in both 
cold and burning jets increases with swirl but the slow rate of decay of 
the maximum axial velocity components in the burning 60 degree hubless 
swirler jet is not shown in the corresponding cold results.
With the annular swirlers, the differences and similarities of 
the profiles are the same as those with the hubless swirlers. The 
features of the recirculation vortices are shown in Table 10.
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TABLE 10
flftcirr.u lotion Tortices in Cold and Burning Annular Swirler Jets
Swirler
Vane
Angle
(degrees)
Type
of
Jet
Effective
Length
(diameter)
rm ■ 1 —
Max.
Width
(in)
Max. reverse vel. Position of 
max. reverse 
velocity 
(diameters)
Nozzle vel.
15
Cold
Burning
30
Cold _ .
Burning
45 Cold 3*700 0.858 0.350 1.06
Burning 2.030 1.625 0.500 0.50
60 Cold 5.000 1.430 0.700 1.17
Burning 3.213 3.500 0.700 1.50 ,
In the jets from these swirlers, the recirculation vortices are 
shorter in flame jets than in cold ones. The distances of the cross- 
sectional planes on which the maximum reverse velocities are obtained 
remain almost constant in the cold annular swirler jets as in the cold 
hubless Jets. This is not so in the burning jets. The maximum wiuchs 
of the recirculation zones are greater in burning jets than in corresponding 
cold jets. The critical vane angle at which recirculation is established in 
cold jets is the same as in burning Jets.
The axial velocity component on the axis of each of the cold jets 
decreases immediately after exit from the swirler. The minimum values are 
observed at about 1.0 diameter from the exit. The same applies for the 
hubless swirler cold jets. In the burning jets, the reductions are observed 
only in hubless swirler flames with recirculation vortices. In the annular
swirler flames, the 15 degree swirler flame results show.an increase 
whilst the other swirler flames show reductions although the positions 
of the minimum values are not almost constant as in cold jets.
The rates of decay of the maximum axial velocity components 
appear to be higher than those of the cold jets in the initial regions 
of the jets. Further downstream, the rates of decay in the burning jets 
are slightly lower.
6.2.2 Tangential velocity components
The results obtained with the cold and burning hubless swirler 
jets show the central forced vortex core surrounded by the annular free 
vortex region. In each of the cold jets, about half the mass flow is 
contained within the forced vortex .core near the swirler exit but as the 
axial distance increases, the proportion in the free vortex region
increases. In the burning jets, similar behaviour is observed though it
appears that the increase with axial distance of the proportion contained 
within the free vortex region is much more rapid than in cold jets. The 
slight distortion in the profiles of the 45 and 60 degree hubless swirler 
flames at axial distances of 1.0 and 2.0 diameters are not shown in the 
corresponding cold jets.
With the annular swirlers, the profiles are similar to those 
described for the hubless swirler jets. The proportion of fluid within 
the forced vortex core remained almost half of the total in the initial 
region of the cold jets but in the burning jets a greater proportion is 
contained within the zone. The situation is reversed very rapidly, 
particularly in flames with low swirl, as the distance downstream increases. 
The distortion which is shown in all the profiles of the swirler flames
is obtained in cold jets with any swirler whose vane angle is equal to or
greater than 45 degrees.
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6.3 Jet width
The variations of the widths of some of the cold and burning 
jets are shown in Figures 75 (a) and (b). The cold jets expand rapidly
immediately after the nozzle exit but within a short distance downstream,
the variations become almost linear and independent of swirl. In the 
turning jets, the expansion irate near the swirler exit is much higher 
than in the corresponding cold jet. Although the expansion rate tends 
to be a constant as the axial distance increases, the axial position
where this trend begins to show is greater in burning jets than in cold
jets. As the distance from the exit increases, the expansion rate of the 
cold jets become greater than those of burning jets with corresponding 
vane angles. Between 7.0 and 9*0 diameters from the exit, the width of 
cold and burning jets of corresponding vane angle and swirler geometry 
will become equal. Further downstream the width of the cold jets will 
be greater than those of the burning jets.
6.4 Static pressure
The static pressure measurements in the cold experiments were made 
only on the axis of each of the hubless and annular swirler jets. It is 
therefore not possible to compare the static pressure profiles reported 
earlier with any cold results. In fact, no detailed static pressure 
measurements in swirling jets appear to have been made previously.
The static pressures measured on the axis of each of the hubless
and annular jets are subatmospheric as in the burning jets. In the
hubless swirler jets higher values are recorded in cold jets than in the 
burning jets with corresponding vane angles. For example, in the cold 
jets, the static pressures at about 1.0 diameter are 0.45, 0.90 and 2.26 in 
water with the 15, 30 and 60 degree swirlers. In the burning jets, the 
corresponding values are 0.105, 0.075 and 0.1100 in. water respectively.
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All the results in the cold Jets show continuous increase of static 
pressure and the rates of decay of the static pressure are much faster than 
in burning jets.
With the annular swirlers, the non-linear variation of static 
pressure with swirl is evident in the cold results. Similar results 
were reported earlier for the burning jets. The magnitudes of the 
pressures at corresponding axial positions are much closer than those of 
the hubless swirler jets. The rates of decay of the values with cold 
jets are higher at planes close to the exit but further downstream, 
they are almost equal.
6.5 Axial fluxes of linear and angular momenta
From the results of the velocity profiles in (6), the required 
data for calculating these parameters were obtained. The method of - 
calculation was the same as those discussed previously. The pressure 
terms were not included in the analysis because these data were not 
available.
The results of the axial fluxes of the above parameters appear 
to indicate that they are conserved along the length of the jets. There 
are some deviations in the results as in those of the burning Jets. The 
calculated values of the fluxes are higher than the values obtained in 
the burning jets. The calculated swirl numbers, although still slightly, 
higher, are closer to the values calculated from equation (3-7) than the 
values obtained for the burning jets.
6.6 Mass flow rates
The mass flow rates for all the hubless and annular swirlers were 
calculated from the results in (6). Some of the results obtained are 
shown in Figures j6 (a) and (b). As in the burning jets, the entrainment
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rates increase with the axial distance. The increases in the cold jets 
are almost linear with axial distance but there is a slight non-linearity 
near the exit in the results with the burning jets. The entrainment rates 
in the burning jets are higher than those in the cold jets.
6.7 Discussions
The differences outlined in the preceeding sections of this 
chapter confirm that the aerodynamic field of a swirling flame is quite 
different from that of a cold jet. The outstanding differences are shown, 
mostly, by the characteristics and dimensions of the recirculation 
vortices.
As previously discussed, the characteristics of the recirculation 
vortex in a swirling flow field depend to a great extent on the balance 
between the centrifugal forces generated by the swirl at the nozzle exit 
and the static pressure gradients. Even without a recirculation zone, 
this factor is still of great importance. The centrifugal forces depend 
on the values of the tangential velocities which in turn depend on the 
distribution of the absolute velocities at the exit, The crux of the 
whole phenomenon is, therefore, the effects of the density gradients on 
the inlet conditions.
The results of the flame stabilisation tests show that the 
position where combustion is initiated in a hubless swirler flame is 
different from that in an annular swirler flame. Therefore the positions 
of the flame fronts will be different in both geometries and as a 
consequence of this, the position where the transformation of the density 
gradients take place will differ. This explains the differences in the 
compared results of jets from hubless and annular swirlers. The changes 
in the density gradients will necessarily be accompanied by changes in 
the distribution of- the absolute velocity profile at the inlet plane.
This, therefore, highlights the importance of taking measurements at 
the exit plane of the swirler. In doing this, any results taken on a 
vertical or horizontal plane will be affected by the wakes behind the 
swirler vanes. It will, hence, be required to design a traversing 
mechanism to enable measurements to be made along a radius which 
is at the midpoint of two adjacent vanes. This can be combined with 
results obtained along a horizontal or vertical radius to obtain a 
general average .
In addition to the observations on the recirculation vortices, 
it is similarly interesting to note the results for the variations of
jet width. This result is no doubt connected with the combustion pattern
in the flames but how it is so appears to be rather obscure. One possible
explanation is deducible from observations of the results obtained during
the aerodynamic investigations at the exit plane of the annular swirlers. 
When the measuring position is around the midpoint of two adjacent vanes 
and close to the outer wall of the swirler, the measured velocity heads 
are usually high but the temperatures are low. The calculated velocity 
components are then low. The possible effect of this will be to reduce the 
effective jet width in the initial region of the jet. The reduction will 
result from the inability of the jet to avail itself of the added 
expansion which would have been due to the combustion of the mixture that 
escaped the reaction zone.
The increased entrainment rates of the burning jets can be 
attributed to two factors. The first one is the increased surface area 
of the burning jets upstream of about 7*0 diameters from the swirler 
exit. The second factor is the lesser density of the gases in the 
burning jets. This is shown by the inverse proportion of the entrainment 
rate to nozzle fluid density as given in equation (5*1). The equation (5.2) 
suggested by Kerr and Fraser does not fit the data points.
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6.8 Conclusions
The combustion at the exit plane of a swirling jet alters 
the distribution of the aerodynamic variables on this plane. As a result 
of this, the characteristics of the distributions of the variables in 
flames are different from those in cold jets although the general 
pattern remains almost the same.
The critical vane angle at which a recirculation vortex is 
established in a hubless swirler flame is less than that in a cold jet.
With the annular swirlers, the critical angles are the same.
The maximum width of the recirculation zone is greater in burning 
jets than in cold jets with both swirler geometries. The lengths of the 
recirculation zones in burning jets are less than the values in cold jets 
with annular swirlers. With the hubless swirlers, the lengths are almost 
equal.
The integrated values of the axial fluzes of linear and angular 
momenta indicate that these parameters are conserved in cold and burning 
jets from both swirler geometries.
The burning jets are wider than the cold equivalents in the initial 
region of the jets. Between 7*0 and 9*0 diameters, the width of a burning 
jet becomes equal to that of a cold jet. Further downstream, the cold jets 
become wider than the burning jets. As a result of the greater jet width • 
and the lesser density in the burning jet, the entrainment rates are higher 
in burning jets than in cold ones.
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CHAPTER 7 '
PREDICTION METHOD
7.1 Introduction
The direct analysis of the equations of fluid motion in a three- 
dimensional flow field is almost a formidable problem. Fortunately, 
most flow fields of interest in engineering are axisymmetric. As a 
result of this, the number of relevant terms in the equations are 
reduced. Non-theless, the dependent variables are still interconnected 
and the closed-form solutions available are usually applicable to cold 
flows. Consequently, the design of combustion systems have to be based 
on empirical data from tests on either cold models or on prototypes.
The data from cold tests are, no doubt, very inadequate and investigations 
with prototypes are expensive. The provision, therefore, of a prediction 
method for the analysis of the flow distributions in a general stream, 
cold or burning, will be of tremendous practical value.
Recently, Spalding et al (8) formulated a computational procedure 
for the analysis of the equations of motion in a general two-dimensional 
flow field by finite-difference method. A computer program was written for 
solving the finite-difference equations. From-this general foundation, 
Ddlozinski (9) developed a prediction method for flow distributions in a 
confined premixed flame stabilised on a bluff-body. In OdlozinskiTs 
analysis, the geometry of the flow field was as shown in Figure 77 a^d 
a uniform inlet velocity was specified.
A swirling jet issuing from any of the common swirl generators is 
axisymmetric and effectively, it is a two-dimensional flow. The computational 
procedure discussed above is, hence, applicable. The prediction method 
discussed in this thesis was developed from the work of Odlozinski. The 
computer program was developed for the analysis of the flow distributions
in cold and burning swirling jets and also for processing in either 
a KDF9 or UHIVAC 1108 computer. The geometry of the flow field used is 
shown in Figure 73.
7.2 Theory of the prediction method.
7.2.1 The transformed equations
By using the concepts of stream function and vorticity, the 
equations expressing the conservations of mass, momentum along each 
of the coordinate directions and chemical species together with the 
mathematical statement of the First Law of Thermodynamics can be 
transformed into elliptic equations for the analysis of the flow 
distributions in a flow field with reaction-rate-controlled combustion.
The general form of the elliptic equation is
Gr. grad cp = div 0^  grad (o^ cp) + Qfy ...(7.1)
where the coefficients 0^ , 0 ,^ 0^  ar*d Ofy for each of the dependent 
variables are shown in Table 11 in cylindrical coordinates.
The details of the derivation and simplification of the equations 
are given in Appendix Al. The left hand side of equation (7.1) can be 
referred to as the convection term. The first term of the right hand 
side of the equation can be called the diffusion term whilst can be
called the source term. The equations of the dependent variables as 
shown in the Table can be used for the analysis of laminar and turbulent 
flows. In the case of turbulent flows, the transport properties are 
represented by the "effective" turbulent values.
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TABLE 11
Relations for^, o^ , and as *n Equation (7.1)
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7.2.2 Finite-Difference form
It will be observed in Table 11 that the transformed equations are 
still as complex as the original equations because of the interdependence 
of the variables. Because of this, the equations will have to be solved 
simultaneously. At present, there is no possibility of obtaining closed- 
form solutions and thus the solutions have to be obtained by the finite- 
difference method.
In using this method, the flow field is divided into grid points 
and the finite-difference form is obtained by integrating the partial 
differential equations for a dependent variable over the control volume.
The partial derivatives of the variables at any grid point in the flow 
field is represented by the differences in the values of the variables 
at the point and its neighbouring grid points. The general form of the 
final finite-difference equation is
= “e'Pe + %%, + V n  + “s^ s + P ...(7.2)
7.2.3 Details of the computations
7.2.3.1 Grid Spacing
The flow field is divided into a number of grid points. Along 
the length of the flow field a non-uniform grid distribution varying in 
geometrical progression is used. Along the radius of the jet, the grid 
spacing varies uniformly within the inlet plane of the swirler, and at 
the outer grid points, the variation is according to geometrical 
progression. Specifications for the 16 x 14 grid system is given in the 
program for hubless and annular jets.
7.2.3.2 Dependent variables
The dependent variables are specified in order of solution inthe 
program. For cold jets the dependent variables of interest are the 
vorticity, stream function and tangential velocity. For burning jets 
additional variables have to be solved for and these are the fuel 
mass fraction and the enthalpy.
7.2.3-3 Enclosing boundary
In the solution of elliptic partial differential equations, the 
values of the dependent variables on the enclosing boundary must be 
specified. The boundary conditions used will be discussed in the next 
section.
7.2.3.4- Computational procedure
Together with the boundary values, initial guesses are made 
for the distribution of each dependent variable at points not on the 
boundary. The initial values can be zero or as specified in the 
program. From experience, it does not appear to matter what these 
initial guesses are but when a burning jet is being considered, solutions 
are usually obtained faster with non-zero initial values. Starting 
from a grid point one mesh away from the inlet plane, new values are 
calculated for the variable and the new value immediately replaces the 
previous value. This makes it possible to use the updated value in 
updating the values at its neighbouring grid points. This procedure 
is carried out for all non-boundary grid points in the flow field after 
which the boundary values are recalculated (if need be). The cycle is 
then repeated until the fractional difference between two successive 
iterations is either equal to or less than a specified minimum. This 
minimum value'is referred to as the convergence criterion. During the 
processing of the solutions, the values of the axial and radial 
components of velocity are calculated after each iteration. This is to obtain 
the values of these parameters for use in evaluating the source terms of 
some of the variables. Furthermore, the maximum differences and fractional 
differences in the flow field for each dependent variable are printed 
after each iteration and after a specified number of iterations, the 
dependent variables are printed.
Although it is generally known that there are intermediate 
stages in a combustion process, a simple chemical reaction whereby the 
reactants combine in a fixed (stoichiometric) proportion is considered.
As a result of the combustion, the temperature, and thus density and 
viscosity, are no longer constant. The temperature is calculated from
the updated values of the fuel mass fractions and the enthalpy by the 
equation
(H - mfu . HC)
C
P
where HC is the net calorific value of the fuel.
The density is calculated from the equation
pM . mix
RT
where p is the static pressure and is assumed to be atmospheric,
and M . is the mixture molecular weight and is calculated from mix
Mmix = m m “ ...(7.5)
fu ox t pr
M. + M + M .fu ox pr
The value of mQx at each grid point is calculated from the values of the 
fuel mass fraction and the mixture fraction (mf). If the mixture fraction 
is not computed for, its values are deduced from those of the enthalpy 
since both are represented by equivalent equations as shown in equations 
(A.29) and (A.;51) of Appendix Al. The mass fraction of the combustion 
products is evaluated from
m „ + m  +ni = 1  ...(7.6)fu ox pr _ ' 1
Because of the strong influence of the density gradients, under-relaxation 
was used in the analysis. An under-relaxation parameter (RCWF) is 
specified such that from the density calculated at the end of each cycle,
the value of the density used in the next cycle is calculated from
x p2 = ROWF. pf + (1 -RCWF). px ...(7.7)
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where is the value used in next iteration,
is the value obtained from the calculated temperature in 
next iteration, 
p^  is the value of density in previous iteration, 
and ROWF is the under-relaxation parameter.
In the analysis of the flow distributions in a combustion system, 
the computation is first carried out for a cold flow and the values obtained 
for each of the variables are used as the initial values in the combustion 
system. In the present analysis, the computation is not necessarily 
carried out until converged solutions are obtained and it does not appear 
to be absolutely necessary for convergence to be obtained before proceeding 
with the computation of the cmmbustion system. For the solutions obtained, 
under-relaxation is used in the computation of the variables when 
combustion is taking place.
7.2.3.5 Specification of physical parameters
The numerical values of some of the physical input parameters are
constant. These are specified in the main program and will not be
discussed here.
In the derivation of the equations, the laminar viscosity is
replaced by the ’effective” turbulent equivalent. The representation of
P'eff used in the analysis is the dimensionally derivable expression
2 JL 2 1
li.eff = A D 5 L 3 p5 (m v2)5 ...(7.8)
-O
where A is a constant,
D is the diameter of the enclosing boundary,
L is the axial length of the enclosure,
p is the density at a grid point,
-2
and (m V ) is the kinetic energy at inlet.
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The effective turbulent exchange coefficients of the fuel mass
fraction, enthalpy and mixture fraction are assumed to be equal and
representable by a mean value I whose ratio to the effective viscosity
is assumed to be 1. The ratio u, is referred to as the turbulenteii » ell
P ra n d tl o r Schm idt number.
The derivation of the equation for enthalpy assumes that the
specific heats of the various components of. the fluid are equal and that
this value is independent of temperature. This, of course, is not the
physical situation in the stream. In the present analysis, however, the
specific heat is represented by a provisional value of 0.24.
The rate of comsumption of the fuel by chemical reaction per unit
volume is given by the reaction rate equation
E_
P cm
Rf u = - K m fumoxP T e ...(7.9)
When combustion is occurring within a small volume or when the chemical 
reaction is taking place in a well-stirred combustor, e.g. in a well- 
stirred reactor, the chemical reaction rate will be almost uniform 
within the reaction volume. The reaction rate constant (K) for this type 
of combustion system is usually calculated from data on stability limits 
and combustion efficiency. With the data obtained from the work of Longwell 
and Weiss (56), Odlozinski made this calculation for various mixture 
ratios. The value of the reaction rate constant used in the program was 
obtained from this calculation. For the activation energy (K)., Longwell 
and Weiss suggested a value of above 45,000 calories per mole. Further 
experimentsconducted by them (56) confirm that the above value could be 
used for most hydrocarbon flames.
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7 • 3 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions specified in the program are those for 
free swirling jets. A fictitious outer boundary is assumed, the
criterion of its location being to have it as far away as possible from 
the jet axis so that free jet conditions will effectively prevail.
The modification of the program for the analysis of confined swirling jets 
is a relatively simple matter and for the sake of future users, the 
details of the boundary conditions for confined jets will be included.
Some of the boundary conditions will be discussed with reference to 
Figure 79*
70»1 Gradient-type
At some of the boundaries, it is not possible to deduce the 
values of some of the dependent variables from physical factors. Assuming 
then a parabolic distribution of the variable between the boundary grid 
point (point 1 in Figure 80) and the adjacent two grid points (points 2 and 3) 
on the grid line normal to the boundary point and that the partial 
differential (dcp/dn) on the wall is zero, the value of the variable on 
the boundary can be calculated from
r  i
- 9, ^  1 _ _ ! ...(7.10)'f’l " *2 I n ' 2 n, 2
1 - ( — )
__ -' n2' ___
where n^  is the distance of point (2) from the boundary" 
rig is the distance of point (3) from the boundary 
and cp are the corresponding values of 1116 variable at these points.
The use of this boundary condition at various positions of the boundary is 
shown in Figure 80.
7*3«2 Vorticity
The solution for the vorticity is the nucleus of the prediction 
method for two reasons. Firstly it represents the x-momentum and 
r-momentum and secondly it has a strong influence on the source terra
of the stream function whose solution influences all the dependent- 
variables. Special consideration was therefore given in (8) to the 
vorticity boundary conditions especially at wall points.
7.3-2.1 Wall points
At these points, the vorticity is calculated from two parameters 
g^  and g£ and the vorticity at one grid point away from the wall.
The expression is
 ^r ^ = 61 + g2  ^r W  ...(7.H)
where ^  is the wall point and NP is the grid point away from the wall.
The geometrical details are shown in Figure 8l. The values of g^ and g^ 
for various conditions are shown in Table 12.
7.3*2.2 On the inlet plane 
The definition of vorticity is
»- g - U  '
From the specified distribution of the axial velocity components at inlet, 
the vorticity can be calculated at points which are not-on the pipe walls.
7.3*2.3 Along the axis of symmetry '
The value of v on the axis of symmetry is zero and so is the 
differential of u with respect to the radial coordinate. Thus ^  is zero.
The parameter used in the analysis is not but cu/r. This therefore creates 
the problem of the exact value of vorticity on the axis because
(jo n
r m § ...(7.13)
and this is mathematically indeterminable. However, the vorticity parameter 
was reoresented as zero in this analysis.
TABLE 12
Expressions forg^ and g^ in Equation7.11
w
I1—t tH
o
-P
CD
w•H*
Horizontal
Walls
Si =
Bo = “
R [pp( | + p k v  + A p ( ^  + ^ kn^)]
(R + ki^p) [_pp( g ^  + ip ( | + - ^ ) ]
H ^ pp(-5 + 24 knNp) + Ap ^2^ + 10 krW ] ]
Vertical
Walls
S, =
P^ N^P
/ 2 2 \ ( 1 5 A \(r n Np) ( 5 Pp + ^  AP)
1
Z pp
1 A 
E Ap
3 PP + 24 AP
w
81—I <+h
0doJI—IPU
Horizontal
and
Vertical
Walls
P^ " *NP
2 /I 5 » \
n NP  ^3:-PP + 2? P^
1
Z PP | ap
5 pp + 2f Ap
(See Figure 8l for geometrical details)
R = distance of the wall from axis of symmetry ~~
Ap = PNP " PP
k = 1, when n and radial distance (r) are measured in the same
direction
= - 1, when n and r are measured in opposite directions
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70.2.4 Along B1 - B2, B2 - B5 and b8 - B7. (See Figure 79)
The boundary values along these walls are calculated from the 
relevant expressions in Table 12. The calculations along B2 - B3 do
not include the points B2 and B5 because these lie effectively on
B1 - B2 and the axis respectively.
70*2.5 Along B7 - B6 and B4 - B5
The gradient type of boundary condition is used. For B7 - B6
and B4 - B5, it is possible to calculate the boundary values from the 
values of the axial and radial velocity components. Care is, however, 
needed in doing this on the B7 - B6 plane as it can cause the solution 
to oscillate particularly when there is combustion. Also this procedure 
slows down the rate of convergence.
7-5.2.6 Along B6 - B5
In the results presented later, the vorticities are put equal 
to zero. It is possible to use the gradient type of boundary condition.
7.5.2.7 Confined Jets
The modifications needed for analysis of confined jets are for 
the conditions along B7 - B6 and B6 - B5- At these planes, the values 
must be calculated from relevant expressions in Table 12.
7.5.5 Stream functions
7.3.5*1 On the inlet plane
The inlet distribution of the stream function at any radial 
position r is obtained from
fr
^r = ) Pu r d r  ...(7.14)
o
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7-5.5.2 Along B1 - B2, B2 - B5 and B8 - B7
For points on the plane B1 - B2, the values are equal to that 
at the point Bl. Similarly values along B8 - B7 are equal to that at B8. 
For B2 - B5, the values are equal to that at B2. The above is applicable 
because there is no additional flow across these surfaces into the stream.
7.5.5.5 Along the axis
Values at points along the axis are equal to that at E2. This is 
so because of the reason given in the above paragraph.
7.5.5.4 Along B7 - B6
In the consideration of free jets, allowance must be made for 
entrainment. Along the above plane, v is zero but the values of u are 
not known and there does not appear to be any analytical method of 
obtaining them. The values are therefore obtained from the computed 
values at the two adjacent normal grid points using equation (7.10).
The stream function is then obtained by integration using the trapezoidal 
integration method.
7.5.5.5 Along B6 - B5
The gradient type of boundary condition is used at all the points 
on this plane. It is also possible.to calculate the values using the 
same method as in the previous subsection.
7.5-5*6 Along B4 - B5
Gradient type of boundary condition is used. It is possible to 
calculate the values from the axial velocity components in which case, 
the values of the axial velocity components will have to be calculated 
as stated in subsection 7*5*5*4.
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7.5.5.7 Confined jets
For the analysis of such jets, the values along B7 - B6 and 
B6 - B5 must be put equal to the value at the point B7.
7.5.4 Tangential velocity
7.5.4.1 On the inlet plane
The tangential velocities are calculated from the equation
w = u tan 9 o o
where G is the vane angle of the swirler.
7.5.4.2 Along B1 - B2, B2 - B5, B5 - B4, B8 - B7, B7 - B6 . 
and B6 - B5
The tangential velocities at points on these planes are equal
to zero.
7.5.4.5 Along B4 - B5
The values are calculated from the expression for gradient type 
of boundary conditions.
7.5*4.4 Confined jets
The above conditions are applicable in confined jets.
7.5.5 Fuel mass fraction
7 .5*5*1 On the inlet plane
The values specified in the program on this plane are rather 
arbitrary. In order to initiate the combustion, the specified values 
must be sufficiently low.
7.5.5-2 Along B1 - B2, B2 - B3, B3 - B4, B8 B7 and B4 - B5 
The values along these planes are calculated using the gradient 
type of boundary conditions.
7.5.5.5 Along B7 - B6
The fuel mass fraction at each point is specified as zero.
7.5‘5.4 Along B6 - B5
For the first six grid points along these planes, the values 
are specified as zero and gradient type of boundary condition used at 
other points.
7.5*5.5 Confined jets
For these jets gradient type of boundary conditions must be used 
along B7 - B6 and b6 - B5.
7.5.6 Enthalpy
7.5*6.1 On the inlet plane
The variable computed in the program is the dimensionless enthalpy. 
The inlet distribution must therefore be specified accordingly. For each 
point on the plane, the dimensionless enthalpy must be calculated from 
the equation
(c T + m- . HC )
- 2 ------ -----   .,,(7*15
HP
where HC is the net calorific value of the fuel and HP is the reference 
enthalpy at inlet. ~
7.5.6.2 Along B1 - B2, B2 - B3, B5 - B4, B4 - B5 and B8 - B7
The method of calculation is the same as for the fuel mass fraction.
7.5.6.5 Along B7 - B6
The values here are calculated from equation (7*15) using HC = 0 
and the atmospheric temperature.
t
7.5*6.4 Along B6 - B5
The method of calculation is the same as for the fuel mass fraction 
except that the values at the first six grid.points are calculated as in the 
preceeding subsection.
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7.5*6.5 Confined jets
Similar modifications mentioned in subsection 7.5.5*5 will 
be required.
7.4 Computed results
The program has been used for the computation of the flow 
distributions in both cold and burning swirling jets. The results 
obtained with cold jets were for 15 and 45 degree vane swirlers. With the 
burning jets the results for the 15 degree swirler was obtained. The 
effect of the variation of some of the input parameters were also analysed.
The results presented here are for annular jets issuing from swirlers of 
the same geometry and dimensions as those used in the experimental 
investigations.
7.4.1 Cold swirling jets
A triangular axial velocity profile is specified at the inlet of 
the annular flow section. In the program, the velocity head (in. water) 
is specified at each point on the inlet plane and the velocity is 
calculated from it. The maximum axial velocity of 80/ft/sec was at the 
midpoint of the flow section.
The results obtained with the 15 degree swirler are shown in 
Figure 82. The shape of each of the profiles near the exit showed the 
double-crest/central trough form which is characteristic of swirling jets.
The tangential velocity profiles showed the forced-vortex/free-vortex 
profiles of swirling jets. A comparison is made between the computed results 
and the experimental data in (6) and as will be observed, the result 
showed good agreement.
The results with the 45 degrees swirler is shown inFigure 83• The 
features of the axial and tangential velocity profiles are very similar to 
those obtained from experimental investigations. A recirculation zone is
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established in the flow field and the maximum width (radially) is about 
0.64 in. The maximum axial velocity component has not yet reached the 
axis within the 10.2 diameters axial length for which solutions were 
obtained.
The rates of decay of the axial velocity components along the 
axis and that of the maximum axial velocity components along each of the 
15 and 45 degrees swirler jets are shown in Figure 84. The position of 
the maximum reverse velocity in the 45 degree swirler is about 1.0 diameter 
which corresponds with the cold experimental results in (6). The length 
of the recirculation zone is about 16.0 in. The maximum axial velocity 
components decayed continuously along the length of each of the jets.
The entrainment rates obtained from the values of stream function 
are shown in Figure 85 for both jets. The entrainment rates increase 
with axial distance and the increase in the entrainment rate with swirl 
is also shown.
7.4.2 Burning swirling jets
In each of the computations, the same specification of velocity 
heads as those for the cold jets are used. This was purely for convenience. 
As a result of the combustion, the maximum axial velocity component was 
higher than that with cold flow. For each of the computations, the 
specified inlet distribution of the fuel mass fraction is shown on the 
corresponding diagram. The dimensionless enthalpy was not calculated from 
equation (7.15) but was assumed to be uniform across the inlet plane.
For uniform distribution of the fuel mass fraction at inlet, 
the results are showniii Figures 86 (a) and (b). The results for a different 
specification of the fuel mass fraction distribution as shown in 
Figures 87 (a) and (b). The results show the general characteristics 
obtainable in swirling flames. All the above results were computed with
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the value of 45,000 calories per mole for the activation energy. With 
the conditions in the computation whose results are presented in 
Figures 87 (a) and (b), other computations were made with values of
50,000 and 60,000 calories per mole for the activation energy. The 
results of these computations showed that the effect of the variation 
of the value of activation energy is almost negligible.
7.5 Discussion of results
For the sake of future users, it will be desirable to give 
further comments on the computations reported above.
The computations of the flow distributions with the 15 and 
45 degrees swirlers were carried out together. The solutions for the 
15 degree jet was used as the initial values for the 45 degrees jet.
This appears to be a necessary procedure because the first computation 
for the 45 degrees swirler in which this procedure was not used diverged. 
The reason for this is the strong dependence of the source term for 
vorticity on the centrifugal force parameter
With burning jets, the computation was first carried out for 
the cold model and the results are used as initial values for the 
computations with the burning jet. It does not appear to be necessary 
that a converged solution of the cold model should be obtained but the 
computation should be carried sufficiently far to give reasonable initial 
values. Furthermore, it was necessary to under-relax the dependent 
variables. This was in addition to the density relaxation parameter.
The relaxation factor for density was 0.10. This is probably too low 
and higher values may be possible. The relaxation parameter for the 
dependent variables was 0.25.
The value of the specific heat used in the computation is low 
and this will give higher temperatures than should have been obtained.
More accurate values can be obtained from equation (3.16) for the 
variation of specific heat of air with temperature or from similar 
expressions. This will enable the variation of specific heat with 
temperature to be taken into account in the computation and this in turn 
will lead to greater accuracy.
Although the initial aim of the mathematical analysis was to 
obtain results particularly for burning jets which could be compared 
with the experimental results presented earlier, the success in this 
direction is limited. This is due to shortage of time. However, the 
program at its present stage gives good results judging from the 
comparison of the predicted 15 degrees swirler results and those 
experimentally determined in (6).
7.6 Conclusions
The prediction method at its present stage of development gives 
quantitatively and qualitatively good results for cold swirling jets.
The predicted distributions, however, depend strongly on the specified 
inlet profiles and the boundary conditions. In using the program for 
the analysis of practical cold swirling flows, it will be necessary to 
measure the inlet profiles of the axial and tangential velocity components.
The results of the burning jets are quantitatively good in as 
much as the patterns of the predicted flow distributions are similar to 
those experimentally determined. It is believed that with accurate 
specification of the inlet profiles for the axial and tangential velocity 
components, temperature and fuel mass fraction and specification of 
temperature dependent specific heat, the program will give qualitatively 
good results.
CHAPTER 8
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
8.1 Conclusions
From the results of the experimental and theoretical investigations, 
the following conclusions are arrived at. .
8.1.1 Flame stabilisation
Swirling flames issuing from vane swirlers are highly stable and 
the position of anchorage of the flame base depends on the swirler 
geometry. An the fuel/air ratio and average nozzle velocity of the 
mixture change ,, the structure of the resultant flame changes.
Attendant to the changes in the flame structure are variations 
in the stability limits of the flames. For the same flow velocity, the 
fuel/air ratios at weak and rich blow-?off limits increase with swirl.
The increases at the rich blow-off limits are greater than the increases 
at the weak blow-off limits, thus the range of flow conditions at which 
stable flames are obtained increase with swirl*
8.1.2 Aerodynamic: characteristics of swirling flamea
The profiles of axial velocity components show off-centre 
maximum values but as the axial distance from the nozzle exit increases, 
the maximum values tend to the jet axis. Near the swirler exit, the 
radial displacements of the maximum axial velocity components increase 
with swirl. The position alcmg’ the jet where the maximum reaches the 
axis depends on the swirl.
A central forced vortex core exists in a sv/irling jet. This 
core is surrounded by an annular free vortex region which extends to 
the edge of the jet. The proportion of the nozzle fluid contained 
within each type of vortex varies with swirl and as the tangential
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velocity components decay with increasing distance from the swirler 
exit, the proportion in the forced vortex core decreases.
The rotation of the nozzle fluid gives rise to a centrifugal 
action which forces increasing proportions of the fluid away from the 
axis as the swirl increases. The concentration of the fluid near 
the outer edge of the jet gives rise to velocity increases which in 
turn gives rise to pressure drop. Consequently, the static pressure in 
a swirling flow field is subatmospheric and remains so beyond about
10.0 diameters from the exit although the values increase as the axial 
distance increases. The static pressure drop at a point caused by the 
rise in fluid velocity increases with the required velocity increment 
and thus the static pressure decreases from the jet axis to a minimum, 
at the radial position of maximum velocity. This gives the static 
pressure profile a doublercrest/central trough shape in flows with 
sufficiently high swirl.
As a result of the fluid displacement, off-centre maximum 
temperatures are obtained in swirling flames. The degree of the 
displacement from the axis depends on swirl. The position at which 
the maximum flame temperature is measured decreases with swirl and 
thus the flame length effectively decreases....
The expansion of the gases due to combustion coupled with 
the centrifugal effect of swirl causes a rapid increase in the jet 
width immediately downstream of the nozzle exit. The expansion rate 
increases with swirl and consequent on this, the entrainment rate of 
the jet increases with swirl.
With increasingly high swirl, the centrifugal effect causes 
sufficient jet. expansion and pressure drop that a recirculation zone
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is established. The characteristics of the recirculation vortex 
depend on the swirler exit flow distributions which in turn depend on 
the swirl number and swirler geometry. For hubless swirlers, the 
minimum swirler vane angle with which a recirculation vortex will be 
established is 30 degrees. For annular swirlers, the corresponding 
angle is 45 degrees.
The increase in the size of the recirculation zone causes a
pressure drop which, if sufficiently high, will off-set the balance
between the radial static pressure gradients and the centrifugal forces 
and lead to ihe formation of a wall jet.
8.1.3 Comparison with cold swirling jets
The pattern of the flow distribution in; a cold jet is almost 
similar to that in a burning jet of the same swirl number although the 
rates of development of the jets differ.
The differences in the jet development result in variations in 
the characteristics and dimensions of the recirculation vortices (if 
present) and also in greater expansion and entrainment rates in burning 
jets.
8.1.4 Prediction of flow distributions
It is possible to obtain good predictions for cold swirling jets 
and quantitatively good results for burning jets with the prediction 
method at its present state. The accuracy of the predicted results for 
cold jets will be improved by the specification of exact inlet profiles 
in practical cases. For burning jets, improvements are required in the 
specifications of the combustion parameters and also in the representation 
of turbulence.
8,2 Suggestions for further research
The most important characteristic of a swirling jet, with 
reference to combustion, is the recirculation vortex in the flow field.
It has been shown that the establishment of this zone depends on the 
flow pattern at the swirler exit. The development of the exit conditions 
start from inside the swirler tube and it will be very illuminating to 
study the flow distributions upstream of the swirler exit.
The fuel/air ratio and the flow rate of the reactants vary 
from one combustion system to another. It will therefore be of 
industrial interest to study the effect of the variations of fuel/air 
ratio and Reynolds number on the characteristics and dimensions of 
recirculation vortices.
The free jet results presented in this thesis are not applicable 
to confined flames unless the combustion chamber is sufficiently wide to 
make the assumption reasonable. Even then, slight differences will still 
arise from the entrainment of ambient fluid which will not apply with 
confined jets. Experiments can be conducted to study the differences 
between confined and open swirling flames. The effect of the combustion 
chamber diameter can be studied so that a critical ratio of chamber to 
nozzle diameter can be found at which free jet conditions effectively 
prevail. _
The wall flame jets formed with swirlers of vane angles 70 and 
75 degrees are of no practical use in the design of premixed flames.
In diffusion flames, however, it is possible that the combination of a 
hubless swirler having a vane angle of 70 or 75 degrees with a high velocity 
secondary air flow with little or no swirl can give high intensity 
combustion.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS AND. TEE P IN ITE-D IFFERENCE FORMS
In t r o d u c t io n
I n  t h is  s e c tio n , d e t a i ls  o f  th e  d e r iv a t io n  o f  th e  eq u atio n s  
and th e  fo rm u la t io n  o f  th e  f i n i t e  d i f fe r e n c e  e q u iv a le n ts  w i l l  be g iv e n .
A .1 D e r iv a t io n  o f  th e  e q u a tio n s
A .1.1 The e q u a tio n s  o f m otion
D e f in in g
= pu . . .  (A .1 )
and G^ pv . . . ( A .  2)
th e  e q u a tio n s  o f  t im e -s te a d y  m otion  f o r  an ax isym m etric  
com press ib le  s w ir l in g  f l u i d  in  c y l i n d r i c a l  p o la r  c o o rd in a te s  a r e *  
C o n t in u ity :
ai + b (r V  - 0
x-momentum:
r-momentum:
©-momentum:
du du dp S<Jxx  1 3 ,  * ,G zr— + G ^ ^ — + c  + — 5— ( r  c ) . . .  ( A . ^x  dx r  d r  dx  dx r  d r . r x '  '
r' *1. + r -  _ _ dp , dg:rx 1 d_ , > ~  g©9
x  dx r  d r  r  d r  d x  r  d r  '  r r '  r
Q , 3w , aw £VW = ^ g z  + l_ 3 _  ( 2 » ,
x  dx r  d r  r  drx p2 d r  r© '
The exp ress io n s  r e la t in g  th e  sh ear s tre s s  term s in  th e  above
e q u a tio n s  to  th e  v e lo c i t y  g ra d ie n ts  a re :
CTxx ”  ^eff <2 M - f div V ) ...(A.7)
CTee-= » e f f  ( %  - f  d iv  f > • • • { A -9 )
. . ( A . 5)  
6)
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= a xr rx
ax© CT0x
i du dv 
" ^eff ( dr + dx
^eff  ^dx ^
d , w v 
• r . 5- ( - )CTr0 CT0r ^eff ' * ' 3r. • r
where is the effective turbulent viscosity,
By continuity and axisymmetry
.(A.10) 
(A.11) 
(A.12)
Div V = 1 r ^  r \ ar [_ dx dr (rv)] - .(A.15)
A.1.1.1 Equation for vorticity
The pressure terms in equations (A.4) and (A.5) can be eliminated
by
d_
dx [..5] - i -  [».*]
The result is
(G
, dv , dv pw du
dx v x dx r dr 
da
+ G1 —  - ) - — ■ (G’ ir1 + G~ ~ ' dr v x dx ‘r dr'
0dx 1 dx r dr )©] d ^a xx  1 / 7]• J ~ d r  dx  r  ^r a r x j T (say) ..(A.14)
By defining vorticity (id) as
dv du 
03 ~ dx dr ...(A.15)
equation (A.l4) can be expanded to obtain
!P __ 
>r|dxv 2H + I? + |jr (%j] ' 3_dx ' r(^L ) = T ...(A.16)
2 2 2 where V = u + v s
du
Representing equation (A.10) by
CTxr = °rx = ^eff ^  + 2 dr  ^ ...(A.17)
and substituting for other shear stress terms from equations (A.7) to (A.15), 
the equation (A.l6) can be expanded to obtain
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dp
dr
2
h  {w0'y) + 1?  (u)Gr ) +  if [If -
= I x ^ a x  ^ e f  f® ^ )+ 3r | ~ Sr '  ^ e f f  r
\ v2o / s> 
dx  ^2^
2
+ 2 ji
du^eff d2u , p dfv , 1 _ 2v .
dx 1 ^  dxdr 7*-«2 r dr >,2 + dr
;2 .2 _ .2O [J,
V
I
(VI
 Q
J 
W 
1 /pw
r 1 )
ll
^eff Jr
Scu
dr
0)
’  r 2J
fg 32u 
9x2
+ 2
.2 d v
dxdr
+ 5 ^eff ffi 9uJ _ 5 ^eff f? 3v
dx2 L ^rJ Sr^ dx
eff r 0 du
Sx5r“~ |_2 H  ‘ 2
92  2 5u 1
 r dr I
...(A.18)
Neglecting the partial derivatives of M*eff an(^ defining stream function ($) 
in terms of parameters of the axial and radial velocity components as
|t = p u r  = r G’ dr x
Sty nt— l = - p v r = - rG
dx r
...(A.19) 
...(A.20)
equation (A.l8) becomes
f (jo d\[rN 3 u) d *  d p T  d , ^ s  *"1 ( Pw ^
r dr' ~ ^r r dx' dx |J3r 2'J dr j^ dx ' 2 'J dx ' r
= §x^ Sx ^ eff r^} + Sr [jr
)
d /U)
dr ^eff^ " ^eff ^2|V+ 2 Sr ^
...(A.21)
Multiplying both sides by — and rearranging the final equation for
vorticity is
r ( r 5^ ' I? {r = §5 ^eff r>] + -)
V2
r I? 55(T) - fs[j?( “1^ + lx ( + 2 ^ eff I? ( F • "(A-22)
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The final equation can also be written in the general precise form (7«l) 
as
G’. grad ) = div {grad (p,eff
+
\ h  < r > ]  - IS [ s  <?>1* <i> * s  >}
...(A.23)
A.1.1.2 Equation for stream function
From the definition of vorticity in equation (A.15) and the 
stream function expressions (A.19) and (A.20)
; _ p ._ ^  ( . L.|l ) a {. 1 _ | 1 ) ...(A.aH)
dx dr dx ' pr dx ' dr ' pr dr ' '
Multiplying both sides by p  the equation for stream function is
0 = div | g grad t| + ~ ...(A. 25a)
L  Pr J r
By multiplying equation (A.24) by ~ , the stream function can also be written
as
°- divjj^ grad |f + §7 I?) ...(A.25b)
A.1.1.3 Equation for tangential velocity component
Substituting for the shear stress terms in equation (A.6) using 
the stream function expressions (A.19) and (A.20), the equation for the 
tangential velocity will be obtained as
O’, grad w = div £neff grad w^J + G^ ) ...(A.26)
A.1.2 Equations for the combustion'parameters
A.1.2.1 Equation for fuel mass fraction
For a component i of the mixture in a reacting medium, the net 
flow rate by convection, molecular and turbulent diffusion together with 
its consumption or formation by the chemical reaction is independent of 
time. The equation representing this can be written as
G# . grad m^ = divj^f^ grad m^J + R± ...(A.27)
For the fuel mass fraction i becomes fu. The same equation will apply
for the mass fractions of the oxidant, combustion product and inert gases
in the stream or for the combined variable defined as
m
( ox v
^fu STC '
which is called "mixture fraction". For the rate of consumption of the 
fuel, the reaction rate equation used is
_ _E
R„ = -Km- m p2 T e RT ...(A.28)fu fu ox r v '
The final form of the equation for the fuel mass fraction is
 E ~
G’ . grad mfu = div ^  Pgrad mfuJ - K mfu mQx p2 T e RT ...(A.
A.1.2.2 Equation for the stagnation enthalpy
In a combustion system, the kinetic energy is usually small 
relative to the enthalpy of the combustible stream, thus the stagnation 
enthalpy is represented by
H = 0^ T + mfu. HC ...(A.30)
The representation also implies that the specific heats of the mixture 
components are represented by a mean value. Assuming further that the 
turbulent exchange coefficients of fuel and heat are equal, the equation 
for the enthalpy is
G1. grad S = divj^Pgrad jfJ ...(A.31)
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A. 1.3 Summary
The equations for the dependent variables of interest can now 
be summarised.
For Vorticity
0 ' . grad (| ) = div £  grad (|0,eff j )J
B /sv 1 0 B ,uu B /pw N
( o  )  I +  2  M -g f f  3 r  ( r )  +  (  r  )
w/
...(A.23)
F o r  Stream Function
§ = div erad tj + ^  - ^  + H  f£ ) . (A. 25b)
For Tangential Velocity
G* . grad w = grad w w  ( ^ e f f  * e f f  r v r Br r * ..(A.26)
For Fuel Mass Fraction
E_
— 1 r__ I 2 ” RTG1 . grad = div J \ grad mf 1 - K m^ m _  p T efu ox
For Enthalpy
G1. grad H = div 
For Mixture Fraction
G1 . grad mf = div
jj^ rgrad H
[rgrad mfj
...(A.29)
...(A.31)
...(A.32)
A.2 Analysis of the finite-difference equations
The general form of the partial differential equations of each 
of the deoendent variables is
-Y5%-
0^  B1. grad cp = divjj^ grad (c^ 9)] + T4 ...(7.1)
The finite-difference form of this equation is obtained by integrating it 
over the control volume such as is shown in Figure 78.
Taking the convection term for example,
0^ O' . grad cp “ 1
r
...(A.33)
Considering the first term of/expanded form and assuming uniform value 
of the dependent variable along the sides of the control volume
)  j  s  1  dx d r -  (t ) p  j  ftp tf>EP - &  ~ )  dr
r=SP x=YJP l~  rrj3P L—  a
N
9-EP
NP
B\jr 
( Br ) dr - cp <s> *EP WP WP
r=SP r=SP
°1
( 7 ). %> ( ♦ne * +»•> ' %IP <♦» “ *sh> ... (A.34)
Carrying out the same operation on the second term
EP NP r
j j (O^G1. grad cp) dxdr - (— ) \ % , U ne-*se) * ‘M W W
x=WP r=SP 1—
+ ^SP ^se ^sw^ “ ^Np^ne_^nw^ ...(A.35)
In the analysis, 0 takes the value upstream of each of the faces nw-sw, 
sw-se, se-ne, ne-nw of the control volume. For example if the flow through 
the face sw-se is in the positive radial direction, cpG becomes cp . If
Or S
on the other hand the flow is in the negative radial direction cpgp becomes 
cp . The value of the stream function at any comer of the control volume
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is represented by the average of the values at the four neighbouring 
grid points for example ^  ^ (ij/p + ^  + i|r + if ). In the program,
the expressions in equation (A.35) are represented by
^1 * Srad cp) dx dr = Z U cpp - AU ...(A.36)
The diffusion term in equation (7*1) can be expanded to
diV[°2 Erad (Q3'P3  = [_m 2 fx (r^  + h fc-2 h {ai^\ ...(A.37)
The first term can be integrated to obtain 
NP EP1
r=SP _r=-WP
<l>p
? h [ rr^  h  dxdr
(« * ,« P )E -  ( n?3 (P ) P
^2r^EP‘
( « 3 'P )p - ( o ^ ' P ) w
Xg - Xp •(rNP_rSP^'fQ2 ^ W P ‘ Xp - Xy
• (rNP - rSP}
■...A.38
Similar integrations can be performed on the second term to obtain the 
final expression
div foig grad(c^ep)J dxdr = ( ± ) p
+ (o^ r)wpAr . + ( a ^ A z .
(ffljtp)s -(«5 9 )p
(Oj!fl)p. - (^)j
XE - *p 
( '^P)N- («39)P
r  -  rN P
+ (oy?)spAz r  - rP S
•••(A.39)
The e q u a tio n  can be w r i t t e n  as
1diV j^ 2 grad dxdr = CE + ^  °^3^ W + CN(^^n + CS(°!3cP)s
- (c^ cp)p (CE + CW + CN + CS) ... (A.40)
- m -
The source term is represented by
(d) dx dr = SOURCE - ZQ (cp) ...(A.4l)
From equations (A. j56), (A.4o) and (A.4l)
CE(o^ cp)E + CW. (oyp)w + CN (o^ cp)N + cs (^T)s + SOURCE + AU 
cp = ...(A. 42)
ZU + ZQ + (CE + CW + CN + CS)
APPENDIX B:
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OP PROGRAM SUBROUTINES
3&1 Introduction
The program is divided into various subroutines and functions 
each of which carry out a particular part of the computation.
B12 The MAIN Program
This is the principal section of the program. All the required 
input data are specified here and it also reads the alphanumeric data.
The geometrical distribution of the grid points, the inlet distribution 
of axial velocity components and the initial values for the dependent 
variables are specified here.
Subroutine ONINA
This subroutine is called by the "MAIN” program and it evaluates 
the inlet distributions of the fuel mass fraction and dimensionless 
enthalpy.
(B.4 Subroutine DPROF
The density profile on the inlet plane is calculated in this 
subroutine which is called by the "MAINM program.
3.5 Subroutine HEADCT
The heading and information of the physical input parameters 
are caused to be printed out by this subroutine. It is called by the 
"MAIN" program.
3.6 Subroutine SOLYCT
The iteration process is started in this subroutine which is 
called by the "MAIN” program. It also prints the fractional and maximum, 
differences between successive iterations for each of the dependent 
variables. Terminating statements are included in this subroutine which • 
causes remarks on the state of the program at termination to be printed out.
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B.7 Subroutine PROFIL
This subroutine which is called by SOLVCT, computes the inlet 
distributions of vorticity, stream function and the tangential velocity 
components#
B.8 Subroutine MVBCCT
The mass velocities in the axial and radial directions on each 
of the boundary planes are calculated here.
B.9 Subroutine MVELCT
Similar variables to those in Section 6.8 are computed at points 
not on any of the boundary planes. The values are calculated from the 
computed stream functions.
B.10 Subroutine FDEQCT
This is the subroutine in which the "finite-difference" analysis 
is carried out. It is called by the subroutine SOLVCT. The values of each 
of the dependent variables are updated as soon as new values are computed. 
The fractional and maximum differences between two successive iterations 
for each of the dependent variables are calculated here.
Specifications for the calculation of vorticities at wall points 
are also given in the subroutine.
B.ll Subroutine SQRCCT
The source terms for each of the dependent variables are evaluated 
in the subroutine which is called by FDEQGT.
3.12 Subroutine COEFCT’
The coefficients CW, CS, CE and C2T of the diffusion terms for each 
dependent variable are computed in the subroutine which is called by
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B.13 Subroutine CONVEC-
The ZU and AU of the convection terms (as in equation A.33) 
are determined in this subroutine. The subroutine is called by 
FDEQCT. For points adjacent to solid walls, the evaluation is carried 
out implicitly as is done with the calculations of vorticity on solid 
walls.
B.14 Subroutine BCONDT
The boundary conditions for all the dependent variables are 
specified in this subroutine. The expressions for wall vorticity 
calculations are included here.
B.15 Subroutine PRINCT
This subroutine prints the values of the dependent variables 
at interval of NPRIN; iterations and also at the end of the computations. 
33.16. Subroutine TABUCT
The calculated values of the dependent variables, axial and 
radial velocity components, density, viscosity and temperature (if 
applicable) are tabulated after the end of the computations.
B. 17 Subroutine DENSCT
The density of the fluid is computed in this subroutine.
B.18 Subroutine VISCCT
Values of the effective viscosity of the fluid at the grid points 
in the flow field are evaluated here.
B.19 Function T
In the function subprogram, temperature values are computed.
3.20 Function VS2
2 2The value of u + v at each grid point is determined in this 
function subprogram.
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1.21 Subroutine PLOTT
Approximate contour plots of the dependent variables can be 
obtained by calling this subroutine. In the computation reported in 
this thesis, this subroutine 7/as not used.
3.22 Function ADF
This function subprogram computes the partial derivatives of 
any variable of interest at any point in the flow field.
3.23 Subroutine PRESCT
The static pressure distribution in the flov/ field can be obtained 
by using this subroutine. The values are obtained by integrating the 
x-momentum and r-momentum equations. A reference value at a point in 
the inlet plane must be specified.
33.24 Subroutine ENCHK
The total enthalpy, heat energy, fuel flow rates at inlet and 
outlet and the combustion efficiency between inlet and outlet are evaluated 
in this subroutine.
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APPENPIX C 
MEANINGS OF FORTRAN. SYMBOLS
Symbol Meaning
A (lfJT, 1 to 7) dependent variables
ACTE activation energy
AGEOM alphanumeric array for swirler geometry
ANAME " full names of the dependent variables for
use in print out
ASYMBL symbol array for the dependent variables
ATITLE array containing title of problem
AU finite-difference approximation for convection term
BB coefficient in the gradient type of boundary
condition
CC convergence criterion
CPREF reference specific heat
FMX non-dimens|onalising factor for mixture fraction
G1 (l,J) mass velocity in x-direction
G2 (I,J) mass velocity in r-direction
GC gravitational constant
GCPJtt universal gas constant
GLOB reaction: rate constant
HC net calorific value of fuel
HP non-dimensionalising factor for enthalpy
IA,IN see Eigure 78*
IE: number of equations to be solved
IEND print-out indicator, if equal to 222, all
variables of interest are printed, otherwise 
only the dependent variable being solved for 
and temperature will be printed.
IENTA control, index for inlet profile.
IGEOM
ILIN,ILEX
imin(j)
inde(k )
INDG
INDZMU
JA, «Jiij JUi 
LNI, LNJ
NW
m
KYT
UZMM
NZML
UZMH
UP
MMAX
NPRIUi
M J
)
) variables 
)
control index for analysis of hubless or 
annular jets
indicators for enthalpy calculation in ENCHK 
for values of 1, 1; 2,2; and 1,2 respectively,
the enthalpy will be calculated at inlet plane, 
exit plane and both planes respectively,
value of I on Jth grid-line at left-hand boundary
when equal to 1, the dependent variable with 
sequence K will be solved for.
control index for type of flow? 1,2 for cylindrical^ 
cartesian coordinates respectively
control index for viscosity; 1 for variable 
viscosity
see Figure 78
number of columns and rows respectively on output 
listing used by PLOTT
) vorticity
stream function
tangential velocity
fuel mass fraction
dimensionless enthalpy
dimensionless mixture fraction
static pressure
maximum number of iterations
intervals of iterations at which results are 
printed out
number of values to be plotted for any dependent 
variable
Ordering and indentifying 
index of the dependent
PR(1 to 7) turbulent Prandtl or Schmidt numbers
PREF reference static pressure
REFVL non-dimensionalised enthalpy of the
RO(l,J) mixture density
ROREF reference density
ROWF under-relaxation factor for density
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RP (l to 7) 
STG 
SOURCE 
T (I,J)
TMPR (IN, JN) 
TREE 
YANGLE 
YINP(J)
VJ (1 to NYJ) 
WC1H, WC2H ,* 
WC1Y, WC2Y 
XI (I)
X2(J)
ZJC
ZMtf (I,J) 
ZMUK
ZMUREF
zm (i to 3)
relaxation factors for dependent variables 
stoichiometric air/fuel ratio by weight 
source term 
absolute temperature 
storage location for temperatures 
reference temperature 
vane angle of svdrler 
axial velocity at inlet plane
values of the dependent variables being plotted
equivalents for g^  and g  ^respectively for
horizontal and vertical walls (Table 12)
x for grid-line I
r for grid-line J
Joule*s constant
effective viscosity M»e££
constant A in the effective viscosity expression 
in equation (7*8)
reference viscosity
molecular weights for fuel, oxidant and products 
respectively
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L IS T  OF FIGURES
1. Cyclonic nozzle (Albright and Alexander (10)).
2. Swirl generator with tangential entry.
( In t e r n a t io n a l  Flam e R esearch  F o u n d a t io n ) .
3. Results from Ustimenko's analysis (33)•
4(a) Flow diagram of test-rig.
4(b)-(c) Photographs o f s e c tio n s  o f t e s t - r i g .
5. Burner ends of primary and secondary flow lines.
6 . Photograph o f f lu e  d u c tin g .
7. Circuit diagram of photo-electric flame detector.
8(a)-(d) Fluid temperature corrections at orifice plate locations.
9 . Photograph of traversing mechanism during alignment.
10( a) The hubless swirler
(b) The annular swirler
(c) Details of terms In Table 3«
(d) Photograph of hubless swirlers.
(e) Photograph of annular swirlers.
11(a) The 3-D probe tip
(b) Photographs of the probe tip and the water-cooling jacket. 
12(a)-(b) 3-D probe calibration charts 
13* Photograph of probe positioning unit
14. Resolution of velocity vector.
15* Photograph of static pressure probe.
16. Variation with temperature of the specific heat at constant
pressure for air.
17. Variation with temperature of the emissivity of thermocouple
h o t ju n c t io n .
l8(a)-(f) Photographs of 15, 30, 45, 60, 70, 75° hubless swirler flames 
respectively.
19(a)-(c) Photographs of lifted hubless swirler flames.
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20(a)-(f) Photographs of 15, 30, 45, 60, 70, 75° annular swirler 
flames respectively.
21 Stability limits of the 15° hubless swirler flame.
22. Stability limits of the 30° hubless swirler flame.
23. Stability limits of the 45° hubless swirler flame.
24. Stability limits of the 60° hubless swirler flame.
25. Distributions of axial velocity components for 15° hubless
swirler.
26. Distributions of axial velocity components for 30° hubless
swirler.
27. Distributions of axial velocity components for 45° hubless
swirler.
28. Distributions of axial velocity components for 60° hubless
swirler.
29. Hubless swirler flames: Decay of axial velocity along the
jet axis.
30. Hubless swirler flames: Decay of maximum axial velocity
along the jet.
31. Tangential velocity profiles for the 15° hubless swirler flame
32. Tangential velocity profiles for the 30° hubless swirler flame
33 Tangential velocity profiles for the 45° hubless swirler flame
34. Tangential velocity profiles for the 60° hubless swirler flame
35* Hubless swirler flames: Decay of maximum tangential velocity
along the jet.
36. Distribution of axial velocity for 15° annular swirler flame.
37. Distribution of axial velocity for 30° annular swirler flame.
38. Distribution of axial velocity for 45° annular swirler flame.
39. Distribution of axial velocity for 60° annular swirler flame.
40. Annular swirler flames: Decay of axial velocity along the
jet axis.
41 Annular swirler flames: Decay of maximum axial velocity
along the jet.
42. Tangential velocity profiles for 15° annular swirler flame.
43. Tangential velocity profiles for 30° annular swirler flame.
Tangential velocity profiles for 45° annular swirler flame.
Tangential velocity profiles for 60° annular swirler flame.
Annular swirler flames: Decay of maximum tangential velocity
along the jet.
Hubless swirler flames: Variation of jet width
Annular swirler flames: Variation of jet width
Static pressure (Pa ~^P) profiles for 15° hubless swirler flame.
Static pressure (Pa^“P) profiles for 30° hubless swirler flame.
Static pressure (Pg^ -p) profiles for 45° hubless swirler flame.
Static pressure (p -^p) profiles for 6o° hubless swirler flame.
Hubless flames: Variation of static pressure along the jet axis.
Hubless flames: Variation of minimum static pressure along the
jet.
Static pressure (p -^p) profiles for 15° annular swirler flame.
Static pressure (Pa^”P) profiles for 30° annular swirler flame.
Static pressure (Pa£“P) profiles for 45° annular swirler flame.
Static pressure (o ,-p) profiles for 60° annular swirler flame.£L"C
Annular flames: Variation of static pressurecalong the jet axis.
Annular flames: Variation of minimum static pressure along
the jet.
Temperature distribution for 15° hubless swirler flame.
Temperature distribution for 30° hubless swirler flame.
Temperature distribution for 45° hubless swirler flame.
Temperature distribution for 60° hubless swirler flame.
Hubless flames: Variation of temperature rise (above ambient)
along the jet axis
Hubless flames: Variation of maximum temperature rise (above
ambient) along the jet.
Temperature (°C) distribution for 15° annular swirler flame.
Temperature (°C) distribution for 30° annular swirler flame.
Temperature (°C) distribution for 45° annular swirler flame.
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70. Temperature (°C) distribution for 60° annular swirler flame.
71. Annular flames: Variation of temperature rise (above ambient)
along the jet axis.
72. Annular flames: Variation of maximum temperature rise (above
ambient) along the jet.
73. Hubless flames: Variation of mass flow rates along the jet
74. Annular flames: Variation of mass flow rates along the jet.
75(a) Comparison of cold and burning hubless swirling jet widths
(b) -Comparison of cold and burning annular swirling jet widths
76(a) 6o° hubless swirler: Comparison of the mass flow rates along
cold and burning jets.
(b) 15° annular swirler: Comparison of the mass flow rates along
cold and burning jets.
77. Geometries used in (9)
78. Geometry of the enclosure (for annular flow) with typical
control volume of a grid point P.
79. Details of symbols used in Section 7-5
80. Details of terms in equation (7.10)
81. Details of terms in Table 12.
82. Computed results for. annular swirling cold jet with 15° swirler
83. Computed results for annular swirling cold jet with 45° swirler
84. Computed decay of axial velocity along the axis and the decay
of maximum axial velocity along each of the 15° and 45° 
annular cold swirling jets.
85 Computed variation of mass flow rates along cold swirling jets
with 15° and 45° annular swirlers.
86(a) Predicted velocity components for a burning jet with 15° swirler
(b) Predicted temperature distribution
87(a) Computed velocity components for a burning jet with 15° swirler
87(b) Computed temperature distribution
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Figure 12(a) Pitch angle parameter ( --- -) vs. Pitch angle.
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Figure 25. Stability limits of hubless swirling flames from 45° swirler
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Figure 24. Stability limits of hubless swirling flames from 60° swirler.
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Figure 29 Hubless swirler flames: Decay of axial velocity along the
jet axis.
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Figure 30. Hubless' swirler flamesj_ Decay of maximum axial velocity 
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Figure 35 Hubless swirler flames; Decay of maximum tangential velocity 
along the jet
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Figure 40. Annular swirler flames: Decay of axial velocity
along the jet axis.
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Figure 41 Annular swirler flames*. Decay of maximum axial 
velocity along the jet
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Figure 43. Tangential velocity profiles for the 30° annular swirler flame
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| Figure 44. Tangential velocity profiles for the 45° annular swirler flame
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Figure 45. Tangential velocity profiles for the 60° annular swirler flame
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Figure 46. Annular swirler flames: Decay of maximum tangential 
velocity along the jet
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Figure 47. Hubless swirler flames: Variation of -jet widths.
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Figure 53. Hubless flames: Variation of static pressure along the jet axis
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Figure 55. Static-pressure (p  ^- p) profiles for 15° annular swirler flame.
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Figure 56 Static<pressure (p&t - d) profiles for 30° annular swirler flame
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Figure 57* Static pressure (pa.^ ~ p) profiles, for 45° annular swirler flame
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Figure 58 Static pressure (p . - p) profiles for 60° annular swirler flame
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Figure 59 Annular flames: Variation of static pressure along jet axis.
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Figure 60: Annular flames: Variation of minimum static
pressure along the jet
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Figure 6l. Temperature distribution for 15° hubless swirler flame
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Figure 62. Temperature distribution for 30° hubless swirler flame
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Figure 6j> Temperature distribution for 45° hubless swirler flame
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Figure 67 Temperature (°C) distribution for 15° annular swirler flame
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Figure 69 Temperature (°C) distribution for 45° annular swirler flame
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Figure 71O Temperature (°C) distribution for 60° annular swirler flame
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Figure 71. Annular flames: Variation of temperature rise (above 
ambient) along the jet axis.
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Figure 72. Annular flames: Variation of maximum temperature rise (above 
ambient) along the jet *
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Figure 73 Hubless flames: Variation of mass flow rates along the jet.
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Figure 74 Annular flames: Variation of mass flow rates along the jet
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Figure 75(a) Comparison of cold and burning hubless swirling 
jets widths
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Figure 75(b) Comparison of cold and burning annular swirling 
jets widths.
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Figure 76(a) 60° h'ubless swirler: Comparison of the mass flow rates
along cold and burning Jets •
■ burning 
------ cold
1
Figure 76(b) 15° annular swirler: Comparison of the mass flow rates
along cold and burning Jets
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Figure 77. Geometries used in (9)
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Figure 78. Geometry of the enclosure (for annular flow) with typical' 
control volume of a grid point P.
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Figure 79* Details of symbols used in Section 7•3
t
Figure 80. Details of terms in equation (7.10)
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Figure 8l. Details of terms in Tablet 12.
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Figure 82 Computed results for annular swirling cold jet with 15° swirler
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Figure 85 Computed results for annular swirling cold jets with 45° swirler
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Figure 85 Computed variation of mass flow rates along cold
swirling jets with 15° and 45° annular swirlers.
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Figure 86 (a) Predicted velocity components for a burning Jet 
with 15° swirler
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Figure 86 (b) Predicted temperature distribution
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Figure 87 (a) Computed velocity components for a burning jet with 15° swirler
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Figure 87 (b) Computed temperature distribution
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;0 CONTINUE 
r OREFz O.076
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♦♦♦♦SPECIFYING x l  AND X2
IGEOM-1 
IGE0M=2 
IGE0M=2
IF ( IG E C M .E Q .D  GO TO 995 
J A—3
db=7
GO TO 879 
95 CONTINUE
AXI -  ( 0 . 9*3A /  72 . 0 )
RX 1 = 1 .1 7 5
xi(i)=o.
l O 999 1 = 2 * IN 
aanI — I—i
979 ,\1( I ) = A X I  *  ( ( R X I * * A A N I ) - 1 . 0 ) / ( R X 1 - 1 » 0 )
AX J= (  0 . 0 9 3 '+ / 1 2 . )
GO 998 d = l *J8 
AA J=J~. l
996 a 2 (J )= A X J * A A J  
RXJ=1.500
Ji31 =JB + 1
DO 997 d = J8 l » J N
AAMJ=J-dB
997 X2 ( J ) = X2 ( JB ) +,\X J* ( ( RXJ**AAMJ) ~ 1 • 0 ) / ( Ry J - l . 0 ) 
90 10 996
FOR ANNULAR
679 A X I = 0 . 07516 
rX 1 = 1 • 14-
A1(1)=0•
JO 900 1=2* IN 
A A N1 = 1 — 1
900 X l <1)=  AX1 * ( < R X I * * A A N I ) - 1 . ) / ( R X I ~ I • )
A X J = 0 .02631 
r-0 9 1 G J = l * J b  
AAJ=J~1 
910 X 2 (J )= A X J*A A J  
k X J = 1 .2 5 5  
JB1=JB+1
DO 911 J - J B i  * JN 
A A N J-J -JB
9 ] 1  X 2 (o )= X 2 (J B > + A X o + ( ( R X J * *A A N J )~ 1 • ) / ( R X J - l . )
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4: 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4. + 4 4 4 4 4 *  4
k * * * * s P E C lF Y lN G  DELXl AND DELX2
i 996 DO 3 l -d*  jNM
3 DELXl ( I  )=0 .5 4  (X I  ( I  + D - X . U I - 1 )  )
DO 9 J=2*JNM
4 4 4 4 * * 4 4 4 *  >  * 4  * >"' 4 4  *  4 4 * 4 4
for h u b l e s s  s w i r l e r s
FOR flfJNULAR S’A'IRLERS
rLow
4 U E L *2 ( J ) = 0 . ^ * ( X 2 ( J + l ) “ X 2 ( J - 1 )  )
£ * *. * 4: > * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * 4- * * * * * * * * -1 * * * ** * * * *
c *  * * *  * SPEC IF  Y11-JG IM I I  .' ( J )
Q + * * *. * * * * * * * * * ■* * * * * *
DO 5 J=1»JN
IF  <J . L E * J A * O R .J .G E .J B )  GO TO 55 
I M i h l j ) = l  
GO TO 5 
55 IM IN ( J ) = ' lA
5 CONT1NUE
C *** * *SPEC  IFYiNG i<(.J)
********
■ i * * * * * * * *: ** * ** ** *
: * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * t-* * * H. * * * * ** * * 5*: * * *
***************************>******* v *************** *
GO TO 77
76
77
73
79
********
I F ( lK P 6 . E C . 2 )
DO 76 J—lr JN 
R ( J ) = X 2 ( J )
GO TO 79 
DO 78 J-1 r JN 
R ( J ) -1  • G 
CONTINUE 
__ *****
C + + * * *  S>- F T ING IN IT  I aL VALUES
CALL QNINA 
CONYINUE 
201 uO 2 J = 1 rJN 
DO 2 1 = 1 r IN  
G i ( I * J ) = 0 . 0  
G2(1r J )=0 , 0 
2 CONTINUE
c s p e c i f y i n g  i n i t i a l  v a l u e s  FOR DEPENDENT VaRIABLf S
20 CONTINUE
21 IF  ( IN D E ( N W ) . N E . l ) GO TO 22 
DO 211 J—1r UN
DO 211 I - 1 r I N  
M (11J tNd) = 0 • 0 
CONTINUE
IF  ( I N D E ( N F ) . N E . l )
DO 221 J = l r J N  
DO 221 i = l r I N  
A (I r U r N h ) = 0 - 0
c o n t i n u e
IF  ( IN E E ( N V T ) .N E . l )
DO 231 J= 1 r vJN 
DO 231 1 - 1 t IN 
A (I 'U tNVT) =0 . 0 
CONTINUL 
IF  ( INDE ( rjZMRi)
DO 241 J —1 f JN 
DO 241 1 = 1 1 IN
* ********************** * ********
211
22
221
23
231
24
GO TO 23
GO TO 24
N E . l )  GO TO 25
IF
IF
( J . f . 11 * Jt: AND
IF
I . E Q . i )
I . G T . l )
I . E O . l )
I . G T . l )
241
2b
( J • L E • J 3 • AND 
( J • GT• J 3 • AND 
( J . G T . J3«AND.  
1 A (I» J~1'NZMM) )
CONTINUE
IF  ( IN D E ( N Z M L ) .N E . l )  GO TO 26
GO TO 241 
A ( I »J »NZMM) = 0 . 7 5 * A ( I - 1 * J #NZmM>
A ( I  *JrNZMM)= 0 .0
A ( I » J r NZFiM) =0 .2 5 *  (A ( t - 1 »j »NZMM) +
00
JO
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
251 j = i » J N  
251 1-1 » IT4 
( U * L L #JP •AND. 1 • EG1.1 )
(U•LL•UB EQ.2)
GO TO 251
A ( I » J »r iZl ) L ) = A ( 1 r J r M2|-‘| ) - f ]  . 01 *  J
EG
GT
1)
1)
/\CTl - 3 • 0004 
ACTE-6 • >-iE0f4
i \ l JD*1 
( U . L L * J 3 * A N D . I  
(»-' • G i • J3 • «a! ID • 1 
( J • G T • JR * ANO • I 
i m (I r ^ ~11 N2imL ) )
251 CONTINUE 
2 d CONTINUE
0iO 4 02 o - l  * ON 
DO 402 1=1>IN 
RO( 1 r j ) -RcREF 
4u2 CONTINUE 
C INUER=1 FOR COLD FLOW
C INUBR=2 FOR COMBUSTION WITH ACTE=45000
C IN u6R=3 FOR COMBUSTION WITH ACTE-50000
C IhUl5R=4 FOR COMBUSTION WITH ACTE=60000
LO 1 I !i U13 Fi — 1 1 4 
IF  ( I n U L P . E G . I )  HC=0.
IF  ( I nUljR . E G . I )  00 TO 400 
HC=10979*41  
l\KAX=60G 
n p r I K = 10 0 
IF  ( I l iU b R .E Q .3 )
IF ( lN U b R .E G .4 )
DO 401 k —1 t 7 
4 u l  RP (1 0 = 0 .2 5
MOO c o n t i n u e .
c* * * ^ - c a l c u l a t i n g  i n i t i a l  d e n s i t y  p r o f i l e
IF  (H C .LE .O .U )  GO TO 19 
IFCINUE(HZMH) .110.1) GO TO 19 
CALL LPROF 
19 CONTINUE
C IF  INLET PROFILE IS NOT UNIFORM PUT IENTA-1
i e n t a = i
IF  ( IE M T A .E O . l )  GO TO 171 
DO 17
V INP ( J ) = l a  • 29+• ( SORT ( 2 . 2719/RO (1» J ) ) )
17 COij l lNUE ' . -
GO TO 172
171 CONTINUE
V IN P (3 > = 0 .0
V IN P ( 4 ) = 1 5 • 2 9  + ( SORT( 0 . 3 o 3 5 / R 0 (1» 4 ) ) )
V IM P( 5 ) = l o . 2 9 * ( SORT( 1 . 4 5 4 /R O ( 1 r 5 ) ) )
V1NP(6 > = l f i . 2 9 * ( SORT( 0 . 3 6 35 /R O ( 1 16 ) > )
V IN P ( 7 ) = 0 . 0
172 CONTINUE
ZEX=( 1 .6 *AC TE*Z gC) / ( GCPM*2 a .9 6  >
CALL PIEa DCT 
CALL SOl V'CT
I F ( IN D E( NP) • EG•1)  CALL PRESCT 
lENu=222
CALL PRINCT<lENDrITAB>
CALL TAbUCT( I T A b >
IL I f J  = l  
ILEX=2
A ( I r J » N Z M L )= o . 7 5 * A ( 1 - 1 rJ ,N Z P L )
A ( I » J r l .ZPL )  =CPREF* (T p FF-460  . ) /HP 
A ( I r J r N2ML ) =0 . 25 *  ( A ( T - l  r J »NZML ) +
( I F  REOD.>
CALL EN'CPK ( I L I N  > ILEX)
C -PLCiFY SPLCIAL PLOTTING VALUES HERE 
C * * * * *  WHEN IPLT = 1 t V/.lUES WILL HOT £L PLOTTEn 
1PLT=1
IF ( IP L T . E O * ! )  CO TO 1 
1E2=2
L'C 50 !< = 2 , I E 2  
V J (1 )  = A (4 r 1 # K )
VJ(2 )=AC4r2»K>
\j «J ( g ) = A (41 3f K)
. V J ( 4 ) = A ( 4 r 4 » K )
VJ (5 > = A (3-5»4 »K )
VJ(u )=A(15»5»K )
VJ(7)=A(15» 8»K)
H9 NVJ=7 
52 CALL PLOTT(K)
5O CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
i l l  CONTINUE 
l r l  FORMAT(12a6>
CALL EXIT 
END
SUBROUTINE 0 Ml!-A
COMMON A ( 1 o 1 14 » 7 ) r G1(lb,14) » G2 (16 * 14 ) t r. 0 (1 6 , i ) , ✓ MU ( 16 r 14) 
COMMON X 1 (1 6 )» X 2 (1 M )  , 0 E L X1 (16)  ' [ELX2 (14 )  rR( l u )
COMMON AT ITLE (12 ) r AS YM. EL (1 2 ) f A&EOK (12)  r AN A ME ( 6 » 10 )
COMMON I IT IN ( 14 ) , IN t JN , INN * JNM » JA r JB , IA t IE  
COMMON NV: r NF »NVT r NZMM * NZML r NZMH , NP 
COMMON RORLF , PKZF , TREF » CPREF r ZHUREF 
COMMON I i .pE ( 7 ) > lixDGr iNLROf iNUZhU 
COMMON ROV'F 
COMMON ZpUKrZAA 
COMMON STC'hC'HP'FITX 
COMMON GLOBrACTErZEX 
COPT-,ON PR (7 )  , ZMW (3)  > GCPMi* GC »Z JC 
COMMON V IN P ( 9 ) , V I I i u ( 9 ) » V T (9)
COMMON RSDU ( ? ) r DI FM.AX ( 7) t RP (7 )  » CC ' DC , Nr.-,AX » NPq t  N 
COMMON NITER,KvORTr UM.P 
COMMON NVJ' L N J * LNI 
COMMON V j (12 )
COMMON H M D ( 7 ) , j J M D ( 7 ) r I l M R ( 7 ) » J J M R ( 7 )
C0 MiTON CN , C S » CL r C W t Z W 
COMMON VaNOLE
C* * tSUjROUTiNt.  CALCULATES INLET PROFILES OF FUEL Ma^ S - F p ACTION* 
C * * i D1MENSICMl ESS EfjTh a LPY AND DIMENSiONLESS MIXTURf -F R a CTION( IF  REoP. 
C * * *  FOR FULL Ma SS-FRaCTION
IF ( I  NUL ( NZMls) . I.L • 1) GO TO 20 
EPO=0.07622
A ( 1 '  i  »NZMM 
A ( 1 ' 2 1NZMM 
A(l»3rNcMM 
A ( 1 f 4 , NZMM 
A ( 1 r 5 rNZMM 
A (1 r o , I J2HM 
A (1 ' 7  r N*lM M
-O.OOS*EPO 
=0.009+EPO 
=u.ObOO*EPO 
=0.0450*EPO 
= 0 . Oo7G*EPO 
= 0 • O60O*EPO 
- 0 . 0 9 7 0 +EPO 
C * * vFGR DIMENSIONLESS ENTHALPY
20 IF  ( IN D E (N Z M L ) .N E . l )  GO TO 40 
DO 21 J=JA»U3
21 A ( 1 ' J »NZML) = (CPREF*( TR EF-460) +A( 1 f U ' N7MM) *HC) /HP
40 CONTINUE
r e t u r n
END
SUBROUTINE uPROF
COMMON A ( l & » 1 4 r 7 )  t o 1 ( 1 o r 1A ) r G2 (16 * 1A ) »R0(16»1*+) #7"U(16rl^)
COMMON XI ( i b )  r a2 ( 1 h ) »DLLX1 (16 )  »l'ELX2 ( 1 4 )  r R ( l a )
COMMON AT 11L E (12)r mSYmEL(12) r AGECM( 1 2) rANARE(6 r1n )
COMMON Ihl iM ( 1A) r IIJ r JN r I NR r JNM , J A r JE t I A » IE
COMMON RV t NF #NV T rNZMM»I JZMLr NZMHr NP
COMMON ROREFr Pk E F r TREF r cPREF»ZHUREF
COMMON Ii.OE (? )  » INFO t INoROr INDZHU
COMMON !<G’,vF
COMMON ZMUK»Z AA
COMMON STC'HC»NP»FmX
COMMON OLOb»ACTErZEX
COMMON PR (7 ) r 2i-;W ( 3 ) » GCPM • GC * Z JC
COMMON V IN P ( 9 ) r V1NG(9 )»  VT(9)
COMMON RSDU(7)» DIFkAX(7 > r RP(7)* CC * CC »NwAXr NpptN 
COMMON NI TER tKVORT tIJMP 
COMMON NVJM-IJJrLNl 
COMMON VJ(12)
COMMON 11MU( 7 ) # J J M D ( 7 ) ' H M R ( 7 ) »JJMR<7>
COMMON CN»CS r CLr CWr ZW 
COMMON VANGLE 
^.**SU(3ROUTiNE CALCULATES DENSITY AT INLET PLANE
C  * 4 4 * * * + * + 4- * + * i * +• V- *. ¥ .fc 4 + ■¥ * X- * * * * * * + * * *  * * * * * 4 * * * * * * V * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * *
(j 0 2 0 J — J A 10 fc>
A F U- A ( 1 1J tNZMM)
AFM=A(1» JrN'ZML)
TEMP-(A F h* HP — A FU * H C )/CPREF 
7Ei 'P-TEM.P+MoO.
IF  ( IN D E (N Z M H ) .E O . l )  GO TO 10 
FOX=STCsr-(AFU-AFH*FMX)
GO TO l b  
lO AFF=A(1rJrNZWH)
FOX=STC*(a F U - a FF*FMX)
15 CONTINUE
F IP=1 .0 -FO X-AFU
ZMEAN- 1 • 0 /  ( AFU/ZMW (1)  +F0X/ZMW<2> + F lP /ZM W (3 i>
?0 RO(i»J)=PR£F^2PEAN/(GCPM*TEMP) 
re t u r n
END . .
sue,ROUTINE HE.ADCT
COf'MOii A [ l b  , 1:4 f 7 ) r-31 ( l b ,  i n  ) r G2 ( 16 f 1*4) f RO ( ? 6 ,  1 4 ) , 7’ U( 15 f l 4*)
COMMON X l  ( 16) fX2 ( l 4 )  r ; ;LL X l  (1 6 )  fPELX2 ( lM ) r R ( l a )
COMMON AT I l L E  (12 )  t ASYNbL (12)  r a6E0M( 12) f AN A ME (6 f 1 n )
C OK MON J \- IN ( 1*1) r I f l r J I j r  1141-1 , Jill-1 , <J£ , Jb r I A » IE
COMMON Nv. f NF r NVT r NZMM r iaZML f NZMhr NP
COiXi-lOl4 ROP.EF , PRLF , TREF » CPF'LF r ZMUREF
COMMON I l\C'E ( 7 ) f INDGtlNDROr INDZMU
COMMON ROWF
COMMON Zi-lUKrZAA
CONhON STC'HCHiPrFMX
COMMON GLOBfACTE»ZEX
COMMON PR (7 )  ,Z K v. ( 3 )  fGcPK'GCfZJC
COMMON V I NP ( 9 ) r V1 NO (9 ) » V T (9 )
COMMON F’SDO (7 ) rDIFMAX (7 ) r f?p(7)  ' CC • uC , N;.*,AX f NPd tN 
common NITER »KVCKTrIJMP
COMMON NVJf LNJ f LNI  
COMMON V J (12)
COMMON 11 ML) (7 )  r JJM u (7 )  ' I I f  R C 7 ) fJJMR(7)
COMMON CNrCSrCErCV.NZW
COMMON VANGLE
DATA J F L ' j F O / O . U r 0 . 0 /
Q .> + * * * * * * + * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * 4- * * + *• * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C* + ***cMiROUTlME PRINTS OUT SOME OF THE INFORMATION FED IN ,
PRINT l u l  f ( A T I T L E ( L ) fL = 1 f 12)
IF  ( 1NLG.EG.2) GO TO 4 
PRINT 104 
fcO TO 5
4 PRINT 105
5 CONTINUE 
PRINT 106
8 PRINT 109 
[jO 10 K - l , IE
lO IF  ( l iJDE(K)  • E Q . l )  PRINT l l O r  ( ANAN.E ( L f K ) f L - l  f a )
PRINT I C O , ( AGFQM(L)fL -1 .f12)
IqO FORMAT(1H r46HTHE GEOMETRY CF VANE SWIRLER BEtNG rONSlDERED I S ' / '
148H  ------- -- —  - —  ----- ---------------- -------------- --— — - - — - r / » 4 0 X »  12A6>
PRINT 1 1 1 r JN r I N  
l;0 12 J r l r J N  
12 PRINT 1 1 3 fJ » 1 M I N ( J ) f R ( J )
A A 2 = X 2 (J A ) /X 2 (J b )
PRINT 2 0 1 f I A f J A f J B r J F L r J F U r X 2 ( J A ) r X 2 ( j B ) f X 2 ( J m ) f x 1 ( I A ) ’ X1 ( I N ) f AA2 
pH InT 202 f ( I f  1 - 1 , 1 2 )  
pft INT 203 f ( X1 ( I ) f 1 - 1 f 12)
IF  ( I N . L E . 1 2 )  GO TO 14 
PRINT 2 0 2 , ( I , I = 1 3 f IN )
PRINT 2 0 3 , ( X l ( I ) , 1 - 1 3 r I N )
14 PRINT 1 1 2 fR0REFfPREFfZ.VUREFfTREFfCPREFfGCfZJc 
PRINT 301 rSTCFHCrl-iPFFiV,X»ACTE
PRINT 115,  (ZMv-(L> f L - l  f 3 ) fPR(NZk L)  r PR (NZMM) fPR(NZmm)
PRINT 1 1 6 , CC foC fNFIAX 
PRINT 305 
DO 15 J = J A fJB
15 PRINT 3 1 0 , J fV I N P ( J ) fR 0 ( I fJ )
101 FORMAT ( lH lF3bXF 43hFlNITE-DIFFEP.ENCE ITERATIC m Sr.LUTION FOR/
256X » 43! -!---- -— -— “—  --------  ---------— _--__//
3 l CX * i2A b / / *4 5 X r  19HIS BEING C014SIOtlREir;//+5Xr 19H----- — - —  ------    / / )
i f ;4 FORMAT ( iH  rSOXr IfcMAXI-SYMMETKlC FLOW)
1C5 FORMAT (iH r 5CX r 16HCARTESI fv 1 COOLS.)
1 C'6 FORMAT ( i H o » SGx r l&MFOR TURBULENT FLOW)
109 FORMAT ( l h O / / A b H  ThE DEPENDENT VARIABLES BEING CONSIDERED ARE»/
246N —— — — — ——— —— — — — — — ——— —— — ———— —————— _ _ —
110 FOR 1-1 AT ( 1KQ4GX 16A6 )
111 FORMAT(1H139HTHL GEOMETRICAL INFORMATION SUPRi IEn 
LA 0 H — — ---— — — — —  — — ———————— —— ---- —  — — — //
3 4 IX  » 44HdN r ThE NUMBER OF ROW’S (0 IRECTIOu-2 ) 
4 4 IX  » 4 4 H IN » ThE NUMBER OF COLUMNS ( D IRECTIOw-1) 
3 4 0 X »1H J » 3 X » 7 h I h I N ( J ) rAX113hR( J )  ( = X 2 ( J ) ) t / )
1 \ 3 FORMAT (1H 3 9 X r I 2 » H X » I 2 » l l X » F 7 . 4 )
112 FORMAT(37h H h E PHYSICAL INFORMATION SUPPLIED tS /
I S /
= »I3/ 
I 3 / / »
L 3 7 H — — — — — — —
310X»50liRCREF» 
41 OX t 50HPREF* 
SiOXrSOHZLURLF, 
o 1C X t 50 i-il REF *
7 1 OX r SOHcPREF» 
u lO X »50HGC t 
7lCX» SOMZJc '
//
REFERENCE DENSITY FOR THE FLU I n .............
REFERENCE PRESSURE FOR THE FLUtD..........
REFERENCE VISCOSITY FOR THE FL i i I D . , . .  
REFERENCE TEMPRa TURE FOR THE F l U I r j . . .
r e f e r e n c e  s p e c i f i c - h e a t  for  t h f  f l u i d  
g r a v i t a t i o n a l  c o n s t a n t .............................. ....
dOULE S NECK.EQUIVALENT FOR HEaT ..........
. . , = r F 1 0 . 4 /
..• - r FI 0•4/
• « • — > F j. 0 • 8 /
. .. = rFlO,4/
.  . ,  = rF10.4/
. . . e » F 1 0 .4 /
. . . - » F l 0 . 4 / )
MOLECULmR WTS.OF FUEL * OX InANT AND PRODUCTS1 15 FORMAT(1H 9x,60hZMW S
1 RESPECT. = ' 3 F l ( J . 4 » / r
2 10X»S0hPR(!MZML) TURBULENT PRANUTL NO. = » F 6 . 2 r / f
3 10Xr50HPR(NZHM) TURBULENT SCHMIDT NO. FOR FUrL = ' F 6 . 2 r / r
4 lOXrSlhPR(NZMH) TURDULENT SCHMIDT NO. FOR MIyTURr Fr a CT. = rF 6 .2 >  
116 FORMAT(1HQ// /36H THE CONTROL INFORMATION SUPPi IED I S /
236H — — ---“— — ~ ——— — —————— — //
310Xr50HCC» THE CONVERGENCY C R IT E R IO N . . ................. ................ = » F 1 3 .7 /
4 1 0X ' SOHUC t THE DIVERGENCY CRITERION........................................- r F l 3 . 7 /
blOXrSOHhHAX' THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF I T E R A T IO N S . . . ...............= » I6 )
241 F0RMAT(lK0»3bX» IC H IA f  JA» JBr JFLrUFU = , 5( 13 r lH r  ) » 12h'-ESPECTIVELY f / H  
1HG t 26X 122HRADAf KADBrRADNt DA »DN = r 5 ( F 6 . 3 r 1 H » ) » 17H f T .  RESPECTIVELYt
2 / f  l r ,0 r3 2 X r2 5 H  
2U2 FORMAT(lH0»4Xr1CH 
203 FORMAT( 1H r 4 X r 10H 
301 FORMAT( 1 OXrSOHSTC 
1F 3 .4  r / f 10X » 5 OHHC 
2 6 .1 » / r lO X r 5 0 H H P  
3 . 2  t / t 10X »50HFMX 
4 3 r / r lO X rS o H A C T E
(RADA/RaDB) =>F6.3»13H RfSPECTIVELY9 / )
I  r 2 2 ( 3 X r 1 2 , 3 X ) )
X I ( I ) *2 2 (FC * 4 ) )
(1 LB OF FUEL REACTS WITH STC Ln OF OXIDANT) ~t 
(HEAT OF REACTIONt 3TU PER LB OF FUEL) = *F 
(REFERENCE ENTHALPY FOp INLET rTU/LRM) = rF8  
(REFERENCE (M(FU)-M(OX)- /R)  ) For INLET - f F 3 .  
(ACTIVATION ENERGY -  BTli PER LR MOLE) = * F S .2
S»/)
3,.5 FORMAT( / / r 5X r 45iiVELOCITY AND DENSITY DISTRIBUTION AT INLET I S * / / *  
1 1 OX r l i , J r 4 X f  lOhVELOCITY (FT/SEC) r 10X r 18HDENSItY ( L r M / F T * * 3 )  ' / )
3 l  0 FORMAT (1H * 9>;*12 * 6X * F 7 .2  r 19X * F 7 . 4 )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SOLVc T
COMMON A(l6r 14,7) rGl( 16 *14) , 62(16 ' 14 ) *;«0(lb*1l*) !7,'U(l6r 1*0 
COMMON X 1 (16 ) r>;2(l4) » C ELX i (16) »LELX2 (14) rRll/*)
COMMON AT ITLE ( 12 ) r ASYM.d L ( 12 ) *AGE0M(12) * ANAME (6*  i n )
COMMON I V. IN (14 ) r I  Is! r JN r 1 NM t JNK. t Jf% t J£ » IA t IE
CONK ON t i V.‘ t N F rN v l  * MZflM r NZML »l-JZKi i r NP
COMMON RCREF t PREF» TREF ' CPPEF»ZKUREF 
COMMON Ii.DE (7 ) r IND6 » INLRO r I NL'ZHU 
COMMON ROWF 
COMMON Zk.UK »2AA 
COMMON ST C’hC'HP'FMX 
OlOB t aCT l  » ZEX 
PR ( 7 ) , ZKiV. (3) » GCPM' GC 'Z JC 
V I N P ( 9 ) #V 1 N G (9 )»VT(9)
RSDU (7 ) r DIFtfAX (7)rRP(7 > # C C •C C • N^AX ' NPr tN 
IJ X TLR r K VCRT t I JK.P 
NVJ»LNJiLNI 
VJ(12)
11 ML) (7 ) »JJKu(7) ' 11; *K (7) * J JMR (7)
CN»Cs*CE»CWrZW 
VANGLE
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON1 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON
4- * * * *. *
T h i s  SUbR
C+ + ******* *
PRINT 101 
CO 10 K— 1 rIE 
1F (INDL(K)•EO 
PRINT 1031 
IF (IE.E0.2)
IF (IE.LG.3)
IF (IE • EG . 4)
IF (IE.LG.5) 
NITER=1 
NNN-NPRIN
C + *
C
10
CONTROLS THE ITERATION PROCEDURE
■ + *=» ********* ** + * ***
1) PRINT 1 0 2 » K r (A N A M E (L » K ) *L = 1 ,6 )
PRINT 1 0 3 2 ' (ASYM bL(K )»K= l»2 )  
PRINT 1 0 3 3 ' (ASYMDL(K)»K=1»3) 
PRINT 1034 r ( ASYMLL( K ) >K=:i»4) 
PRINT 1 0 3 5 ' (A S Y M S L ( K ) 'K = l , 5 )
CALCULATE If ,LET fjF AND NW
* * *****************;?-**************** 
distributions
**********************************
20
C ALL■PROF IL  
IEM0=0 
1T Ab= 0 ■
I L I N - 1  
IL E X -1
CALL ENCHK( i L I N r I L E X )  
KVOkT-0
CALL BCONDT(NW)
CALL MVELCT
IF  (H C.LE .Q .O )  GO TO 20
I F ( IN D E(N Z M M ).N E . l )  GO TO
CALL DEimSc T
CONTINUE
CALL VISCCT
CALL MVBCCT
DO 2 K ~ 1 »IE
d i f m a x ( k ) - o .
RSDU(K)=0.
I I M D (K )-0
20
J JMD ( K ) -0 
I I ? /K (K )= 0  
JoMR(K)=0 
KV0RT = U 1
2 IF  ( INL’E IK )  . E O . l  ) CALL FDEOCT ( I r J » K ) 
i I l = I I M k C l >
J J1 -  JJV;R (1 )
PRINT l u L r N l T r R ,  (RSDU(K> rK = l»  IE )  » (DlFr/AX (K) »K= 1 H r )
PRINT 107» ( I IMP (K ) r JJi-'P ( K ) r K = 1 » IE )  » ( I IM D (K )  t J, jML ( K ) r K = 1 * IE )  
RES-RSDU(1)
DO 3 K = 2 ' I E
3 I F ( ADS(KSDU(K)) .G T .A B S (R E S ) ) RESrRSDU(K)
IF  ( NI TER • 6T • i J: ’,AX) 60 TO 5 
l F ( N lT E K - r ; N N > 6 '7 r 7  
7 NNN=NNN+NPRlN
KVORT-111 
CALL ecOliOT (NW)
CALL PR INC T ( IEND * I T A 8 )
IL IN = a
IL E X -2
CALL E N C H K d L IN r  ILEX)
PRINT 1031
IF ( I E . E C . 2) PRINT 1032»<ASYMBL<K) ' K = i r p )
IF  ( I E . E C , 3) PRINT 1033* ( ASYMBL ( K ) * K = 1 ,3 )
IF  ( I E . E 0 . 4 )  PRINT 1 0 3 4 » ( A S Y M B L ( K ) * K - i>4)
IF  ( I E . E C , 5) PRINT I 0 3 5 ' ( ASYMBL( K ) ' K=1 * 5 )
6 CONTINUE
IF  ( N IT l R .E O . n Ma X) 60 TO 5 
KITER=NITER+1
I F ( A ( 4 * 4 * 2 ) • OE• 1 • O E i0) Oq TO 600
I F ( AbS( h X s ) • 6T * CC• OR• NITER. LE * 2) GO To 1
PRINT 640
60 TO 610 _
60 0 PRINT 660
610 PRINT 660
K V O K T r l l l  
CALL RCOnDT(NW)
RETURN 
5 PRINT 1 0 6 rNITER
PR INT 660
101 FO R M A T ( lM l / / /1 0X r£ 2 H F O R  EACH ITERATION -N IT E R -  Thf  MAXIMUM RESIDUE 
2S FOR ThE FOLLOWING SHALL BE P R IN T E D / / / )  ^
102 FORMAT (1H 4 0 X * I 2 * 3 H .  *6A6)
10/.1 FORMAT ( / / / / l H O  * 30X * 35H. • NOTE • • PREFIX R DENa t ES cEs ITjU E / / )
10 32 FORMAT( lX r4 H N lT K * 2 (2 X * 1 H R * A 6 * 2 X > * 5 3 X , i 9HMAXIpi jM DTFFERENCES* / / >  
103,3 FORMAT ( I X » 4H,NITR * 3 ( 2 X »1HR* A 6 * 2X) * 4 2 X , 19HMAXI Mi iM DIFFERENCES* / / )  
103^ FORMAT ( l X r  4 H N lT K r4 (2 X r  lHRr A6»2X) * 3 IX  * 19HMAXIMI }M DIFFERENCES*// )
10 35 FORMAT ( IX  r 4HNITR * 5 ( 2X * 1HR * A6 * 2 X ) r 20X r 19HMAXI Ml l.M DtFF.ERFNCES * / / )
1 i , 4  FORMAT ( i H  1 3 , 3 ( i P E l  i  ,  3 ) » 2X * 5  ( I P l .1 1 -  3  ) )
106 FORMAT (32H0TME PROCESS DID NOT CONVERGE I N * I r , 13H ITERATIONS) 
107 FORMAT( 1H 4 X r 5 ( 2 X * I N ( r 1 2 * 1H* * 12 r 1H) , 2 X ) * 2 X *
1 5 ( 2 X r 1 H ( * 1 2 * l H * * I 2 r 1 H ) , 2 X ) )
6 a 0 FORMAT( 1H0 * 10X * 21HPR0GRAM HAS CONVERGED)
660 FORi,AT(lHO*iGX*46HPROGRAM HAS NOT CONVERGED Ri iT RECORDING VALUES) 
6c 0 FORMAT ( 1H0 * 1 OX * 30HWILL PRINT DEPENDENT VARlARl ES)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PkOFlL
COMMON A ( 1 6 * 1 4 * 7 ) * G l ( l o » 1 4 ) * G2( 1 6 ' 1 4 ) * p O ( 1 6 r i u ) * Z  'U (16 * 14)
COMMON X 1 (16 )  * X 2 (14 ) *CELX1(16) * l ,ELX2(14 )  * R ( l a )
COMMO! j AT I T L E ( 1 2 ) * ASVFbL( 1 2 ) *  AGEOM( 1 2 ) *  ANAME(6 * 1n )
COMMOu IK IN  ( 14 ) * 1N * JN * 1NM» JMMi * J/. * Jd  * IA  * IE
COMMON h\. * Nf * NVT * NZMi-1 * NZML * NZMH * I )P
COMMON ROREF, PREF* TREF * CPREF* ZMUREF
COMMON I r DE( 7 ) *  INLG*INLRO*INLZMU
COMMON ROV.’F
COMMON Zf/UK * ZAA
C Of 4',On STC*HC*hP»FMX
COMMON GLOL*a CTE*ZEX ' _
COMMON PR( 7 ) * ZMW( 3 ) * GcPM* GC * ZJC 
COMMON V IN P (9 ) *  V I H o ( 9 ) *  VT(9 )
COMMON RSDU( 7 ) * U1FMAX( 7 ) *  R p (7 )»  CC * DC * NMAX *NPp tN 
common NITER,KVORT*IJMP 
COMMON NVJ»L N J* LNI 
COMMON V J ( 12 )
COMMON 11MO( 7 ) *  JJMD( 7 ) » 11MR( 7 ) » JJMR(7>
COV.hON c n * c s * c e * cw* zw
COMMON VANGLE
d i m e n s i o n  G(21)
q  -V * * * 4 * * * * * * f * * * * * T * * * * * *- * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * l * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c CALCULATING INLET STREnM FUNCTION DISTRIBUTION 
c ASSUMING QUADRATIC PROFILE OF G1 ( I * J )
C * *  *  ^  * * * * *  T * 4 * *  4 * * * * * * * * *  t- * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  * + * * * * * * *  *
DO 10 Jr: Ja t J5 
10 G ( J ) = R O ( l r J ) * V I N P ( J >
C I0PLN=1 IF  INTEGRATION STARTS FRnM THE AXIS
I OPEN-1
IF  ( IOPEN• ME. 1 ) GO TO U  
t\ (1 f Ja 9 NF ) — 0 •
J A l - J A + 1  
DO 14 J - J . A l ' J B  
Q X H 2 = 0 . b * ( X 2 ( j ) - X 2 ( J - l ) )
14 a ( 1 * J » N F > = A ( 1 * J - 1 » N F ) + 0 X H 2 * ( R ( J - 1 ) * G ( J - 1 ) + R ( J ) * G ( J ) )
GO TO 41
11 A ( 1 f j b  *NF) —0•0
J S F ' - J B - l
DX2=X2(oB)~X2(JBM)
A A 1 -2 . *G (JB M J /D X 2  
n B 1 = -G ( u B M ) / (D X 2*DX2> 
c’T2-AA 1 * 2  , * b b l  *X2 ( J 3 )
D T 3 - A A l * X 2 ( U o ) + N B l * X 2 ( J U ) * X 2 ( J E )
R1=X2(JfaM) 
i<2-X2 ( J b )
IF ( IN D G .E Q .2 )  GO TO 12
F C T = ( R 2 * * 4 - R l * * 4 ) * B L 3 1 / 4 » C - ( R 2 * * 3 - R l * * 3 ) * D T 2 / 3 . n +
1 ( A2 * * 2 - R 1* * 2 ) *DT3 / 2 •0
GO TO 13
*, 2 FCl = ( R 2 * * 3 - K l * * 3 ) * ; i E l / 3 . 0 ~ ( R 2 * * 2 - R l * * 2 ) * D T 2 / p . 0  
1 + (R 2 -R 1 ) *DT3
;3  CONTINUE
A (1 r JBM r NF ) - a (1 r J B »I iF ) -FCT 
JGP-JB~JA 
DO 40 J —2 r JGp
I  J —Jb “  J
I F ( i J • EG• J A ) GO TO 15 
J 3 ”  I J  +1 
J 2 - I J  
J 1 = 1 J - 1  - 
GO TO'20  
;5  J 3 - 1J+2 
J 2 = IJ + 1  
J i  = I  J 
2 0 CONTINUE
D T 1 = S ( J l ) / ( ( X 2 ( J l ) - X 2 ( j 2 ) ) * CX2( J l ) - X 2 ( J 3 ) ) )
DT2 - 6  ( J 2 ) /  ( 1 / 2 ( o2) . -X2(J1>  > * ( X 2 ( u 2 ) - X 2 ( J 3 )  ) )
UT3=G( J 3 ) / (  (X2( j 3 ) - X 2 (  J l ) ) *  ( X2 ( J 3 ) -X2  ( J 2 )  ) )
FC1=DT1+DT2+DT3
F C 2 = < D T 1 * (X 2 (J 2 )+ X 2 (J 3 )  ) +DT2* ( X2 ( J l ) +x2 ( J 3 ) ) +nT3*  ('<2 ( J l ) +
1 X 2 ( J 2 ) ) )
F C 3-0 11*X2(J2)*X2(J3)+0T2*X2(J3)*X2(jl)+DT3*x?(Jl)*X2 (J2 >
I F ( i  J . EG• J A ) GO TO 30 
I F ( 1 NDG• EG•2 )  Go TO 24
FCT=FC1* ( X2 d 3 >  * * 4 - X 2 (  J2 )  * * 4  ) / 4  . 0 -FC 2*  ( X2 ( J3 )  **3--> 2 ( J 2 ) * * 3 )  / 3  . 0 +
1 F C 3 * ( x 2 ( J 3 ) * * 2 - X 2 ( J 2 ) + * 2 ) / 2 . 0
GO TO 26
> 4 FCT-FC1 + < X 2 1 J 3 ) * * 3 - X 2 ( J 2 ) * * 3 ) / 3 • 0-FC2* ( X2 ( J 3 ) * * 2—v2 ( J 2 ) * * 2 ) / 2 •0+ 
i  FC3* (>.2 ( j 3  ) -X2 ( J2 ) )
26 GO TO 35
30 1F(1N0G.EG.2)  GO TO 33
F C T = F c l * < X 2 ( u 2 ) + * 4 - X 2 ( J l ) * * 4 > / 4 * 0 - F C 2 * ( X 2 ( J 2 ) * * 3 - y 2<J l > + * 3 ) / 3 .0+
I  F C 3 * ( X 2 ( J 2 ) * * 2 - X 2 ( J l ) * * 2 ) / 2 . 0  
GO TO 33
33 F C T = F C 1 * ( X 2 ( J 2 > * * 3 - X 2 ( J l ) * * 3 ) / 3 • 0 - F C 2 * ( X 2 ( J 2 ) * * 2 - y 2 ( J l >* * 2 > / 2 .0+
1 F C 3 * ( a 2 ( J 2 ) - X 2 ( J l ) )
35 a d  » I J  r | jF ) -  A ( 1 1 I J +1 1 fJF ) -F c T  
•4 0 CONTINUE
q *■ 4 * ¥ * + * * * * * * * * * * y * * * * * * * r * * * * * * * * * * + * * * + 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c CALCULATING i n l e t  VORTICITY DISTKIbUTlON
41 JBM-JB-1 
JA2=JA+1
:,9 JO 30 J = J a 2»JBM - -
J l - u - 1  ' v • • :
j 2 ~  J rr
j 3 = J U
D T1=VINP(j 1 ) / ( ( X 2 ( J 1 ) - X 2 ( J 2 ) > * ( X 2 <J l ) - X 2 <J 3 ) ) )
LT2- V H .P(J E )/((X2(J2)-a 2(J1))*(X 2 (J2)- X 2 (J3))) 
jT3- VINP(j3)/((X2(J3)-X2(J1)>*(X 2 (J 3 >- X 2 (J2)))
A d ' J»NK>= ( X 2 ( J 3 ) - X 2 ( J 2 ) > * D T 1  + ( X 2 ( J l ) + X 2 ( J 3 ) - 2 . * X 2 ( J 2 ) )*DT2 
1 + ( X 2 ( J l ) - X 2 ( J 2 ) ) *DT 3
A ( 1 r J rNW) = A d  f j  rNW) / R ( J ) 
e.0 CONTINUE
31 CONTINUE
1 F ( IN D E ( N V T ) .N E . l )  GO TO 46 
DO 45 J - J A t Jb 
VANGL£=(1 5 . 0 / 5 7 * 2 9 5 8 )
43 A ( 1 ' J ' NVT) = V IN P ( J ) * ( S I N ( VANGLE) /COS( VANGLE>)
46 CONTINUE /
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FiVjCcT
COMMON A ( lfcr 14» 7) »V5l ( lbr 14) »G2 ( 16»14 ) fRO( 16» 1 i t ) , 7 MU( 16r 14)
COMMON X1 ( 1 6 ) r X 2 ( 1 4 ) » pELX) ( 1 6 ) »Ll LX2 ( 1 4 ) f R ( l u )
COMMON A T I i L E (12)  *aSYMBL(12 )  , AGECM( 1 2 ) rANAME( 6 > 1 n )
COMMON 1 HI N (14 ) r 11J» JN r 1 ll'A' JNH r J A r JB » IA> IE
COMMON l-.v: * NF r NVI r NZMKt NZML »NZM.h r NP
COMMON ROREF fPKEF » T R E F » CPREF r ZMUREF
C OKNON I N D E (7)»INDG,INURO»INDZMU
COMMON ROWF
COMMON Zf-‘U K »ZAA
COMMON STC r H.C ' HP * FMX
COMMON GLOB,ACTE'ZEX
COMMON PR( 7 ) , ZKU< 3) #GCPM»OC* ZJC
COMMON VI NP ( Q) , VII  !G ( 9) » VT ( 9)
COMMON RSuU I 7 ) r Dl Fi-iAX C 7 ) »PP(7) » CC »DC » NmAX r NPp tN
COMMON NITER r KVORT , I JwiP 
common NVJ»LNJ»LN1
COMMON V J (12)
COMMOi4 11 ML ( 7 ) , J JMD ( 7 ) r 11 f ;R (7 ) f J JMR ( 7)
COMMON Cli r CS r CE »CW » ZW
COMMON VANGLE
DTI ( U l , U 2 r U 3 )  = ( u 2 “ U 3 ) / (  < U 1 -U 2) * (U1.-U3) )
D T2(U l#U 2r  U3) ~ (2 • *U 2 -U 1 ” U3) /  ( (IJ2-U1 > *  (U2-U3) ) •
1 ,\ 3 ( U 1»U2 , 1J3 ) -  ( U2-U1 ) /  ( (U 3 -U 1 ) *  ( U3-U2 ) )
YY ( Yl ‘ r Y p ) = l ./ ( 1 (  YP/YN)**2. )
C > 4 .f. 4 4 * * * * * t * * 4 + * 4 + 4 * * * * * 4 * + * * * *4 * + + * 4 * 4 » 4 * 4 4 4 t  -h * 4 4 * * i *
c this subroutine calculates mass velocities gi,g2 cm the boundaries 
c zero axial gradients of stream function and vopticity at exit.
C * 4 ■¥ * * * * + * * * * *• * 4 + * * *  4- + * * * •+ 4 * 4 * + * * 4 * * * 4 4 * * * + * * * * * * * 4 4 + 4 * * :| 4 .+ * * * * * 4 4 *  * 4 * * * *
DO i J-JA t JD
Gl(lrJ)=RC(lrJ)4VINP(J)
1 G2(1rJ)-0 .
Gl (IA r Ji\ ) - 0 • 0 —
C2 ( lA, J|.)=0*0
h B = Y Y (2.0+DELX1(I A + 1 ) r X K I A + 1 ) - X 1 ( I A ) )
JB2=J8+1
uo 2 J=J132»JNM
Gl ( iAr J)=(3i3*Gl ( IA+lr J )~ (BB-1.0 )*G1 (lA+2 r J)
2 G2(IA » J )“0 • 0
DO 31 J=2rJNM ' " .
FYI- u TI(X2 ( J - D , X 2 ( J ) r X 2 ( J + l ) )
FY2-DT2(X2(U~l)»X 2 (J ) r X 2 (J + l ))
F Y 3 - L T 3 ( X 2 ( U - 1 ) , X 2 ( J ) r X 2 ( J + l ) )
Gl  ( i(J» J )  = ( F Y l * A (  I N r u - 1  rNF>+FY2*A( IN» J»NF)+FY3*a  ( TN»J + l  t NF) ) / R (  J )
02 ( I! i r J ) - 0 . 0 
31 CONTINUE
D X 2 -X 2 ( 2 ) - X 2 ( l )
FC lz 2 • 0 •-
FC2-DX2 '
IF ( IN D G .E Q .2 )  Fc 1=1*0  
IF C IN D G .E 0 .2 )  F C 2 -1 .0  
IA 2 - IA+1 
DO 10 I=Ia2»IN
G l (Irl)=Fcl*(A<1 r2rNF)-A(Ir1»NF))/(FC2 *DX2 )
]0  G 2 ( I » 1 ) = 0 .
bB=YY((X2(JN)-X2(JNM-1))»(X 2 (J N )- X 2 (J N M )))
I Al-IA + l 
DO 20 I = lAl#lNM 
61(I»JN)-0•o 
t2( I r J | ! ) = 0 . 0
20 CONTINUE
IF (IA.EG.D GO TO 26 
DC 21 1=1,IA 
G l (I •J3)=0.
21 G2(IrJa)=0.
DO 25 1=1,IA 
61(1'JA)=0*0
p5 6  ^± r U A) —0*0 
26 IF ( J A . E O . D  GO TO 24 
DO 27 J = 1 , JA 
G l ( l A r J ) = 0 .0 
27 u 2 ( l A , J ) - 0 . 0  
24 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
/
n 
n
I
SUBROUT Ine  MVELcT
COMNON A(l6rlC»7) r G 1 (1 b r 1L ) »G 2(16>1/+) r K o (3 6 » 1 l ) #7’*U(16»1^)
common X l (1 6 ) rX2( I D tBELXl ( 1 6 ) 'UELX2 ( 1 + ) r R ( l a )
c OFF, ON ATITLE(1 2 )rASYMBL ( 1 2 ) » AGEOM ( 1 2 ) *ANAME ( 6 r l f i )
cOFFON ININI14 ) > IN t JN r 1NM * JNN t J A ' U'r3 r IA *  IE
common Nv; * NF ' N v T r NZ M M » N2 ML * NZMh t NP
COMMON RCREFr PREFr TREF' CPPEF» ZMUREF
common INDE ( 7 ) r INDO r Ir.'LRO r INDZMU
connon ROWF
COMMON Zf'iUKrZAA
common STC'HC'HPrFMX
COMMON GLOUfACTErZEX
COMMON PR (7 )  rZMV. (3 )  f GCPr. 'GC'ZjC
common VINP(9)iVING(9)'VT(9)
COMMON RSDU ( ? ) r DIFi*i AX (7 ) >RP(7) ' CC ' UC , NmaX ' NPp tN
COMMON N ITER r K VORT 1 1JMP
COMMON NV J 'L N J * LNI
COMMON VJ (1 2 ) ‘
COMMON 11MU( 7 ) * JJM0(7)'I I M R ( 7 ) r J J M R ( 7 )
COMMON CN»CS»CEfCWrZW
COMMON v a n g l e
r ,T l< U l f U 2 r U 3 )  = (U2“ U 3 ) / (  ( U 1 -U 2 ) *  IU 1 - U 3 ) )
l>T2 ( U l » U2 r U3) = (2 . *U2-U 1-U3 ) /  ( ( 112-U1) *  ( IJ?-U3) )
D T 3 (U l» U 2 rU 3 )  = ( u 2 - t « I ) / (  IU 3 -U 1 > * <U3-U2> )
Q 4- + 4 * * + * + * -1 4-' *. 4:+'+•+ 4r 4; * 4* * 4- 4 * 4 * ♦ * 4 * * 4" * * <• * * *  * 4 4  *  *  + * * * 4-' 4- *  * + * *4 4 4 ♦ 4 4 * * 4 4 4  + 4- 4 +  4? *
T h i s  SUaR. CALCULATES Gl AND G2 AT /\LL POINTS mOT ON THE BOUND.
4- 4- 4- + 4= 4 4= 4" * 4- 4 4c 4- 4 4: 4 4= 4 4 * * * * 4 4  4* 4 *  * 4  4 4 4 4  44 44 4 4 4 4  4 4  * 4  4 4 44 44 4  4 4 4 4*  1'44 + 44 4  +  4 4  * 4  4
so 30 J=2»JNM 
IL -1MIN ( J) +1 
ijO 30 I —IL»INM
f - Y l - n H  (X2( J - l )  , X2( J) rX2( J + l )  )
F Y 2 = D T 2 ( X 2 ( J - 1 > r X 2 ( J ) > X 2 ( J + l ) )
F Y 3 -D T 3 ( X 2 ( U - l ) r X 2 ( J ) »X 2 ( J + l ) )
FX1-DT1 ( X l ( I —1 ) , X1 ( I ) r X I ( 1 + 1 ) )
F X 2 -D T 2 ( X1 ( I - 1 ) r X1 ( I )» X1 ( I +1) ) 
r  X3=DT3 ( X l  ( 1 - 1 )  r X H l )  » X I (1 + 1 ) )
Gl ( 1 9 J )  = (FY1»A( I r J - iM J F ) + F Y 2 * A (  I »J»N F )+F Y 3*A (  t . J + l  'NF) *./R( J>
G2( I  f J )  = (FX1*A(  1 - 1 '  J»NF)+FX2*A (  1 '  J ' I mF)+FX3*A< t +  1» J»NF> ) / ( - R < J ) >.
^0 CONTINUE 
r e t u r n  
END
s u b r o u t i n e : f u e o c T ( i »j »k >
C CM Ml ON A ( I G f 1 4 , 7 ) fG I ( 1 6 r 1 4 ) fG2( 1 6 * 1 4 ) fR O (16 m  4 ) f ? : :U( 1 6 f 14)
COMMON X'l (16) rX2(14) fRELXI (16) fl:ELX2( 14) rR (1 u )
COMMON AT ITLE (12 ) r /,SY: :LL (12 )  r AGEOK (12)  r AN A ME (6 > 1 n )
COMMON I y, IN (14 ) r IN» JN» iMM» JNMr oAf Jbr IArlE
COMMON U\: t NF r I !VT »NZMM r NZML f NZMN, N‘P
COMMON RCREF t PKEK r TREF' CPREF f ZUUREF
COMMON 1NDF ( 7) » IND6 f I  nLRO f INUZMU
COMMON ROWF
COMMON ZmUK, ZAA
COMMON STC'HC»HP»FMX
COMMON Gl OO f ACTE *ZEX
COMMON PR( 7 ) 4 ZmW( 3) rGCPM»GC f ZJC
COMMON V IN P (9 ) r V1N o ( 9 ) » VT(9 )
COMMON RSDU(7) f DIFHAX ( 7) fRP(7> r CC »DC , N - AXrNPptN 
COMMON NI TElw K VORT f IJMP 
COMMON N V J 'L N J fL N I  
COMMON V J (12 )
COMMON 11 MO (7 ) f JJMLJ ( 7 ) » 11 MR ( 7 ) f JJMR (7 )
COMMON CNf CSf CE f C W»2W
COMMON VANGLE
W C lH(wKFDELFrR0prGELR0rRAD)=-(DELF/ (nX2+DX2))
4 / (R A D * (R C p * (R A D /3 .+ 5 . * w K * n X 2 /? 4 • )
b + D E L R 0 * (5 . * R aD / 2 4 . +3.  *„?k +0x 2 / 2 0 .  ) ) )
V,C2H ( V.K 1 P.OP • DELRO r RAD ) = -  ( RAD+WK*CX2 ) *
2 ( ROP* ( RAD/6 . +w!<*nv2 / 8  . )
3 +DELRO*(RAD/F>.+VvK*PX2/10.))
4 /  ( R; D* ( RGp* ( Ka.Q/3 • +5 • *i.;K*Dy ? /2 4  . )
5 +DELROMb.+RAD/24 .  + 3 . * w K * n x 2 / 2 0 . ) ) ) 
k,C 1V ( DEuF , ROP , DELRO f ETA2 ) - - D E L F /  ( ( ( ETa 2 *D X 1 ) * * 2 )  *
1 (RqP / 3 . + 5 . * D E L R o/ 2 4 . ) )
V. C2 V ( ROP f DELRO ) = -  ( ROP/o • +DELR0/6 . ) /  ( ROP/3 . +5 . * r £ L R 0 / 2 4  . )
YY(YNfY P ) = 1 . / ( 1 . - ( Y P / Y N ) * * 2 .  )
6T 1 ( U 1 f U 2 , U 3 ) - ( U 2 ~ U 3 ) / (  (U1- IJ2 ) *  (U1~U3) ) 
N T 2 ( U l F U 2 r U 3 ) = ( 2 . * U 2 " U l - U 3 ) / ( <U 2 -U 1 > * ( U 2 - U 3 ) ) 
D T 3 ( U 1 f U 2 f U 3 ) - ( u 2 " U 1 ) / ( (U 3 -U 1 ) * ( U 3 -U 2 ) )
■ C + * ****** ********* *************** ***** ****** * ** * * ******* * ** * *** ** ****** *
c f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  e q u a t i o n  s u b r o u t i n e
C  * + + * * * * * * * * * * * *  + * * * * * * * * * * *  + * * * * * * *  + * * *  * *  * i- *  *  * * * * * * * + * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * *  * + *
60 10 J=2rJNM _
1L=1 M IN (J )+1  
DO 10 I = IL » IN M
IF  (K.EO.NV;. AND. ( J * E 0 .  JA-AND. I -E G .  ( I „ + l )  ) ) GO TO 100 
IF  (K .EG .N W .AN D .( J . E Q . J b . A M D . 1 . E Q . ( l A + 1 ) ) )  GO TO 100 
GO TO 110
c c a l c u l a t i n g  v o r t i c i t i e s  at  p t s . one MESH away from p r o t r u d i n g  edges
100 CALL SoP.CCT (1 f J f NF t SOURCE f ZQ)
CALL COEFcT( I r J r N F )
Z Z - A ( I fJ fNW)
X X- A ( I fJ fnF ) * (CE + CW+CN+CS)
XX=XX-(CE*A( 1 + 1 F J rN F)  +Ct.'*A( 1 -1  r J f NF ) + cN*A ( I f J + l  »NF)
1 + C S * A ( I » J - I i N F ) ) i
a(  I F JfNV;) = (XX-SOURCE)/RO( I  r J )+ Z Z  
ISKP-2
GO TO 222 
110 CONTInut
C A L l  SORCcT( i  r J r K »SOURCE * 20)
CALL C 0 t . F c T U r J r K )
I F ( K . N E . N w) GO TO 2
* -v ** * * », *** 4 1 * + *4 + + * + *** * * * +* * + >:. + ** * a * * * ^ * * **** + -+5j. ** * t * * *** + * *** * ** ** +* *
c * * +  INCORPORATING B .C .  FOR V0RT1CITY IN THE F I U I T r  C IF F .  FORMULATION
Z W -  0 •
Z w ‘ ' U -  0 • U 
1-,KN=-1.
V»KP= 1 .0
IF  ( INUG.tC  . 2 )  L’KtM-0.0 
IF  ( INL>G • EG • 2) Lk P - 0 . 0
rSKP=2
IF  ( I ♦EG• I L • AND. J • L T . J A ) GO TO 500 
IF (J •EG•JNM.AND•I •6 T • I A ) GO TO 503 
IF (J . E t i .  (J 6 - 1 )  .AND. I . L E . I A )  GO TO 501 
I F ( J . E Q . ( J A + i ) . A N D . I . L E . I A )  GO To 502 
IF (I .EG•I L •AND•J •G T.J B ) GO TO 504 
1SK P -1 
GO TO 999 
5.',0 L lE v V - I -1  
CGEto-CW
DXl = A t iS (X l  ( L I E W ) - X l  ( I ) )
A <L 1EWru* NW) =WC1V ( A ( I # J r NF) - A ( LIEW » J r NF) » RO( L TFW». I > '
1 RO ( I  r J )  -PC (L IL iv  r J )  t R ( J ) )
Zlv=CGEW*l.'C2V ( RO ( LIEW t J ) » RO ( I  r J ) -RO ( L IpW > J )  )
Z WMU-ZV.' IJJ+Z w * z MU ( L IL  W » J )
GO TO 999
501 L J N S -J + l  
LKNS-Vv’KN
IF  ( J . E o . J B )  RALNS=R(JB>
IF  ( J • EG• JNM) RADNS-R( JN) _
CGNS-CN 
GO TO 666
502 LJNS=J-1  
IF  ( J A . E O . D  GO TO 999 
ViKNS=V.'KP 
RADNSrR( J a >
CQNS=CS
666 DX2=ABS(X2(Lo f jS ) -X2(  J )  )
A ( I»LJNSrNW )=W ClH<W KNS»A(I rJ»NF>-A<IrLJNS»NF>.RO( j »L jN S ) »
1 RO ( 1 1 J ) -RO ( 11 L J h S ) * R A DIMS)
ZW=CO|JS*Kc2H(wKUS»RO( I  »L jNS) »RO( I >J ) -R O ( I >LJN9) »RtONS)
Z v:MU=2V.'hUVZW* 2  M U ( I * LJN5)
GO TO 999
503 L J - J + 1 
UE-YY( ( X 2 ( L J ) - X 2 ( L J - 2 ) ) ' ( X 2 ( L J ) “ X 2 ( L J - l ) ) )
A ( I f L J t [vV. ) — 0 #0 
2W = G.
ZWLiU=0.
GO TO 999
504 L l - i “ l  
EL3-YY { ( X l ( L l  + 2 ) - X l  ( l D  ) ' (X I  ( L I  + D - X l  ( L I )  ) )
A U. I » J r NV; )*=Bb*A I L I  + 1 » J » NW ) - (B B - 1 . 0 ) *  A (L I  +2 * J , mW )
ZW=0.
ZWr,U=o. 
C O N TINUE
C*** END VORTICITY B.C. SPECIAL FORMULATION
CONT INUE
CALL C O N V E C (I »JrKrAUrZU)
ANU i-1=CE*ZMU Il+1»J)*A(I+1»J»K) +CW*ZMU(I-1* J)*A (I-lf JrK)
2 +CN*ZMU(IrJ+l)*A(I'J+1»K) +CS*ZMU(IrJ-l)*A(I»J-lfK)
3 +AU+SOURCE
***************♦♦+♦♦*1
aDNF=(CE+CW+CN+CS>*ZMU(I »J)-ZWMU+ZU+ZQ 
GO TO <+
2 IF(K.NE.NF) GO 7 0^  3
IF  (K • E Q .NF. Af in• (J »E0• J A • AND• I  *E 0 • (I A + 1 ) )) GO tO 2?3 
IF  (K .EO .r jF .AN D . ( J .E G .  J b .  AND. I .EG. ( lA  + 1 ) ) ) GO TO 223 
GO to 224 
223 V\( I ' J» N F )= A (1 -1 #  J f  NF)
GO TO 10 
22A CONTINUE
ANUh=CE*A(I + i r J r K )  +C W *  A ( I  — 1 f J r K )  +CN* A( I • J + l » K ) + C S * A f I r J - l t K > 
2 +SOURCE
ADNH=CE+CW+C n +CS + ZQ
ANUh=CE*A( I + lr JrK) +CW*AC I-lf J»K) + C N * A (I *J + l ,K > + C S * A (IrJ-l*K>
ADND-CE + CL' + Cn + CS+ZU+ZQ 
4 ZZ-A(If J f K )
A(I»J»K)=ANUM/ALNM
C0f'p=0.0
IF (K.EG.NZMM.AND*A(Ir J r K ) .LE.COMR) A (I r J *K )r n .0 
222 . CONTINUE
DlF=A(I»JrK)-ZZ 
IF(K.NE.NW) 60 TO 750 
I F (ISKP.EG.l) GO TO 750 
ANORN=A( I p J'K)
GO TO 760
7|,0 AN0RM=.25*(A(I» j+lrK)+A(I» J-lrKl+A* I + l» JfK)+A(I~1 ,J r K ) > *
IF(/\BS(AN0RN) .LT.ABS(A(I» J»K> ) ) ANOR m = A ( I » J rK)
I F (K .E Q .N Z M M .A N D •A N O R M .L T .3.0E-05 > A N 0 R M = 3 •0E-05 
7 f,0 IF(AUS(aN0RN) .LT.1.0E-10) GO TO 300 \
RS=L'IF/a N c RM . —  ■
GO TO 310 
3f, 0 R S - 0 .0 • '
3i0 CONTINUE
A (I ’ J r K )- Z Z + R P ( K )*DIF
IF(ABS(KS)*LE.AbS(RSDU(K))) GO To 60
RSDU(K)=RS
IIMk(K)=1 r
jJMR(K)=J
60 c o n t i n u e
IF (ACS (L I F ) • LE • ABS (uIFI/AX (K ) ) ) Go TO 65
GlFMAX(K)=DlF
IlMu(K)=I
JJMD(K)=J
65 CONTINUE * /
10 c o n t i n u e
CAi-L B^U.jCT (K) . "
RETURN —  —  -------
c_Nu
TO 4
CALL C O N V E C (IfJrK»AUrZU)
2 +AU+SOURCE
SUBROUTINE S o R C C T (I »J r K * S O U R C E »Z G )
c o m m o n
C 0 r- GIJ 
CO I* Hi Oh 
COMMON 
COKMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
CON'hOh 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COrMON
c o m m o n  
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
SOURCE
A ( l 6 r l 4 » 7 )  f u l ( l o r l U )  r G 2 ( l 6 » l t | )  » K O ( 1 6 r l / i )  » 7 " U ( 1 6 r l ^ )  
XI  (1 6 )  0 ,2  (14 ) » r L L X 1 (16 )  »L'ELX2 (1 4 )  > « ( l a )
AT H L E  (12 ) r ASYML,L(12) » ALECK(12 ) » ANAME (6*  I n )
U ' l N d A  ) *IN* JNf iNMr JNM, Ja*JB* IA»IE 
NO * NF * i iVT »NZMM* I iZML * NZMh* NP 
ROREF r PKEF r TREF»CPREF* ZMUREF 
I h D E ( ? )  , ITiDvjr iNUROt INDZMU 
ROWF
ZMUKrZAA 
STC»HC»HP»FMX 
GLOBrACTE»ZEX 
PR( 7 ) rZ M W (3 )* GCPM *GC• ZJC 
V11 )F (9 ) r VING (9 )  ' VT (9 )
RSDU(7) » DIFMAX ( 7 )  *RP(7)  * CC ' O c  , NwAX * N P p t I J  
NITER,KvORTfIJMP 
NVJ ' LNJ * LNI  
V J (1 Z )
IIMDC7) »JJMLH7) *Uf*R(7) rJjMR(7 )
CN*CS*CE*CWrZW
v a n g l e
terms In finite difference form 
***
c
C** f
GO TO (i*2»A»31»3*3*3)*K 
7;1 IF( INDE(NZMM) .Nl . D  GO 7 0 
I F (1N D E (N Z M M )•E G •1) GO TO
FOR VORTiClTY
*****************
* * * * * * * * : - * * * * * * * * * * *  + * * * *  
* * * ■* * * * * * * * *
SOURCE-O*
DEN=8.*UELX1(I)*LELa 2(J)*R(J)
Si - (RO (1 ' J + l ) -RO ( I > J-i ) )*(VS2(I + lr J)-vS2 ( 1-1 r.|) )
S2=“ (R0(1 + 1 'J)-RO(I-irJ))*(V S 2 (IrJ+i)- V S 2 (I»J-1)) - 
S0URCE=SGURCE+(S1+S2)/DEN 
IF(INDG.E0.2) GO TO 25
S0URCE=S0uRCE+2.*ZMU(IrJ)*(aH»J+1'NW)-aCI'J-1»NW))/
I ((X2(J+1)-X2(J-1))*R(J))
lF(II\IDE(NVT) .EQ.l) SOURCE-SOURCE+(RO (1 + 1 r J) * ( a (1 + 1 rJ,NVT)**2)
1 -Ru(1-1*J ) * (A(I-lrJrNVT)**2) )/( (X I <1 + 1)- X 1 (1-1))* R (J >*R<J > >
p5 CONTINUE .
ZG=G. '• —  - *
RETURN
: * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * *  a t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
FOR s t r e a m  f u n c t i o n
:*
2 SOURCE=RO(I *J )* A (I *J >N W )
Si — (P0(1 + 1» J )- R O (I- 1r J ))*(A (I + 1'j * N F )- A (1-1# J ,N F ) 1 
bl=Sl/((Xl(l+l)-Xl(I-l))**2)
S2-(R0(i > J + l )-RO(I»J - 1 ))*(A(IrJ+l»NF)-A(IfJ-l.NF))
S2=S2/(t X 2 (J + i )- X 2 (J - 1 ))**2)
S O U R C E - S O U R C E - (S 1 + S 2 )/(R (J )* R (J ) * R 0 (Ir J ))
ZQ-O.
r e t u r n
Q * 1* * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *
c FOR o t h e r  DEPENDENT VARIABLES
3 SOURCE-C•
ZG'-0.
RETURN
C * * ** * * + * * + * * * * * * 5» * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ■* * * * * * -* * *•* * * ** **+* ** *
c FOR SiVIRL VELOCITY
C’t * + * * *  * *  * * + + 4 * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * *  
4 ZG=0.
SOURCE-" ( Z^VJ ( I  r J ) /R  ( J )  + ( ZMU ( I »J + l ) -ZRiU ( I »J - 1 ) ) /  ( X2 < J + l  > "X2  C J - 1 ) )
1 + G 2 ( 1 » J ) ) + A ( I * J r N V T ) / R ( J )
RETURN
C FOR FULL MASS FRACTION
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
5 CONTINUE
aFU—A ( I » J tNZMM)
AFH=A ( I  r J r NZimL )
IF  (H C .L E .O .D )  GO TO 350
IF (A F U .L E .O .O )  GO TO 350
IF  t I N D L ( NZMh) • t o •1 )  GO TO 100 
FOX=STC*( a F U - aFH+FMX)
GO TO lbO 
1o 0 A F F -A ( I r J t NZMh)
FOX=STC*(a F U - a FF*FMX) '
1r' 0 IF (F O X .L E .O .O )  GO TO 350 
T E N F - ( AFH*HP-aFU*HC) /CPREF 
IF  (TEr .P .GE*300)  GO TO 250 
TE,MP=TREF 
2 r 0 CONTINUE
F IP = 1 .0 -F O X -A F U
2MEAN=1.0  /  ( AF’J/^MW ( i  ) +FCX/ZMW (2 )  +FIP/ZM«J (3 )  )
TE^P=TEMP+^60 .
SORC=(PKEF+ZMEAN)/(TEPP*GCPM)
SORC-SGKC * SORc
SCRC=S0IX*GL0B*AFU*F0X*(TEt tP** .5>
S0RC=S0RC/(EXP(2EX/TEMP>)
R P S u ^ l • u
SOUKCE--P-PSO + SCRC 
ZG^O.O
RETURN •
3^0 Z0=0.0 • - - .
A5O SOURCE-O•0
r e t u r n
END
S U B R O U T I N E  C U E F c T  (I r J t K )
COMMON A (l o  1 14 r 7 ) t G1 ( 1 6 » 14 ) r G2( 16f14) h ;o (16m ^) » 7" U  (16 * 1*0
COMMON X l ( l 6 ) » X 2 ( l ^ )  t OcLX J (16 )  f bL LX2( 14) »R(1U)
C O M M O N  AT I T L E  (12) »ASYf-'ibL (.12) r a G E O M  (12) # AIIAME (6»1 n )
COMMON I M I! i ( 14 ) 11N * JN r i NR. * J! JM t J A r JB r I A»I E
cor,NON N\. r NF r NVT > NZMM r i iZNL* NZRruNP
COMMON POREF , PhEF » TRCF» CPREF r ZMUREF
C OR r  ON ilJPE (7 )  r INCGr I  NERO»INDZMU
COMMON ROWF
COMMON Zr-'UK»7AA
COMMON STC»KC»HP»FMX
C ** + =i-
FOR FUEL m a s s  f r a c t i o n
COMMON G lOB» ACTE #ZEX
COMMON PR (7) rZMV:(3) r GCPp r C-C 'Z JC
COMMON VI HP ( c j , v llvlo (9) » VT (9)
COMMON RSDU ( 7 ) t l)IFMAX (7)  r RP (7 ) » CC' DC r NMAX»NPpIN
COMMON NITERrKVORTr IJMP 
COMMON NVJ 'LNJrLN I .
COMMON V J (1 2 )
COMMON I I M D ( 7 ) r J J M O ( 7 ) ' I I M R ( 7 ) » JJMR(7)
C Of''MON CNrCS#CE*Clvr ZIV 
COMMON VANGLE 
DIMENSION O(o )
C * * M' ***** + * * * * + **** + **•***** + s ************************ **•;****♦ ****** + *** * 
C CALCULATE C S  FOR CYLINDRICAL COORDS and UNIFORM RECTANGULAR m e s h
r 4 ******** ** ****** ****** * ***** ********* ********* ******** s: ******** ******** 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *  
c FOR VORTICITY
c * * *+* * * * * * * * * *+* * * * * * * * * ♦- * * *+*+* * * * *
IF (K .N E .N W ) GO TO 2 -
DO 10 L - l f  5 
10 D (L )-1 •
GO TO 20
Q * * * * ********************************************************* ***** *****
c FOR STREAM FUNCTION
* *
l F ( K .N E .N F )  GO TO 3 
U( 1 ) - 1 • / ( R ( J ) * R ( J )  )
D (2)-D(1)
D ( 4 ) = D ( 1)
GO TO 60
C
* *
FOR SWIRL VELOCITY
IF(K-NE.NVT) GO TO 15 
L(1)=ZMU(I rj )
D(2)=2MU<I+lrJ )
D ( 3 ) -Z! 'U ( I t J + i)
u('4)=ZVU( I-lr J )
U (5)-ZMU(I »J-1)
GO TO 20
FOR OTHER DEPENDENT VARIABLES
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
L)11)=ZMU(I »J ) /PR ( K ) 
u ( 2 ) = 2 M U ( l + l » J  ) / P R ( K )
D ( 3 ) = 2 M U d  r J + 1 ) /P R (K )
D ( 4 ) = Z N ' , u d - l * J ) /PR ( K )
D ( 5 ) = Z M U d  r j - l ) / P R ( K )
CONTINUE
C E = (Q (2 )+ D ( 1 ) ) / ( ( X I ( 1 + 1 ) - X I ( I ) ) * 2 • *D ELX1( I ) )
C lv = ( D ( l ) + C ( ^ )  ) / (  (X I  ( I ) - X l  ( 1 -1 )  ) * 2 . * E E L X 1 1 I>  )
C K = ( D ( 3 ) * R ( J + l ) / R ( J ) + D ( i ) > / C ( X 2 < J + l > - X 2 ( J ) ) * 2 . * D F l  v 2 ( j ) ) 
C S = ( D ( 1 ) + D ( 5 ) * R ( J - 1 ) / R ( J ) ) / ( ( X 2 ( J ) - X 2 ( J - 1 ) ) * 2 . * D E l  X 2 (J> )  
GO TO 50 
0 CONTINUE
C C = (D (2 )+ D (1 )  ) / (  ( X K I  + D - X K I )  ) * 2  • *LELX1 ( I ) )
CV.-(Dd )+;j(L) )/( (XI ( I )-Xl (1-1) ) *2 • *OELXl (I) )
CN-2 • 0 /  ( (R ( J + l ) +R ( J )  +R ( J )  +‘F: ( J ) ) * ( X 2 ( J + l > - X 2 ( J ) ) * n F L X 2 ( J >  )
CS—2 . 0 / 1 ( R ( J - 1 ) * R ( J ) + R ( J ) * R ( J ) ) * ( X 2 ( J ) - X 2 ( J - 1 ) ) * P f L X 2 ( J > )
CONTINUE
RETURN
end
SUBROUTINE CONVEC ( I  r Jrf<» AUrZU)
COMMON A ( l 6 » 1 4 r 7 ) r 6 1 ( l 6 » l u ) , G 2 ( l 6 ' l 4 ) r R 0 ( 1 6 , i * 4 )  » 7 'U (1 6 » 1 4 )  
COMMON XI  ( l b )  » X 2 ( l4 )  t CELX1 (16 )  *DELX2(14)  r R ( l u )
COMMON A T I T lE  (12 )  »ASYMbL(12) t AGEOM (1 2 )  » A N *M E (6 r ln )
COMMON I KI N ( 1 4 ) » IN r J N »1NMr JNM , Ja f JO »IA  >IE
COMMON Nw»NF* NVT »NZMM> i^ZMLr NZMHt NP
COMMON ROREF. PEEF , TREF r CPREF»ZMUREF
COMMON INDE(7 ) »1NOG r INuRO *INDZMU
COMMON ROWF
COMMON Zm.UK »ZAA
COMMON STC ' hC * HP»FMX
COMMON GLOb»ACTE»ZEX
COMMON P p (7 )  , ZMW( 3 ) r GCPM' GC»ZJC
COMMON V IN P ( 9 ) * V I N G ( 9 ) 'V T ( 9 )
COMMON RSDU(7) r DIFMAX (7 ) *RP(7)  ' CC • DC»Nv.AX * NPd IN 
COMMON NITER,KVORTr IJMiP 
COMMON N V J 'L N J rL N I  
COMMON V J (12)
COMMON 11MD( 7 ) *  JJMD( 7 ) » 11MR(7 )>  JJMR(7 )
COMMON CN' C5 e CE r CW>ZW 
COMMON VANGLE 
c TANK-ANO-TUBE FORMULa TUOH OF THE CONVECTUON TERM "
DXl=DELXl(I>
OX2-DELX2( J )
GM1E=0.25*(a(I»J+l»N F)-A(IfJ-1»NF)+A<I + lrJ+l * mF )-A d  + 1 rJ - l r N F ))
1 / ( R ( J ) * D X 2 )
G M 1 W = 0 .2 5 * (A ( I  r J + 1 » N F ) - m ( I »  J - 1  rNF)+A(  I - l r  J + l f N jF ) - A  ( I - l »  J -1 # N F)  )
1 / ( R ( j ) * D X 2 )
G M 2 S = - 0 . 2 5 * < A ( 1+1*J>NF)“ A(I-1*J*NF>+A(I+1*J“ l , N F ) - d l - l * J - l * N F >  ) 
1 / (K (J ) *0.<1)
b M 2 N = - 0 . 2 5 * < A d  + l* J r N F ) - A d - l »  J » N F ^ A ( I  + 1» J + l , N F )-A < 1-1 * J+l'NF> > 
1 /(K (J )* D X l )
AU=0.
ZU=0.
I L = I M I N ( J ) + l
IF (G M lW ) 1 * 3 * 2  *• -
1 ZU=-GMlW/CXl  
GO TO 3
2 AU=6M1VV*A( 1 - 1 ,  J»K ) /D X 1
IF(K.E0.NW.AND.(I*EQ.IL«AND .J*LE.JA)) GO TO 5nO
3 I F ( 6M2S) 4 ,6  * 5
4 . ZU=ZU—GM2S/0X2 * '
GO T 0 6 ~ —
5 AU=AU+GM2S*A(I»j - 1 * K ) /DX2
IF (K • EQ • NW • AND • ( I  • LE • IA • AND • J • EO • ( JA + 1 ) ) ) GO tCT S n l
6 I F (6 M 1 E ) 7 ,9 * 6
7 AU=AU-GMlE*A( 1 + 1 r J » K ) / D X l  
GO TO 9
8 ZU=ZU+GPilE/UXl
9 IF (G M 2 N )1 0 » l l r 11
10 a U=AU-GM2n * A ( I r J + l * K ) / D X 2
IF (K.EC.N.V* AND. J«EQ, JNM.OR. J.EO. (Jb-1) ) GO Tn 5(H 
RETURN
11 ‘ ZU=ZU+GM2N/DX2
r e t u r n
5-.0 ZU=ZU-GNi1w *Z l /(CW*DX1)
vjO TO 3 
b o l  ZU^ZU-Gm.S+Z,./ (CS+DX2) 
yjQ To O
5(J3 ^.U—ZU+Gj'izN+Z»*/ ( v«N*QX2)
RETURN .
ENJ
SUBROUTINE RCCHDT(K)
CO^i-iON A (16 » li* ,7) » Gl (16 r m  ) t G2 (16 » l'-i ) »Ro (16 # 1 a ) » 7*'U( 16 r 1^ 4 )
COMMON Xl (16) » X 2 U  M ) rp.LLXJ (16) *LEL;.2 (14) »R(lu)
COMMON ATIFl e (12)»ASYMeL(12)»a^E0M(12)*ANAME(6rIn)
COMMON Ir'INd**) » IN* JN* INM» JNM» J b t I A* IE
COMMON NV. r NF »NVT r NZMf. r NZML r N Z M H »NP
COMMON ROREF»PKEFrTREF»CPPEFrZMUREF
COMMON I N D E I t ) rINDGrINuROrINDZtfU
COMMON POWF
COMMON ZMUK r ZAA
COMMON S T C ' H O  HP *FMX
COMMON O l O B i ACTE *ZEX
COMMON PR ( 7 ) , ZMV; ( 3 ) » GCPM ' GC r Z JC
COMMON VjrjP(Q) rVINJ(9> *VT<9)
COMMON RSOU(?) r DiFMAX (7) »RP(7) *CODC,Nt'AXrNPqtN 
COMMON NlTERrKVORT#IJMP 
COMMON NV J*LNJrLNI - 
C 0 MMON V J (12)
COMMON 11MO(7)*JUl'u(7)'11MR(7)rJ JMR(7)
COMMON CN r CS »CE r CW rZW 
COMMON VANGLE
WVWl u C L F »WQrROPrDELROrETA2)= -( n E L F / ( (FtA2*p.X1 ) **2)
1 + W G * (ROP/6.+ P E L R 0 / 8 .))
2 /(R O p / 3 •+5.*DE| PO/pU . )
WHW(WKrLELF'wOrROPrUELROfRAD)= -( D E L F / (OX? * D X ? )
1 +Wfc*lRAD+WK*DX?)*
1 (ROP* (R AD/6*+Wi/*0X2/8. )
j +DELRO*(RAD/8.+WK*nX2/10.))>
<* /  (RaD * (R 6 P * (R a d / 3 . + 5 . * u»K*DX2/2^» )
S +DELRO*(5.*RAD/2£f#+3.*wK*OX2/20« ) ) >
Oil(Ui rU2»U3) = (u2-U3)/((U 1 —U 2 )*(Ul“U 3 ))
L)T 2 ( U1 r U 2 »U 3) = (2 • *U2-U  I " U 3 ) /  ( ( U 2 - U l ) + (U 2-U 3) )
0 T 3 (Ulr U2 »U 3 ) = (U2-1U )/ ( IU3-U1)*(U 3 - U 2 ))
YY( YiJ#YF) = 1. /(!.-(YP/YN) **2)
C LOUNDARY CONDITION SUBROUTINE FOR ALL DEPENDENT VARIABLES.
************************************************■' ***********
00 10 ( 0 2 * 3 * 0 5 * 6 * 6 )  *K 
C FOR VORTICITY....................... A < I ' J r N W )  .
C * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I  CONTINUE 
WKN=-1.
WKP=1.
I F ( IM D G .E 0 .2 )  WKN=0.0 
I F ( 1NDG.E0.2)  WKP-0•0 
IF  (KVORT *NE« H I ) CO TO H I  
U X 2 = X 2 ( J B ) - X 2 ( J B - 1 )
DO 11 1 - 1 t IA
I I  A ( I» JBrNW)=WHj(WKNr A( I  r J C - l r N F ) - A ( I »  jR rN F )  r A ( T * 0,8—1 t NW > > R O ( I r jB >  *
1 K 0 ( I * J B - i ) - P 0 ( I r J B ) * R ( J B ) )
IA 1 = IA + 1  '
DO 12 I - l A l » l N M  
12 A( I f  JN f ( iW )=0 .0
IF  ( J A . c Q . l )  GO TO 169 
J A 1 -J A -1
D X l - X l ( I A + l ) ~ X l ( I A )  
lF  ( J A • LG•2 )  JA1=JA
bb=YY(2 .*DELX1 ( 1A+1) r X H  I A + D - X l  ( IA )  )
DO 102 j= -2»JA l
1..2 At i A r  J»NW)=wVW(m ( I A + 1» J » N F ) - A ( IA »  J 'N F )  r A ( I A + 1 . J * nw) t 
1 K O ( I A # J ) r R O ( i A + 1 r J ) - K O ( I A r j ) f  R ( J ) )
lb 9  -JD2=JB + 1
b b = Y Y ( 2 , * D E L x i ( i A + l ) r X l t I A + l ) - X l ( 1A ) )
DO 171 J=JB2»JNM 
171 A t l A r  J rNW)=bB*A( IA + 1 »J r N h ) - ( B B - 1 . )  *A <I  A+2»JrNw)
A ( IA»  JN»N;j)=C.O 
A 1 1 A r1 rNW) = 0 . 0  
IF  ( j A . L G . 1) GO TO i l l  
D X 2 = X 2 (o A + l ) -X 2 (J A )
DO 101 l = l r l A
In  1 A 11 » JA f NW ) =‘WHW ( V.KP t A ( I » JA + 1 » NF) “ A ( I  * JA »NF) f A ( T r J a  + l»  NW) *
1 RO( I f  J a > » R O ( I rJA  + 1 ) -RO t I r  j a ) # R ( J A ) )
111 I A 2 = IA + i
I F ( I  NOG• Eg . 2 )  GO TO 155 
DO 10 1 - 1A2»I n 
A t I r 1»NW)= 0 •0  
10 CONTINUE 
GO TO 157
155 DO 156 I = I A 2 » I N
156 Ad'lrNi. ) =0 • O
157 CONTINUE 
I - I N
Ob=YY( 2 . *DELX1( I - 1 ) » X I ( X) - X I ( 1 - 1 ) )
DO 170 J - 2  f JN 
170 A ( I  '  J » NV;) =BB*a ( 1 - 1  r J r NW) - ( B B - 1 . ) *A <I - 2  r . j f  NW)
100 CONTINUE 
RETURN
DO 200 1 — 1 * IA  ' - -
’ 200 A ( I» J B » N F )= A ( l» J B » N F )
JB2-JB+1  r
DO 205 J=JB2»JN
DXH2=0• 5 * ( X 2 ( j ) - X 2 ( J - 1 ) )
0TH2=DXH2*(R( J - 1 ) * G 1  ( IA *  J - D + R C  J ) * G 1  ( tA» J )  )
A ( IA f J » nF ) “ A ( IA r J —1» NF)
COIvP-0 • 0
205 IF  (DTH2.GT.C0NP) A ( I A »J ' NF) = A t I A »J *NF)+DTH2 
DO 202 1 =1 r l A  
2(}2 A ( I »  JA»NF)=A( 1 1 JA r NF)
DO 2 0 A- J= 1 r JA 
2 vM A 11A »J »NF ) =A ( IA t JA r UF)
1A1=1A+1
bE = Y Y ( 2 . *DELX2t JN“ 1 ) r X 2 I J N ) - X 2 ( J n - 1 ) )
DO 201 1=I A 1 » IN
A 11 * JN 91 <F) =Bb* A ( I ' J N - 1 * NF) -  < B B - 1 . 0 ) *  A ( I  # JN -2  r mF ) /
IF  ( A ( I  r JiJrNF) .L E .A  (1 -1  ' JMrNF) ) A< I #J N * N F )= A (1 -1  . JN,NF) 
201 CONTINUE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C FOR STREAM FUNCTION A ( I r J r N F )
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
2 CONTINUE
DO 212 1 — I A r IN 
2 12 A I I r i ' NF) — A ( IA » 1 fNF)
216 CONT IhUE
b B = Y Y ( 2 . * D E U l  ( I N - 1 )  r X I  ( I N ) - X I  ( I f  J - 1 ) )
DO 220 J —2 * Urm 
2.7' 0 A I Ii'v * J f NF ) -U b *  A I I f  I—x t J 1 1 iF ) — ( B o - 1 • ) *A ( I N-2 t J * NF ) 
299 RETURN
C Fu R s w i r l  v e l o c i t y
m* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *
301
C***
c
c
4b2
401
403
405
410
406
404
407
CONTINUE
b6 = Y Y ( 2 . * D E L X 1 (IN-1) rXII IN ) - X I (lN-1)) 
r,0 301 U=1 t Jh
A ( IN' JruVT)=bB*A ( IN-1 r Jr NVT)-(0B-1* > *A ( lN~2r J, n V D  
CONTIn U l
r e t u r n
FOR FUEL NASS FRACTION AND DIMENSiOMLESS E N T h Ai PY 
FOR FIXTURE FRACTION
CONTINUE
IF (JA«EG*1) 00 TO 401
6 B = Y Y ( 2 . * D E L X 1 (IA+ 1 )»X1(IA+1)-Xi(I A ) )
JA1-UA-1 
CO 402 J=1 »U,U
A< IA r J f i .Zf/M) —3B* A (1A +1 r JrNZMH)-lDB-l« ) *A (IA+2 • J'NZf -M)
IF (A(Ia'JrWZMM).LT.0.0) A (I A r J t N Z M M )=0.0
c o n t i n u e
COMfINUE
BB=YY (2 . *CEL x 2 (U N - 1 ) * X2 IJI4) -X2 (JN-1 > )
IAl-lA+l 
DO 403 l=IAl#IN
A ( I  ' JNr NZ?/;M) =3*3* A < I  * JN -1  * NZMM) -  I GB~1 . ) *A ( I  * JN -2  ' N7MMT 
IF  ( A ( I r JN r NZMM) . LE • 0 . 0 ) A ( I » JN r NZMM) = 0 . 0 
IA  3=6
IF (I .L E •IA3) a (I 'UN * N Z M M )= A (I~1rJN rNZMM)
CONTINUE
ELj-YY ( (X2( JA + 2)-X2(JA) ) ' (X2 (JA + 1 )-X2 (J A ) ) )
IF  ( I A - E C M )  GO TO 410 
□ 0 405 1 = 2 9 1a
A< I ' JA'NZmM)=I33*A (I ' JA+1 f NZMM) - (BB-1 •) *A (I » JA+2 ' N 7MM)
CONTINUE
BB=YY(2.*DELX2(0b -l)*X2(JB)-X2(J&-1>)
IF  ( I A •L O •1) GO TO 404 
DO 406 1=2 1 Ia
A ( I * UB ' NZMM) =BB*A( I •J B - 1 ' NZMM) - ( B B - 1 . ) * A ( I »J R - 2 *N7MM)
CONTINUE 
JE2=JB+1 
DO 407 J= j !32»JN 
a (IA»J»NZk M)=0*0 
CONTI n U l
6B=YY(2.*DELX2(2)»X2(2)~X2(i))
XA2=iA+l 
DO 406 I=IA2rIN
A * I ' 1 9 N Z M M ) — BB * a 11 9 2 1 N Z M M ) - (B B - 1 . ) *A ( j » x t N Z M M )
IF  ( A ( I »1 r NZMM } . LT . 0 . 0 ) A ( I  »1» NZmM ) =0 . 5* ( A CI r 1 , N7r C ') +A ( I  r 2 ' NZmM ) ) 
IF  ( A ( I » i  r NZ; iM ) . LT . 0 . 0 ) A ( I * 1 '  NZMM) =0 . 5 *  ( A ( I  # 1 r NZMM) +A < I  r 2 r NZMM) )
IF ( M l r l r N Z M O  .LT.0.0) A (I »1 * NZMM) =A (I » 2 t NZMm)
14U6 CONTINUE
b 6 = Y Y ( 2 . * D E U X 1 (IN-1)»X1 ( I N)-XI(lN -1))
L'C 4 05 w=2rJNM
A UIJ» J r | ;Z MM ) =LiB* A < I N - 1 »u »N Z M M ) - (B E - 1 . ) *A ( IN-2 , J r N 7 M M )
IF (A (I N » Jf M Z K M ) • LE • 0 .0 ) A (IN » J »N Z M H ) = A ( IN-1 r. i»N Z M M )
•'469 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
5 CONTINUE
r EFV L z C P R E F * (TRLF-Mo O .)/HP 
IF ( J A * E G * D  UO TO 501 
E B = Y Y ( 2 . * D E L X 1 (IA+1) rXItIA+1)-Xl(IA)) 
j A 1-JA-1 —
DO 502 o— l t JA1 „
A( IAr jfi.Zl L)=BB*A( IA + Ir JrNZML)-(BB“ l. ) *A (IA+2*JrNzML)
5U2 CONTINUE 
561 CONTINUE
1 ,13=YY(2.+ D E L X 2 (J N - 1 )rX 2 (J N )- X 2 (J N - 1 ))
IAl=lA+l 
DC 503 l=IAlrIN
A (I » JN r N Z M L ) =BB*A (I r JN-1 r N Z M L ) - (B B - 1 . } * A (I »J N - 2 »N 7 M L )
IF ( A (I r JN r N Z M L ) . LE . REFVL ) A (I r J N ' N Z M L ) =REFV|
IA3-6
IF (I .L E •IA3) A (I f JN t NZfoL)= A (I~19 JN 9NZML)
565 CONTINUE
UB=YY( (>;2 ( J A + 2 ) -XL (J A ) ) ' (X2 (JA + 1 )-X2( JA) ))
IF (Ia . L O . D  60 TO 510
CO 505 1-291A
565 A ( I • JA»NZmL>=BB»A( I ' JA + 1 ' N Z M L )-(B B - 1 . ) * A (I r JA4.?»N7ML) .
510 CONTINUE
bL-YY (2. *DELX2 (JEi-1) 9 X2 (J B ) -X2 (J B - 1 ) )
IF ( I A . L O . D  GO TO 504 
DO 506 1—2 * IA
566 A (I ' Jb r NZML > =BB*A (I ' JB-1 * N Z M L ) - (BB-1 •) *r (I * Jr-2 r N 7 ^ L )
564 CONTINUE
JB2-JB+i - •
CO 507 J=JBZrJN
A (I A »J »n Z M L )= C P R E F * (T R E F - 4 6 0 .)/HP
567 CONTINUE 
bb=YY(2.*DELX2(2)»X 2 (2)- X 2 (1))
1A2-iA+i
DO 50b I=IA2rIN
A (I '1'N Z M L )= B B * A (I f 2 »N Z M L )-(BB-1.)* A (Ir 3 *NZML)
IF IA (I »1 * N Z M L ) . LT . 0 . 0 ) A (I r 1»N Z M L > =0 . 5* (A (I »1 r N 7 m L ) +A CI»2 1 NZm.L)) 
IF (A (If1 rNZML).L T .0•0) A (1 91rNZML)=0.5*(A (1 91 t N Z M L )+A C192 9N Z M L ) ) 
IF lA(IrlrNZML).LT.0.0) A (I 91 9 N Z M L )- A (I » 2 9 NZM| )
568 CONTINUE
B B = Y Y (2.+ C E L X 1 (IN- 1 )9 X I (I N ) - X I (lN- 1 >)
UO 509 0 = 2 9JNM
A (I i\ 9 J f N Z M L ) =BB* A (IN-1 ro r N Z M L ) - (B B - 1 . ) * a (IM“2 ,J f N7 M L )
IF (A( IN 9 J 9 NZML) • LE • 0 • 0 ) A (IN 9 J r N Z M L ) r A (I N-l 9.19 N Z M L )
569 CONTINUE 
RETURN
, 6 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
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i_Q«2L2> 00 TO ^2  
ic. i 00 To 10
( L * R ) rJ—i  » 6 ) » i JITER
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XI
li\i( J )
bl
*+ CO.^ T IrOE
x E i * . P T Y - (  i l l - i ) / i X
i F  l I £ ; . , r ' T Y *  3 L »  1 )  uO To o
P R  I ii I X  0  i  r J » ( A  v i * J  t K  ) r i  —  i I i * i l 2 r j . X )
oO Tu ^
Go fO ( bi f Jd t * ch » bb) f ic_ir;PTY
PR x i, i LJi >J* (nlirJiK) ri- I I l » l I 2 » I X )
o O T \j 2
32 P R I N T 2 0 2 t J » (A (1 »J t K ) t I::IIlr 1 1 2 rIX)
GO TO 2
33 P R I nT 2 0 3 r U » ( A ( I r J f K) rI: 1 l M I I2r IX)
G O  10 2
3*+ P R I N T 20** t J i (A (I t J t K ) t I:' I I I  9 I J 2 » IX )
60 TO 2
30 P R I N T 205 r Ji- (A (I * J * K) » I:: I U r ll2r IX )
£ C O N T I N U E '
5 C O N T I N U E
P R I N T 102 , (I,- 1 = 1 * IN * I X )
IF (K . EG- NW) PR IN T 105 9 I N D G
10 CONTINUE
100 ' f OR(mAT(1H1»35X»^1HTHE DISTRIBUTION 0 F . 6 A 6 / /
1 »2X»23HNUmrER OF ITERATION = * 1 5 / / )
l , . 2 FORMAT ( l H 0 » / / »  11 ( 111) » / * l l ( I l l W f  1 1 ( 1 1 1 ) )
101 FORMAT (1H0» 12 r2Xr  11 (1PE11 • 3 ) »/  r *+X * 11 (1PE11.3 )  ( l P E l l * 3 )  )
201 FORMAT ( 1H0 »12 f 13X» 10 ( l P r l l  1 . 3 )  r/ # AX' i 1 ( 1PE11 . 3 )  **X» 11 ( 1PE11.3) >
202 FORMAT(1H0»1 2 »2hX» 9 ( 1 P E 1 1 . 3 ) r / * * 4 X » i l ( 1 P E 1 1 . 3 ) t / tUY11 1 ( 1PE11.3)> 
2(j3 FORMAT (1H0» 1 2 »35X» o ( 1 P L 1 1 . 3 )  » / » <4X»11 ( 1PE11 . 3 )  » / » 4 X »11 ( 1PE11. 3 )  > 
20*+ FORMAT(lHOr1 2 rAuX» 7 ( 1 P L 1 1 . 3 ) r / r A X » H ( 1 P E 1 1 . 3 ) » / » 4 X r 1 1 ( 1PE11*3> > 
2<j5 FORMAT(1H0»1 2 r57X» 6 ( 1 P L 1 1 . 3 ) » / »HX»1 1 ( 1PE11• 3 ) * / m Y » 1 1 ( 1 P E 1 1 .3 ) ) 
I ; j 5  FORMAT(1H 10x»7hINDG = *12 )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE T h BUCT (IT a G)
COMMON A116, l*4r7) »C-U16»14) » G 2 d  6»1 *0 rR0(i6*Hn ,?Ml!(l6*l*n 
COMMON Xl(lu) r X 2 (1M-) rOELXl(iq) * LELX2 (1A ) rptl4*)
COMMON AT I T L E (12)»AbYMpL(12) » a GEOMM 1 2 ) *ANa ME(6*10)
COMMON 1M11! 11A ) r IN» JNr JNM.r J/,» JB» IA» IE
COMMON N v. f NF ' IJV T r NZ.-iM' N Z M L »I <ZMH» NP
COMMON NOREF ^ P R l-F r Tn EF r CP n EF r ZMOREF   ___    ‘
COMMON iNpE ( 7 ) r i N D G d N L R O r  INcZMU •
COMMON ROwF 
COMMON ZMUKfZAA 
COMMON STC * HC * HP t FMiX
c o m m o n  g l o b » a c t e »z e x
c o m m o n  PR (7) fZM.. (3) *GCPM*GC*ZJC
COMMON V :N P (9)» V I N G (9)» V T (9)
COMMON R S D U (7)r D I F M A X (7)*RP17 ) * C C r D C *NMAX.NPRtN 
COMMON NITER »K V O R T 11JMP 
COMMON NVJrLNJ'LNI 
COMMON V J (12)
COMMON 1I M D (7)»JJMD(7)rIIMR(7)»UJMR(7)
COMMON CN r C S »CE r CW r ZW 
COMMON V a n GLE 
DIMENSION I MPR (16 »1*4-)
r t h i s  s o e r . t a b u l a t e s  t h e  c o m p l e t e  s e t  o f  r e s u l t s  
c TEMPERATURE s t o r e d  s e p a r a t e l y
70
71
9
6
7
10 CONTINUE
I F (ILINE/IN*’IN. E Q • ILlNE) PRINT 103*.
IF (hC.LE.0 .0 ) GO TO 6
I F (IN.LT«19.AND.ILINE/(3*IN)*(3*IN).EQ.ILI n f ) PRINT 105*
2 ( ASYi iBL ( K ) ,K=lr IQ)
GO TO 5
6 I F (IN*LT-19*AND.ILINE/(3*IN)*(3*IN).EQ.ILImE) PRINT 101*
2(ASYM0L(K)»K=lrIQ)
S CONTINUE
IG=ITAB
IF(ITaB.E0.7) 10=6 
IF (H C .L E .0 •0) GO TO 71 
uO 7C J=1*JN /
1L=IMIN(J)
UO 70 I=lL»IN 
T M p R (I » j )= t (1 * J)
T M P R ( I »J ) =(5*(TMPR( I »j ) - 3 2 ) ) / 9  
CONTINUE
c o n t i n u e
IF (H C •LL . 0 • 0 ) GO TO 9 
PRINT 105'(ASYMBL(K),K=lrIQ)
GO TO 3
PRINT 101 , (a SYMUL(K)»K=1*IQ)
CONTINUE -
ILINE-0 
DO 1 J=1'JN 
IL=IhIN(U )
DO 1 1 = 1 * In ~
IL1NE=ILINE+1
IF (I-LT.1L) PRINT lOc*I*J 
IF(I.LT.IL) GO TO 10 . 7
W=A(1* J*1)*R(J). ''
V 1= G 1 (I » J )/RO (I * J)
V2=G2(lrJ)/Ro(I*J)
IF (hC.LE.0.0) GO TO 7
PRINT I02r I » J »  VI r V2 »RO( I r J) rZMU(I» j) t TMPR ( t . U ) . A ’» ( A ( 1 1J r K ) , K=2 r IQ) 
GO TO 10
PRINT 10 2 r I»J*VlrV2'R0(IrJ)*ZMU(IrJ)*Wr(A(l#J*K)*K=2*IQ)
I F ( I N • L T *22)  GO TO 1 
IF  ( riC • LE • 0 • 0 ) GO TO <+
IF  ( 11 j • L E • 2 2 • AND• I  L I N E /  ( 2 *  IN )  * ( 2 * l N )  #f G. IL Ik -e )  PRINT 105* 
2 (A S Y M B L (D *K = 1 * IG )
60 TO 3
<4 I F ( I N . L E . 2 2 . A N D . I L I N E / ( 2 * I N > * ( 2 * I N )  . E Q . I L I mE) PRINT 101*
2 ( ASYMBL(K)#K=1*IQ)
3 CONTINUE .
IF  (I iC.LE* 0 • 0 ) GO TO H
I F ( I N * L E •2 2 )  GO TO 1
I F ( I l I N E / 5 5 * 5 5 . EG #IL lN E)  PRINT 105*
2 ( ASYMBL(K) * K = 1 * IQ )
GO TO 1
l l  1 F ( I L I N E / 5 5 * 5 5 # E Q . I L I N E )  PRINT 10L#
2 ( A S Y M B L (K ) ,K = l r IQ )
1 CONTINUE
105 FORMaT ( 7H1 I Jr4*4H V l  V2 nEKSlTY
1 1 lH  TEMP(CC) » 8 ( 5X * A6) )
i ( j l  FORMAT (7H1 I J*44H  V l  , V2 nENSlTY
1 5 ( 5 A * A 6 ) )
102 FORMAT(1H » 2 I 3 * 1 1 ( 1 P L 1 1 . 3 ) )
3 03 FORMAT(1H )
10*+ FORMAT ( 1H » 2 (1 5 )  )
RETURN 
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SUBKOUTi NE DEmSc T 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON
M  16 r 14 >7) rGl ( lbf U  ) rG2(lb» 14 ) *RO( 16, 1 ) * 7 'U(16f 14 J 
Xl (16) »X2<14) rOLLXl (16) »LELX2(14) #R(1u )
A T I T L E ( 1 2 ) »ASYMBL( 1 2 ) *AGE0M(12>» ANAME( 6 # i n )
1 V I M  14 ) , I N * JN r lNM r JNM , J A * J J , I A t IE
NW*NF»NVT *NZMMr NZML* NZMH, NP 
ROREF, PNEF»1 REF r cPPEF* ZMUREF 
INDt- (7 )  r INDG, INUROr INDZMU 
ROWF
Z'MUK » ZAA
s t c »h c »h p »f m x
GlOB , ACTE *Z£X
PR (7 ) , ZMW (3 ) , GCPf-1 * GC * Z JC
VlN'P (9 )  , V lN G (9 )  »VT (9)
R S D U ( 7 ) r U l F M A X (7)rPP(7)*C C * D C ,N m A X »NPotN 
NITER,KVORTfJJMP 
NVJ *LNJr LNI •
VJ(12)
11MD(7)fJJMU(7)•11MR(7)rJJMR(7)
CNrCSrCLrCWrZW 
VANGLE
CALCULATIONTURE DENSITY
* * * * * * * * * *  * * * * *  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
L>0 40 J r l r J N  
XL = I M I N ( J )
DO 40 I  = I L * IN
AFU=A(IrJrNZMM) —
I F ( A F U . G T . l . ) AFU=1.0 
I F ( A F U . G T . - l . C E - 5 )  GO TO 15 
AFU=0.0 
15 CONTINUE
IF  ( A F U . L E . 1 . 0 E - 2 0 )  AFU=Q«0 
A F H = A ( I ,J rN Z M L )
TEM.P=( AP H*HP-AFU*HC) /CPREF 
CONTINUE
IF  ( INDE(NZMH).EQ*1) GO TO 25 
F0X=STC*<aFU-aFN*FMX)
GO TO 35 ~
A F F = A ( I fJ rN Z M H )
EOX=STC*(aFU-aFF*FMX)
35 CONTINUE
I F ( F O X . G T . - 1 . E - 0 5 )  GO TO 20 -  
FOX-O•0
20 CONTINUE r -
FIP=1.0“FOX-aFU
ZMEAN=1. 0/ ( AFU/ZMW* (1 )  +FOX/ZMW (2 )  +FIP/ZMW(3)) 
TEMP-TEMP+460•
IF  ( TEMP*LE*TREF) TEMP=TREF 
DENSTY=(ZmEAN+PREF)/(GCPM*TEMP)
RO ( I » J ) -Rov;F*dEnST Y+ ( 1 .  0-ROVvF) *RO ( 1 9 J)
/t.0 continue 
return 
END
SO
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tf 2 _ F r  r o •u
L/0 3o w — J A Z r J B  
o l = U - l
Otl~ J .
r 1 1 — v i i P  (J i ) ^  </ *• Nr (ol)
rlx.— t-.-i,'‘r'^J2)-'-l;.P^Gi))/(A2(u,2^""A2tJi)) 
r T o — v 11 *P (J l ) *» F » 2•
r l •+-i*7£-*FT2 >
1F 11 Jjj''-' • E J • 2) v’G TO 15 '
iU. i-r i A - ( uii ^ lJ>— 2 # :< r l A sf:Xjci(Jl) +
i X x ( o l )  *^o)/5*-r i h Tl + r 1 4* X 2  C J l ) (Jl) — FT o * X 2  (J l ) ) * ( X2(JE) * * 2 -
2/s.2iJxjs»':*-c.)/2*0 
oO T c/ c-o
lb ^U, = F  fs* U 2 (  j 2) v ^ 3 - a 2( J l J * ^ 3 ) / 3 .  +(FT3*“2 . * F T h + X 2( J l ) ) *(X2C J2)**2-
1 X ^ ( u i > ^ ^ 2 ) / 2 *  + iFT i  + F l h  ^ A i i  ( u 1 ) » a 2 ( J i ) - F T 3 ^ X 2 ( J l ) ) * ( X 2 ( J 2 > -
2 X x. (J l ) )
2 J CGi<Tl;,JE
v 2 - F r i v  2r FF+SUri
-o  CONTINUE
F C 1 = . 5 * ( a 2 ( U L ) * X 2 ( J b ) - X L ( J A ) * X 2 ( J A ) )
IF ( IN D G .E Q .2 )  F C 1 = X 2 ( J 0 i - X 2 ( J A )
V2EFF=V2EFF/Fc l
ZMVV=Z!/Ol*V2EFF
IF  (INDE ( NVT ) , 0 0 . 1 )  ZF:W=ZR!VV+ZF<U1* ( A ( 1 ,  JB -1  r nVT ) **2)
ZMVV=Z?''VV** 0 .3 3 3 3
AA=ZNUK* ( (2 • * ,X2 (JN ) ) ** 0 • 6 6 6 6 7) *ZnV V/ ( XI ( IN) ** . 333.^3) 
ZAA=AA 
9 CONTINUE 
DO 10 J=1»JN 
IL = 1 M IN (J )
UO 10 i=il»in
IF ( INDZM U.NE.I )  GO TO a
Zl-iu( I» J )= Z A A * (R o (  1»J )  ♦ * 0 . 6 6 6 6 7 )
GO TO 1C 
3 ZMU(IrJ)=ZMUREF
i O c o n t i n u e
RETURN
END
c
c** +
FUNCTION T(IrJ)
COMMON /\(16»lMr7) fGl (l6rl«4) #G2ll6»l«H»R0(16»m) » 7*'U(16rl4>
COMMON XI (16) » X 2 (14) f Dt-LXl (16) »DELX2(14) »R (It*)
COMMON AT ITLE (12 ) » ASYf 'bL (12 ) * A G E 0 M U 2 )  r ANAME ( 6 r In)
COMMON IKIN (14 ) »I N *JN r i N M »Jl JM»J A »J u »IA»IE 
COMMON r.\! # N’F » U \ T r N2MM r NZML »NZMHt NP •
COMMON K C R E F » PkEFr TREF » C P R E F *ZHUREF 
COMMON lN0t(7)rINDGrINuRO rINDZMU 
COMMON ‘ROWF 
COMMON ZMUKrZAA 
COMMON STC»HC*HP»FMX 
COMMON G L O b » a CTE »ZEX 
• COMMON PR ( 7 ) , ZMVv ( 3 ) » GCPM * GC *Z JC * __
COMMON V I N P (9 )r V I N o (9)* V T (9) ' "
COMMON .R S D U ( 7 ) t D I F M A X (7)»RP(7)*C C'D C #NmAX*N P rtN
COMMON N I T ERrKVORTrIJMP
COMMON NV J » L N J *LNI
COMMON V J (12)
COMMON IIMD (7 ) • JJMD(7) »IIf1R(7) »JJMR(7>
COMMON CN *CS t CE * C W »ZW 
COMMON V ANGLE
t e m p e r a t u r e  c a l c u l a t i o n
A F U - A (I »JrNZMM)
A F H - A (Ir J r N Z M L )
TE!'P=(AFh+HP-AFU*HC)/CPREF * ‘
TEOF=TREF-460.
IF (TEMP.LE*TEOF) TEWPrTEOF
I-TEMP
RETURN
END \
FUNCTION V S 2 (If j )
COMMON A ( 16#14 # 7 ) # 3 1 ( I d # 1 4 ) # 6 2 ( 1 6 * 1 4 ) # r0 (16#14>  » 7 M U { l 6 f 14)  
COMMON XI (16 )  r X 2 (14 ) #D tLX l  (16)  *LELX2(14 )  rR(lu)
COMMON ATITLE C12) » ASYf-'bL ( 1 2 ) *  AGEOM (12 )#  ANAME ( 6 # I n )
COMMON IMIN (14 ) # 1N t J N # i NM» JNM» J/\# JB» IA# IE
COI'MON Nv; #NF# NVT * NZMM r NZML * NZMi 1 # NP
COMMON ROREF » PREFr TREF * CPREFr ZMUREF
COMMON IfvJDE ( 7 ) # INCG » INDRO# INDZMU
common ROWF
COMMON ZMUK»ZAA
COMMON 5TC * He * hP #FMX
COMMON GLOB#ACTE#ZEX
COMMON PR (7 ) # ZH'.v ( 3 ) # GCPM * GC # Z JC
COMMON V IM P( 9 ) # V IN G (9 ) * V T (9 )
COMMON R S D U (7 )# DIFMAX( 7 ) # R P (7 )#CC* D C *N n A X #N P p t N 
COMMON NITER#KVORT»IJMP 
COMMON NVJ * LN J # LNI
COMMON V J (1 2 )  -  •
COMMON IIMD (7 )  »JJMD(7) *1IMR(7) #JJMR(7>
common c n »cs #CE * cw# zw 
COMMON VANGLE ■
VS2 = (G l  ( I  * J ) * G 1  ( I  # J ) + 3 2 ( I r  J ) * G 2 ( I #  J )  ) / ( R n ( I # . l ) * R O ( l # J )  >
RETURN
END
jR 0-j‘ii.,t PLOY T (K )
CO;■;i W i . t\ 1 1C r j.-i » 7 ) »o xliOl i 4 ) r 32 ( AD * 1 -r ) *R 0 ( I 6 »  1-+) »ZF.U iV15» 1^)
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lO  a L  i I ) = a l - I  a - i  ) + /.SP  
YLvl)=G#j
u O  2 u i Lr.vj
£0 iLi J>=*iL(J-l)+YSP
I S Y B = .\ 1 1 i A )/ X S P + 1  • 5 _
J'Oi'l-AZ I J n  7 /  Y S P +1 • D
2 C 2.0 u.»•— UO
Ah (J • G I • vjbri) GO *i 0 2o
I b i ^  ( 2  ) —  i S  t o
bC 1 0  t.5  '
>0 IGo(J)-2.U
2 —* 2 0 , \ T  A  i J 2  2
A G — I c. . _ X
k R a fiV BOu ^rr
PFva!;1 j _> 11w  Y* <Bl.(KJ - -
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PR iR i w2u
uC 9 uj J j - i r L i ^  _
2= ^ L imo^X ) ~ JJ
uC 4 J  i  — ^  * l_i i I
A-C a  ( a ) — A u.,vr v
AUQ • c • • Lh J) 2 0 To 50
u 0  A d  a — i  tL U X
4D A  ( A ) -,.L,Oui\i
GO TO 860 
50 DO 65 J i= 2 » J N
l F ( X 2 ( J l ) . G E . Y L ( J ) ) GO TO 60 
r,5 CONTINUE 
LOOP=1
PRINT 3 5 0 rLOOP 
GO TO 910 
f.0 D Y = Y L ( J ) - X 2 ( J l - 1 )  
nO 65 1 = 1 # IN
65 XA(I)=A(I#Jl-1»K)+DY*(A<I*J1»K)“A(I*Jl-1»K)) / r y2 {. il)-X 2  < Jl-1 > )
XVF = X A ( l ) + X S p 2 * ( X A ( 2 ) - X A ( l ) ) / ( X I (£ > " X 1 (1 )  )
IS T = I G 5 ( J ) +1 '  -  ' f .
DO 670 I  = IS T #L N I1  
DO 70 11 = 2 » IN
I F ( X 1 ( I 1 ) . G E . X L ( I ) ) GO TO 75 <
70 c o n t i n u e
L00P=2
PRINT 3 5 0# LOOP
GO TO 910 ' /
75 [;X=XL( I)“X1<Il-l)
GRD= (XA ( I D - X A  ( 11“ 1) ) /  (X I  ( I I ) - X I  ( 11 -1 )  )
X \ /=X A ( I1 -1 )+ D X *6R D
XV2=XVF
XVF=XA( U-1 > + (DX+XSP2)*GRD
DO 60 K L = 1 #NVJ
NN=0
IF  C V J (K L ) .G E .X V .A N D .V J (K L ) .L E .X V F )  NN=I 
I F (  VJ (KL)  . L E .X V .A N D .V J (K L )  .GE.XVF) tJN=I 
I F ( V J (K L )  .GE.XV.AND. V J (K L )  .L E .X V b )  Mf4=I 
I F ( V J ( K L ) . L E . X V . A N D . V J ( K L ) . g e . x v b )  n n = i 
IF (N N .E O .Q )  GO TO 60
X( I )=XSYM(KL> _
i 0 CONTINUE 
670 CONTINUE
I F ( J .G T .J G H )  GO TO 660
I F ( J . L T . J G H )  GO TO 63 .
uO 62 K G I= 1 ' IS T B  '
f;2 X(KGI)=XB0UN
GO TO 860 -
63 X ( IS T D ) = X b OUn
6p0 CONTINUE ------
PRINT 34 0# Y L ( j )* ( X ( I P ) # IP = 1 1 L N I )
9( 0 CONTINUE ~
9 ] 0  CONTINUE 
300 FORMAT(1H1)
305 FORMAT (25H1C0N5TANT-VALUE PLOT OF 'A 6 / / 2 3 H  Ni ir-BrcS REFER TO THE 
139HC0KSTANT-VALUES PLOTTED. VALUt_S B E I N G . . . / / )
3 i  0 FORMAT ( 1H # 3 h l=  # 1PE11 . 5  r 3y # 3H2= »1PE11 • 3 .  3X # 3H3= , 1 P E H . 3 . 3 x »
1 3H4= # 1 P E H . 3 . 3 X . 3 H 5 =  f l P E H . 3 r / #  4H 6= , l P E i l * 3 . 3 X #
2 3h7= 1 1PE11 .3  . 3X » 3H6= # I P E l l • 3»6X t 3h9= »1pE11.3#3X>
3 3HA- #1 P E 1 1 . 3 . / . 4 H  b= . 1 P E U  . 3 ' 3X. 3HC= . 1 p E 1 1 .3 )
1 r, 1 FORMAT (12A6)
320 FORMAT(1H » / / )
3(4 0 FORMAT (1H . F 4 . 2 » I X »120A1>
350 FORMAT (1H # 10X . 2 7HI INTERPOLATING FAILED I OOP = ,t2)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION ADF{ I r  j » LX »KG)
COMMON A ( l 6 * 1 4 » 7 ) r G l ( l & r 1 4 ) f G 2 ( l 6 » l 4 ) * R 0 ( 1 6 r 1 4 ) •  7? 'U(16»14)  
COMMON XI ( l b )  »X2 (1 4 )  r 0 L L X1 (16)  'DELX2<14) »R(14>
COMMON A T I T l e ( I ^ )  »ASYMdL(12> » AGEOM <12) r ANAME (6 1 I n )
COMMON IM IN (14 ) » IN r JH , iNM r JNM t Ja » JE t I  A ' IE
COMMON f iw»NF »NVT»NZMM»NZML»NZWH»NP
COMMON ROREF r PKEF» TREF* CPREF r 2MUREF
COMMON IN D E(7)  » INDGr INUP.0» INDZMU
COMMON ROV.'F
COMMON ZMUKrZAA
COMMON STC* he * HP t FMX
COMMON GL013 r ACTE» ZEX
COMMON PR( 7 ) , ZfoW( 3 ) » GePM' GC * ZJC r
COMMON V IN P ( 9 )* V I N b ( 9 ) ' V T (9 )
COMMON RSDU(7) r DIFMAX (7 )  »RP(7) »CC*DC»NmAXM\JPp IN  
COMMON NlTuRfKVORTrIJMP 
COMMON MVJ* LNJ * LNI 
COMMON V J (12 )
COMMON 11MD ( 7 ) r J JMD (7 )  »11MR (7 )  »J JMR (7 )
COMMON Crj r CS r CE t CW» ZW 
COMMON VANGLE 
DIMENSION A o d f c r  14 »12)
DI MENS I ON EENQ (20 ) » DvVSR ( 2 0 ) f BP(20 )
EQUIVALENCE ( A ( i )* AO( 1 ) )
OF( AA»Bb ' CCr DO * EE•F F ) = ( ( EE*E E -F F *F F ) *DD+
1 FF*FF*B3~EE*EE+CC ) / (EE*FF*  ( AA* EE+FF) )
C * * *. * * * * ** * * * *: * 4: * * * * * * 4- * * ** * * * * * * i * * * * ** * 4 * * * *
C THIS FUNCTION EVALUATES FIRST DERIVATIVES
c t h r e e - p o i n t  q u a d r a t i c  a p p r o x i m a t i o n *
c d e p e n d i n g  on t he  p o s i t i o n  of t h e  p o i n t  ( I r j )
c d i f f e r e n t  EXPRESSIONS FOR The DERIVATIVE.
i •
* * * * * *  * * * * *  + * * * * *  * * * *  
ACCORDING TO THE
THEp E a r e  f i v e
M— 1
IF  ( I • L E • I A • AND• I • GE• 1 )  GO TO 300 
300 IF  ( J . E C . J B )  GO TO 94 -
IF  ( I • EC• I A • AND• J • GT• JQ) GO TO 93 
IF  ( J . E b • J A • AND• I • L T • IAJ GO TO 92 
I F ( J . E O . I )  GO TO 92 
I F ( J . L E . J a - A N D * I . E O . I A )  GO TO 93 
IF  ( J • GT• J A • AND• J • L T • J B • AND• I • EQ• 1 I Go TO 93 
i F ( J . E O . J f j )  GO TO 94 .
I F ( I . E Q . I n ) M=5 "
GO TO 99
92 M—2 ^ ~
GO TO 99
93 M=3
GO TO 99 " ,
94 M=4
99 CONTINUE
GO TO ( 1 » 2 ' 3 r 4 r 5 )
M = l . . . F O R  POINTS NOT ON ANY OF THE BOUNDARIES
1 PN=1.
I F ( L X . E G . l )  GO TO 12 
13 IF  ( J . E U . l . O R . ( J . E O . J A . A N D . I . L T - I A ) ) GO TO 21
:****^*************<
10
ICL
11
IF IJ.Eu-JN-OR.(J.EQ.JB*AND*I.LT.IA))
DO 10 L—1r 12
BLNO ( L ) — AO ( I » J+i t L)
BVvSR ( L ) =AC (I» J-l »L)
DP(i-)=ACi( I»J»L) 
xENG-X2IJ+1)-X2(J)
XV.SR=X2(J)-X2( J-l)
GO TO 100
IF ( J . G T .JA*AND•J • L T•J r • AND•I• EG «1)
IF (J•LE•JA•AND• I • E Q • IA )
IF (i.EG.I A*AND.J.GT.JB)
IF(I.EQ.ItJ) GO TO 51 
LO 11 L-lt12 
bEN0(L)=A0(I+l»JrL)
EWSR<L>=AQ(1-1tJfL)
BP(L)=AQ(IrJtL)
XENQ=X1(1 + 1)->C1(I)
X'ftSR=Xl(I)-Xl(I-l)
GO TO luO
GO TO 4i
GO 70 31
GO TO 31 
GO TO 3l
2
21
20
C* **
c
M=2...F0R POINTS ON THE AXIS r
IF(LX.EG•1) GO TO 1 
PN--1•
DO 20 L=3rl2 
BENG(L)-AQ(IfJ + l r L )  
b ASK ( L ) —AG' ( I t J + 2 fL) 
bP(L)=AG(I r J r L )
XENu=X2(J + l >-X2(J)
XlvSR=X2 (J+2 > -X2 (J)
GO TO 100 
* * * * * * * * . * * * * * *  * *  *  *  *  * 
m—3•••Fop Points on
***************************** 
E.T.c.
* * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * *
V* * * * * * * * * * * * *
THE INLET PLANEr E.T.C.
£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *
3
31
30
C
C*
4
41
40
I F ( L X .N E *1) GO TO 1 
PN——1•
DO 30 L - l t 12 
bENG( L ) —AQ( I + l r J r L )
BWSR(L)=AO( 1 + 2 f J r L )
EiP(L)=AG( I »J»L )
XENG-X1(I + 1> —X1 ( 1 )
X*JSR=X1 C1+2) - X I C I  >
GO TO 100
M = 4 . . .p C R  POINTS ON THE OUTER BOUNDARY (JN)
l F ( L X . E G . l )  GO TO 1 
PN =-1 .
DO 40 L—1 t 12 
DENG( L ) -A G ( I rJ - l »L)
BWSR(L)=AG(19J - 2 » L )
B P ( L ) = A G ( I • J» L )
X E N G = X 2 (J -1 ) -X 2 (J )
XWSR-X2( J - 2 ) - X 2 ( J )
GO TO 1 GO
* * * * * * * * * * * * *  
E. T • C «
M = 5 . . .F 0 R  POINTS ON THE EXIT PLANE
5 I F ( L X . N c- . I )  GO TO 1
51 PN =-1 .
DO b0 L = l r l 2
BENG(L)=AG(1-1* J*L)
BwSH(L )—AG(I”2 9o 9E )
50 £ P ( L ) = A G ( I t 0 * L )
X E N u = X l ( I - l ) - X l l I )
X!a5R-X 1 ( I - 2 )  - X l  ( I )
GO TO 100 
100 CONTINUE
B E N G ( l5 )= B E N G (8 ) /b E N Q ( lO )
BEIJO (1 6 )  =C-ENG ( 9) /BENQ (10 )
BWSk (1 5 )  =BV/Sk (3  ) /bWbR (10 )
BW5K( 1 6 ) =BWSk ( 9 ) /BWSR(10 )
B P ( l b ) = D P ( 8 i / B P H 0 )
B P ( 1 6 ) = b P ( 9 ) / 6 P ( 1 0 )
aDF-DF (Phr?.ENS(KQ) »EWSR(KQ) rCP(KQ) * X'ENQ t XWSR)
RETURN
END
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ABSTRACT
The research work described in this thesis is a continuation 
of the'previous studies carried out in the University of Glasgow 
on swirling jets issuing from vane swirlers.
A test-rig suitable for investigations of combustion systems 
was designed. The vane swirlers used for the investigations 
were to the same design as those used by Mathur (5) for investigating 
cold swirling jets. The measuring instruments were calibrated 
and the analysis for the temperature correction due to radiation 
from the thermocouple bead was carried out. For all the experiments, 
premixed stream of town gas and air was used.
Flame stabilisation tests were conducted mainly with hubless 
swirlers. With the hubless swirlers, stable flames are held at. 
the junction of the swirler vane tips. With each of the annular 
swirlers, the chemical reaction started from inside the swirler 
tube. The results of the tests show that highly stable flames are 
obtainable with vane swirlers. The width of the stable flame region 
of the stability limits loop increases with swirl although for any 
given flow velocity, the fuel/air ratios at weak and rich blow-off 
limits increase with swirl. For flames issuing from swirlers with 
vane angles of 70 and 75 degrees with both geometries, wall flame 
jets were formed.
The aerodynamic measurements were made with hubless and annular 
swirlers. The analysis of the results show a strong dependence of the 
flow distributions in the flow field on the swirler exit conditions.
As the rotational energy increases, a greater proportion of the nozzio 
fluid is forced into the outer part of the jet by the centrifugal 
forces. This concentration of stream lines causes increases in the flow 
velocities at those radial points in the swirler flow section, as a 
result of which the static pressures at these points drop. The effect 
of this is that the maximum, axial velocity components, temperatures and 
minimum static.pressures are displaced from the jet axis near the swirler* 
exit. The radial displacements of these aerodynamic variables increase 
with swirl. A n  %he variables generally decay as the axial distance 
from the swirler exit increases and the rates of decay depend on the 
dwirl number. The maximum values of the gbove parameters on cross- 
sectional planes (minimum for pressure) ultimately tend to the jet axis 
and the positions at which the values reach the axis depend on swirl. 
Throughout the lengths of the jets investigated, the static pressures 
remain subatmospheric.
The minimum swirler vane angle with which a recirculation vortex 
will be established in hubless swirler flames in JO degrees. The 
corresponding angle with annular swirlers is 45 degrees. For the same 
swirler geometry, the characteristics and dimensions of the recirculation 
vortex increases with swirl.
The analyses made of the jet widths show that swirling jets expand 
rapidly immediately downstream of the exit and the rate of expansion 
increases with swirl. At sufficiently far axial distances from the 
swirler exit, the expansion rates become linear.
Computations of the axial fluxes of linear and angular momenta, and
(xiii)
and the mass flow rates at the cross-sectional planes of measurements 
show that the fluxes of momenta along the jet are conserved. The 
entrainment rates increase with swirl in both swirler geometries.
The comparison of the above results with cold swirling jets show 
differences in the jet developments. The minimum vane angle for the 
establishment of recirculation vortex in cold swirling jets increase to 
45 degrees. For both swirler geometries and swirlers with corresponding 
vane angles, the maximum widths of the recirculation vortices increase in 
burning jets. The burning jets also have higher expansion and entrainment 
rates than the cold equivalents.
The prediction method formulated at Imperial College, London, (B),(9) 
was further developed for the computation of flow distributions in cold 
and burning swirling jets. The program was also modified for processing 
in a KDF9 or UNIVAC 1108 computer. The results predicted by the method 
are generally similar to those experimentally obtained. With specification 
of correct inlet profiles, the program, will predict accurate results for 
cold jets. For burning jets, further improvements are still required 
in the inlet specification of the combustion parameters and also in the 
turbulence representation. •
